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SUMMARY

This thesis defends an account of the nature of moral judgements

which shows them to be statements of fact whose correctness or other-

wise is an objective matter.

In the first two chapters, some arguments which have been thought

to show that rnoral judgements are not statements of fact are considered

and rejected. In the next chapter, a more formidable argument

against the view that moral judgements are statements of fact is

noted. The difficulties raised by this argurnent, which I refer to as

'the reasons argumên!', are noted for attention later in the thesis.

In chapters IV and V, two influential alternatives to construing

moral judgements as statements of fact, which I call, respectively, 'the

attj.tudes theory' and 'the imperative theory', are described, and it

is shown that these views entail moral relativism. In the next chapter,

it is argued that if v¡e accept moral relativism, we must accept that

morals and moral philosophy are trivial.

In chapter VII, the attitudes theory and the imperative theory

are criticised. Then, in chapter VIII, a different account of the nature

of moral judgements, which entails that they are indeed statements of

facg, is defended. It is shown that this account is proof agaínst the

reasons argument. In the following chapter, a serious objection to

the suggested account is considered. The objection shows that if the

account is to hold for mOyA.L'ought'-judgements, we must claim that
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moral considerations provide any man with reasons for acting, regard-

less of his particular desires and interests - and there appear to k¡e

conclusive grounds for denying that this could be true of arty consid-

eration.

Ho\dever, it is argued in chapter X that there eould be consid-

erations of which this is true, and that it is in fact true of moral

considerations. The argument used Ï¡ears a close resembl'ance to that

bywhichKurtBaiertriestoshowthatanymanhasreasontobemoral,

and seems open to a type of objection generally thought fatal to

Baier,s argument. An attempt to deal with this objection is:nade in

chapter XI.

TheargumentsofchaptersXandXlcanbeseenasattempting

to show that any man has reason to be moral. Ilowever, it is sometimes

argued that any such attempt necessarity overlooks a feature of

morality which, once it is pointed out, can be seen to rule out the

possibility of there being any reasons for being moral' Chapter XII

is devoted to dealing with this type of argument'

Thetaskattemptedinchal>tersXandXl,thatofshowingthat

any man has reason to be moral without denyíng certain considerations

about the nature of reasons for acting which seem incompatible with

this,hasbeenundertakenelsewherebyProfessorG.R.Grice.Ihave

therefore incluoed an appendix to the thesis (Appendix A) in which I

argue that Professor Grice fails to accomplish this task'

The arguments of chapters X and XI would show' if sound' that

moralityisrequiredofanymanbyrational-ity.ltratthiscanbe

shown is denied by D.A.J. Richards and by Bernard Gert, both of whom

also present some considerations which suggest that the implications
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of this denial are less damaging to morality than one might think.

The thesis therefore closes with a further appendix, in which I

consider briefly the positions of Richards and Gert on these matters.
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Ttris thesis contains no material which has been accepted for

the award of any other degree of diploma in any university. Neither'

to the best of my knowledge, does ít contain any material previously

published or written by another person, except when due reference is

made in the text of the thesis.

(Winston L.S. Nesbitt).



PREFACE

Themaintasktowhichthisthesisaddressesitselfisthatof

defendingananalysisofmoraljudgementsaccordingtowhichsuch

judgements are a species of statement, the question of whose truth

or falsity is therefore an objective matter. This task seems to me of

especial- importance in ethics because, as I shall argue' the major

alternatives which have been suggested to construing morar judgements

as statements of fact are, despite the disclaimers of some of their

proponents, inevitably relativistic (my use of this now somewhat

unfashionable term, and thus of the term 'objectivist" which I use

with the opposite meaning, is explained in the first paqe or so of

chapter l), and I believe that moral relativism entails the trj-viality

of morals and moral PhilosoPhY-

That certain theories would, if true, show rnorality and moral

philosophy to be trivial is, of course, in itself no criticism of

those theories - perhaps morality and moraL philosophy a?e trivial,

and the demonstration of this salutary, However, it also seems t'o me

that these theories can be shown to be false, and that the rejection

of the view that moral judgements are statements of fact, which has

been the major impetus behind the development of such theories, is

far frcm being justified by the arguments commonly advanced in its

favour. An account of the nature of moral judgements can be provided

whi.ch construes them as statements of fact and which can deal with
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such of these arguments as are not either question-begging or merely

confused. My attempt to show atl of this proceeds in accordance with

the following rough outline:

Inthefirstthreechapters,Someargumentswhichhavebeen

thought to demonstrate that moral judgements cannot be statements of

fact are examined. In chapters Iv and v, two influential types of

alternative views about the status of moral judgements, which I refer

to respectively as'the attitudes theoryr and'the imperative theoryr,

are described, and it is shown that such views entail moral relativism'

In the next chapter, it is argued that if moral relativism is true,

morals and moral philosophy are trivial. chapter vII is devoÈed to

criticism of the attitudes theory and the imperative theory, and Èhen

in chapter VIII, a dífferent account, which entails that moral judgements

are indeed statements of f.acl-, is defended. In chapter IX' it is seen

that to accept this account involves accepting that any man has reason

to be moral, regardless of his interests and desires, and the remai¡ing

chapters are devoted to making good this latter claim.

The task of showing that any man has reascn to be-moral is one

which has been und.ertaken by Professor G.R. Grice, and if he were

successful, the final chapters of this thesis, in which the same task

is attempted, would be larggly superfluous. I have therefore included

an appendix in which it is argued that Grice is not successful.

If any man has reason to be moral, it would appear to follow

that morality is rationally reguired of any man. That this can be so'

however, is denied by D.A.J. Richards and by Bernard Gert, both of whom

make some attempt to allay fears that this denial might be destructive

of morality. I have therefore devoted a second appendix to a brief
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consideration of their views on the rationality of morality.

Threepassagesinthethesishavebeenacceptedforpublication

in more or ]ess the form in which they appear here' My criticisms of

Hare,s attempt to show that value-judgements entail imperatives appeared

ín Ihe PhíLosophieaL ØtæterLy, Ju1y, 1973, under the title 'Value-

Judgements, prescriptive Language, and Imperatives' i my discussion of

Max Black's paper tThe Gap Between t'Is" and "Should"lappeared in

The AusttaLasian JournaL of Philosophy, August, L973r entitled rPer-

formatives and the Gap Between t'Ist' and "Ought"r; and my discussion

of Mrs. Foot's paper 'Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives'

has been accepted by The PhiLosophieaL Reuíe?i as a paper entit'led

tCategorical Imperatives - a Defence', and should appear in the April

1977 issue of that journal.

Finat}y,IwouldliketothankMr.J.H.Chandler,mysupervisor

at the University of Ade1aide, and Mr. R'E' Ewin, who agreed to be

my external supervisor while I completed the thesis at the university

of western Australia, for the help and advice they have given ne

(neither, of course, is in any way responsíble for the mistakes which

no doubt occur in what follows, and both would in fact disagree with

much of what I have said).



CTIAPÎER I

'NATURALISMT : MOORETS ARGUMENTS

In this dissertation, I will argue against certain influential

views in moral philosophy according to which moral judgements have

a performative aspect, that is to say, according to which in uttering

a moral judgement one is performinçJ some action other than the mere

making of a statementrl "rrd 
for a viel^' accordíng to which such

judgements d4e sinply statements. Ttre view to be defended also differs

in another respect from those I shall criticise. The latter, as I

wiII argue., have clear relativistic inplications, while the former

irnplies that the sormdness or otherwise of any given moral judgement

is an objective matter. considerable attention will be given to this

issue of relativism versus objectivism, which, fot reasons I v¡it1 mention

Iater, seems to me one of the most crucial issues arising out of

recent moral philosoPhy.

The terms 'relativism' and 'objectivism' have in fact become

somewhat unfashionable, and it is sometimes suggested that they are

too imprecise, or at least have too many different senses, fot their

'lt perhaps the two most well known proponents of the types of views f have

in mind have been c.L. stevenson and R.M. Hare, both of whom I will
discuss at some length.
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use in ethical discussion to be conducive to anything but confusion.

However, there is at least ø sense of these terms which can be made

adeguately clear. This is the sense in which relativísm is the view

that it is not possible to justifY, in the sense of giving reasons

2

for accepting, any moral judgement, view or principle, as agaínst any

other, and in which objectivism is the deníal of relativism in this

sense. Moreover, I think it probable that these are the senses of

rrelativism' and 'objectivism' which those who wish to use the terms

have usuaì-Iy had in mind. Be that as it may, however, these are the

senses in which I use the words, and in whích they refer us to the

issue which I believe to be of such major irnportance in ethics.

I witl begin by considering certain arguments which have been

thought to show that morat judgements cannot be statements that some-

thing is the case, or, as it is often put, statements of fact. The

first arguments I wish to consider are those advanced by Moore against

ethical naturalism ín Pv'incipía Ethíca3 at the begínning of this

century. Moore's target was not, of course, Èhe view that moral judge-

ments are statements, but the view that they are statements about

properties or objects observable by empirical means. However, his

arguments woutd show that moral judgements are either statements about

objects or properlies not observable by empirical means, or not

statements of fact at all. Now whÍIe Moore, of course' was happy to

embrace the former alternative, most contemporary philosophers are not

2 Cf. R.M. Hare, Freedom and Reason (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1963) p.

G.E. Moore, Principia Ethiea (cambridge, Cambridge University Press,

50.

reo3) .3
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prepared to do so, and some therefore take him to have shown that moral

judgenents are not statements of fact. In fact, the r¡rord 'naturalismf

tends to be used nowadays to refer to the view that moral judgements

are statements of fact of some sort rather than merely to the view that

they are statements of 'naturalr fact. Since I too am disinclined to

accept Moore's conclusion, but nevertheless wish to hold that moral

judgernents are statements of fact, I will try to show that his arguments

are unsuccessful.

Moore's chief concern was with the analysis of the notíon of

goodness, and for him, naturalism was the view that the notion could,

be analysed in terms of words which stood for an empirical property

or properties. Thus, examples he gives of naturalistic ianalyses or

definitions of tgoodt are r"good" means "pleasantt" a¡d t"goodt' meaas

"desired" | - for whether or not something is pleasant and whether or

not something is desired are empirical questions.

Now Moore claimed that all naturalistic definitions of good

necessarily involve a certain mistake, which he cal.l-ed 'the naturalistic

fallacy'. What did he take this mistake to be, and is it indeed

involved in all naturalistic definitions of 'good'? Certain passages

ín Príneipia Ethiea suggest that the mistake \^ras supposed to consist

simply in the attempt to define goodness in terms of words which

denote natural properties, or, as it is someÈimes put, to identify

goodness with some natural property or properties. For example, on

page 73 he writes that the fallacy 'consists in the contention that

gooð, mearts nothing but some simple or complex notion, that can be

defined in terms of natural qualities'. However, in other passages he

makes it clear that he believes the mistake in question to be involved
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ín arty attempt to define rgoodr, and not just in attempts to define

it naturalistically. On page 13, he says that if a man confuses two

natural objects with one another' 'defining the one by the otherr, the

same fallacy would be involved, though there would be no reason to call

this instance of it riaturalístic; and on page 14, he says that even if

good were a natural object, 'that would not alter the nature of the

fallacy', though again, the name Inaturalistic fallacyr l^tould not be

appropriate. These passages suggTest, moreover, that the naturalistic

fallacy is simply a special case of the mistake of defining a property

in terms of, or identifying it wíth, some property other than itself.

still other of Moorers remarks, however, suggest rather that

the faÌIacy is a special case of the mistake of trying to define an

indefinable notion (Moore, as is well known, held that the property

of goodness was non-natural and indefinable). Thus, on pages 12 to 13,

he says that if anyone were to try to defitre 'pleasure' as being any

other natural object, 'that would be the same fallacy which I have

called the naturalistic fallacy'; ancf this comes immediately after

a passage in which he argues that 'pleasurer is 'absolutely indefinablel

(of course, it is trivial that pleasure cannot be defined as being any

othey, object, and Moore clearly means to claim that a fallacy is involved

in trying to define pleasure at all) .

We have, then, two accounts of what Moore meant by 'the

naturalistic fallacy', both of which can be supported from the text

of Pyiitcipia, Ethiea.. One is that the fallacy is supposed to be a

special case of the mistake of confusing goodness with some other

property; and the other is that it is supposed to be a special case
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of the mistake of trying to define an indefinable property, namely the

mistake of trying to define the indefina-b]e property of goodness.

v¡.K. Frankena, in a well known criticism of Moorers use of

the notion of the naturalistic fallacyr4 not"s the possibility of

these two accounts of the nature of the fallacy' and mentions a

third possibitity which also gains some support from Moorers remarks

on the matter. This is the suggestion that the naturalistic fallacy

consists in the error of confusing a universal synthetic proposition

about what is good with a definition of goodness. Thus, supposing

'pleasure is good' to be a true universal synthetic propositíon, a

man would commit the naturalistic fallacy if he were to conclude from

the fact that pleasure and goodness are always found together that

'pleasure' me1nl 'goodr. Now Frankena points out that on any of these

three accounts, though to commit the naturalistic fallacy is to commit

a mistake (for it is certainly a mistake to confuse one property with

another, or to try to define an indefinable property, or to confuse a

synthetic proposition about what is good with a definition of goodness),

on none of them is the mistake committed a fallacy in the sense in which

an invalid argument, like tl1e fallacy of composition, is a fallacy.

Frankenars point is not merely the verbal one that the naturalistic

fallacy, though a mistake, is not strictly a fallacy. It is, rather'

that when we understand the nature of the so-called fallacy, it becomes

clear that it cannot be used as a 1ÂIeapon in an argument against

naturalism, as can the notion of a logical fallacy like the fallacy of

4 
".*. 

Frankena, ,The Naturaristic Fallacy', Irind., 4g (1939) pp. 464-477.
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composiÈion. As he puts it, rthe charge of committing the nat-

uralistic fallacy can be made, if at all, only aS a corrclusion from

the discussion, and not as an instrument of deciding it'.5 For

anyone who offers a definition of goodness will of course deny that

he is confusing goodness with some other propertYr oI is trying to

define a¡r indefinable property, or that what he takes to be a

definition of goodness is really a synthetic proposition. since

he believes his definition to be correct' such a person believes

that the property in terms of which he tries to define goodness

ís nOt a property other than goodness; since he believes that he

has just done so, he cJ-early believes that goodness c1n be defined;

and since he believes the proposition which he offers as a

definition to be a definition, he clearly does not believe that i-u is

a synthetic proposition. Thus, it is question-begging merely tc:

assume that anyone who offers a definition of goodness commits any

of these mistakes, since the assumption that a definition of goodness

must involve any of ttrem is necessarily one which he rejects.

Before discussing this cl:iticism of Moore, let us ask which

of the three accounts of the nature of the naturalistic fallacy

mentioned by Frankena we should take as most accurately reflecting

Moore's intentions. We can, I think, eliminate the last-mentioned

account. It seems highly unlikely that Moore thought that all

naturalists confuse universal synthetic propositions about what is

good with definitions of goodness. In the first place, there

obviously eouLd be a (faulty) definition of goodness which would be

5 Ibid., p. 465.
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false even as a universal synthetic proposition about what is good

- 'pain is good' would appear to be such a clefinition' In the

second place, it is clear that confusing a universal synthetic

proposition about what is good with a definition of goodness is

merely one way in which someone might arrive aÈ a faulty definition

of goodness (one might instead, for example, consult an oracle) t

whereas, as ¡^¡e have seen, Moore thought iù:nat ana attempted definition

of goodness involves the naturalistic fallacy. It seems reasonable,

then, to take Moore as hotding the confusion of universal synthetic

proposítions about what is good with clefinitions of goodness to be

what as a matter of fact lies behind many or all commissions of the

naturalistic fallacy, rather than the fallacy itself'

!,lhat of the first two accounts mentioned, that is, the suggest-

ion that the naturalistic fallacy was the mistake of identifying

goodness with some other property, and the suggestion that it was

the mistake of trying to define an indefinable property? Moore

certainly thoughÈ that a naturalistic definition of 'good' involved

both mistakes. Since he held that goodness was a non-natural prop-

erty, he clearly thought that any attempt to define it in terms of

a natural property involved the mistake of identifying goodness

wiih some other property; and since he held that goodness was índefin-

able, he clearly also held that any such attempt involved the

mistake of trying to define an indefinable property. However'

Moore's Ted.son for thinking that a naturalist necessarily commits

the first mistake was not that he believed goodness to be a non-

natural property¡ since he states' as \^Ie just saw, that even if

goodness were a nAtUtAL property, the same mistake would be involved
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in trying to define it. Rather, his reason for thinking that a

naturalist necessarily commits the first mistake was that this

is a consequence of his view that they necessarily commit the latter'

For if one tries to define an indefinable property P, the property

in terms of which one tries to do so will necessarily be a property

other than P (othen¡ise, the definition would be correct, and P would

after all be defínable). Hence, I suggest, if we are to try to decide

which mistake Moore took to be the naturalistic fallacy' \^te should opt

for the latter - that is, we should say that the naturalistic fallacy

vras supposed to be a special case of the attemPt to define an indefin-

able property. As has just been pointed out, Moore's belief that

naturalists commit the mistake of identifying a property (goodness) with

some other property is a consequence of his belief that they commit

the mistake of trying to define an indefina-ble property, and the latter

místake is in this sense more basic in Moore's thought tha.n the former'

At any rate we need only consider Moore's claim that any naturalist,

or for that matter anyone who tries to define goodness, necessaril-y

commits the latter mistake, that of trying to define an indefinaj¡le

property. For if we decide that this claim is correct, we must

accept the consequencer as we saw a moment ago, that a naturalist

necessarily commits the former mist.ake, of confusing goodness with

some other property; and if we decide that it is not correct' or

that Moore provides no reason for believing it to be, it follows that

he provides no reason either to accept that consequence'

NowFrankenaissurelyrightinsayingthatitisquestion-

begging to merely assume against naturalists that they are trying to

define an indefinable property - for this is to assume, what a
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naturalist clearly denies, that goodness is an indefinable property.

However, it is not quite true to say that Moo,îe merely assumed that

goodness is indefinable; he presented an argÌrment to show Èhat this

is so. The argumenÈ I have in mind is, of course, Moore's so-called

'open question' argument, which is produced on pages 15 to 16 of

Principia Ethiea. The argument runs as follows:

Suppose that goodness could be defined in terms of, i.e. was

the same property as, some property P. This would make unintelligible

the question ,Is P good?" since it would be equivalent to 'Is P P?'.

But no matter what property we take P to be, the property of being

pleasurable, desired, or whatever, we will find that we cdn intelligib1y

ask 'Is P good?'; we will find that we understand the question, as we

would not understand the question 'Is P P?r. Hence, no definition of

goodness can be correct.

Moore does, then, produce an argument to show that goodness

is indefinable. However, the argument can readily be shown to be

inadequate. First, Iet us note that its first premise, which in

effect asserts that if'P is good'is analytic, Èhen'fs P good?l

cannot be intelligible, might rvell be questioned - it is a common

view amongst philosophers that statements like '484 plus' 263 equals

747, are analytic, yet 'J's 484 plus 263 equal to 747? ' seems intell-

igible. Let us suppose, however, that Moore's first premise is true.

This means that it is a consequence of naturalism that some questions

of the form rls P good?! are unintelligible. In that case, Moore cannot

be permitted to assert without argr:lnent that this consequence is false'

for he is arguing against naturalists, who presumably believe that any

consequence of thej-r position is true. But Moore's second premise does
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merely assert that no questions of the form rls P good?r are unintell-

igibte. The open question argument, in short' begs the question'

However, as is poínted out by D.H. Monro and also by W.D. Hudson,

Moore also appears to have had in mind another argument designed to

show that no definition of goodness can be correct. The argument is

this:

Tlre naturalist, who defines goodness in terms of some property

p, wants to use the statement 'P is (by definition) good' to advocate

the pursuit of P; he produces it as a Tea'son for pursuing P' But

his definition entails that 'P is good' is eguival-ent to 'P is p''

an insignificant tautology which cannot state a reason for pursuing

p, or anything else. Therefore, the naturalist's use of'P is good'

as a reason for pursuing P is inconsj-stent with his definition' and

irnplicitly contradicts it.

Monrosuggeststhatwhatthenaturalisthastodohereisto

include in his analysis of rgood, a reference to feelings of approval'

so that'X is good, wiII mean (a) 'X has a given natural characteristic

p,, and (b) 'P is approved (by me or by men in general) 
" 

This' he

says, will after all entitle the naturalist to use his definition as

a reason or argument for pursuing what he claims to be by definition

good, because 'that an action is the kind of action you approve is a

reason for doing it'.7

However, it does not seem to me that the move suggested by

6

U ,"" Monro , Ernpir,ícism cnd Ethícs (Carnbridge, Ca¡nbridge University
press , Lg67) I pp. g2-g3; Hudson, Modez,n MoTaL PhíLosophy (London,

Macmillan, 1970), P. 86.
7 *orrto, op. cit., p. gg.
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Monro is of the slightest help to the naturalist in the face of l4oorers

criticism. The property in terms of which he claims rgood' to be

definable will now be the complex one of 'having the natural charact-

eristic P, which is approved (by me or by men in general ) 
" 

But this

Ieaves him open to precisely the same objection as beforei he cannot

advocate the pursuit of whatever has this property by saying that it

ís good, because that would be to utter the tautology that whatever

has the natural characteristic P, which is approved, has the natural

characteristic P, which is approved; and this cannot be held to state

a reason for pursuing whatever has the natural characteristic P,

which is approved, or anything else. of course, it seems reasonable

to suggest that, the fact that something has a property which is approved

of is itself a reason for pursuing that thing, at least for those

whose approval is being referred to, and Monro's analysis could therefore

be said to show how one can provide a reason for pursuing something by

calling it good. However, though the problem of how the assertion that

something is good can provide a reason for pursuing that thing is an

important one, which I wilt discuss at some length later in this thesis,

it is not the problem raised by Moore, and nor, as h¡e shall see' is it

one he cdn raise. The problem which is posed by Moore's objection is,

rather, that of how, if 'goodr has the same meaning as some term rPr,

rP is good' can provide a reason for pursuing P - and as we have just

seen, Monro's suggested reply does nothing towards dealing wíEh this

problem.

How, then, can a naturalist reply to Moore's objection? He can,

I suggest, reply along the following lines: Let us concede that it

is inconsistent to both claim that'goodr means the same as 'P', and to
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try to advocate the pursuit of P by saying that it is good' Let us

concede also that all naturalists have been guilty of this inconsis-

tency. It follows from thiq not that naturalism is an inconsistent

view, but simpty that naturalists have been inconsistent. To avoid

running foul of Moore's objection, a naturalist needs only to be

careful to avoid the sort of inconsistency mentioned; that is, he

should bear in mind that should he wish to advocate the pursuit of P,

ttre property in terms of which he tries to define goodness, he must

avoid trying to do so by saying that P is good. Íhis should impose

no great hardship on him, for since he thinks that P is identical with

goodness, one has as little (or as much) need to advocate its pursuit

as to advocate that of goodness; and, moreover, he is not precluded

by t4oore's objectíon from advocating the pursuit of anything other

than p (that is, goodness itself) by asserting that it is good.

This completes my discussion of Moore's attack on naturalism.

rt has been shown, I hope, that his arguments either beg the question

against naturalism or only count against inconsistent naturalists,

and thus do not force us to the conclusion that moral judgements are

eitl¡er statements about non-empirical properties or objects, or not

state¡nents at all.
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HAREIS ARGUMENT

we have just seen that Moore fails to show that moral judge-

ments cannot be statements of empirical fact. I will now consider

another well known attempt to show Èhis, and in fact to show that such

judgements cannot be statements of fact at all.

rn chapter 5 of The Language of Mot'aLsrl *-*. Hare attempts to

restate Moore's argument against naturalism 'in a way which makes it

clear why "naturalism" is untenable', for he believes that although

Moore's formulation of it is faulty, the argument'rests, albeit in-

securely, upon a secure foundation'2. The argument he has in mind is

Moore's ropen question' argument, which was discussed in the lasi

chapter, and is an attempt to show that 'good' cannot. be defined,

not only naturali-stically, but at all. As we shall see' Harers

formulation of it is no advance over Moore's, for both suffer from

essentially the same defect.

Hare's argument is this: According to the naturalist, the

term 'good' is definable in terms of some set of characteristics C.

fhis witl mean that rP is a good picture' has the same meaning as rP

is a picture and P is C'. But in that case, we would be unable to

I *.t. Hare The Language of MoraLs (oxford, clarendon Press, Lg52)

' ,uia. r pp. 83-84.
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conmend pictures for being C, for to say that P is good because it is

C would be to say that it is C because it is C. Since to say that P

is good because it is C is to commend it for being C, it follows that

rgood' is not definable in terms of any characteristics C.

Hare considers the objection that his argument could be used to

prove of any word. that it cannot be defined in terms of others. He

imagines it being suggested, f.or example, that if one accepts that

'puppy' means tyoung dogt,

...then the sentence 'a puppy is a young dog' becomes

equivalent to 'a young dog is a young dog', and this is
something that we would never want to say; but we do

sometimes say 'a puppy is a young dog'; therefore the
proposed definition prevents our saying something that
in our ordinary talk we do meaningfully say, etc.3

Hare,s reply (I paraphrase somewhat for brevity's sake) is that

we normally use the sentence 'a puppy is a young dog" not to say

anything of substance abouÈ puppies, but as a definition, that is'

as a statement about the use of words. Thus, the sentence may be

expanded into rThe English sentence "If anything is a puppy it is a

young dog" is analytic,. Now if we substitute for the word 'puppy'

Ín thís sentence the words ryoung dog', we get a statement which,

though aLso true, does not mean the same. Thís should not surprise

us since it is wefl known that if a sentence contains within it

another sentence within inverted commas it is not always possible

without changing the,meaning of the whole sentence to substitute

synon]¡mous expressions for expressions within the inverted commas.

Since, then, the sentences 'Íhe English sentence "If anything is a puppy

it is a young dog" is analytic' and 'The English sentence "If anything

3 Ibid., p. 86.
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is a young dog ít is a you19 dog" is analyticr do not mean the same'

there is no puzzLe about the fact that though we sometimes do wish to

utter the abbreviation of the former, 'A puppy is a young dog', we never

wish to utter that of the latter, 'A young dog is a young dog'.4

However, says Hare, all this is entirely irrelevant to the case

of the word 'good'. The objection being considered was

that our attack on naturalistic definitions of the word
rgood' could be pressed equally against definitions of the
word 'puppy', and that, since these l-atter are obvioqsly in
order, there must be something wrong with the attack.-

The attack, however,

... was based upon the fact that if it were true that 'a
good A' meant the same as 'an A which is C', then it would
be impossible to use the sentence 'an A which is C is
good' in order to commencli for this sentence wouldobe
analytic and equivalent to rAn A which is C is Cr.-

- and, Hare points out, it seems clear that we do use sent-ences of the

form 'An A which is C is good' in order to commend A's which are C.

Further, it is clear that in so conìmending, \¡¡e are not doing the same

sort of thing as when vte say 'A puppy is a young dog' - 'That is to say'

commending is not the same sort of linguistic activity as defining'.7

Harers reply, then, is that his attack on definitions of rgood'

in terms of some characteristics C depended on the fact that senl.:ences

of the form rAn A which is C is good' are used for commending; and

that since the sentence 'A puppy is a young dog' is not used for

4

5

6

7

Ibid. r pp.

Loc. cit.
Ibid, pp.

Ibid. ' p.

89-90.

90-91.

9r.
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conunending, that attack cannot tre pressed against the definition of

'puppy' as 'young dog'.

However, it is possibte to construct an argument to show that

'puppyr cannot be naturalistically defined which is genuinely parallel

to Hare's argument to show that 'good' cannot be so defined. Let us

coin the expression rto puppífy': to puppify something is, by definition,

to classify it as a puppy. Thus, to call something a puppy is to

puppify it. rt is true that this is a tautologY, but the same can be

said for the claim that to call something good is to coromend it. The

following argument can no\^¡ be advanced against the possibility of

defining þuppyt:

If 'a puppy' could be defined as ran A which is C', then it would

be impossible to use the sentence rAn A which is c is a puppyr to

puppify ¡ for this sentence would be analytic, and equivalent to rAn A

which is C is C'. But it is clear that we do use sentences of the form

'An A which is C is a puppy' to puppify A's which are C. Since this

would be irnpossible if 'a puppy' meant ran A which is C', the definition

must be rejected; and since this holds no matter what characteristics

C denotes, it follows that we cannot define 'puppy' in terms of any set

of characteristics C.

However, we know that 'puppy' can be defined in terms of certain

characteristics, namely those of being young and being a dog. Where,

then, is the mistake in this argument? There seems to be a choice here.

First, we might reject the premise that if 'An A which is C is a puppy'

is analytic, it cannot be used to puppify. It might be said that rAn A

which is a ycung dog is a puppy' does classify, albeit vacuously, young
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dogs as puppies. If we accept this premise, though, we will then have

to rejecÈ the argument's other premise, that sentences of the form

'An A which is C is a puppy' are used to puppify - for this needs,

for the purposes of the argqment, to be interpreted as asserting that

ALL senhences of that form are used to puppify, and we will have just

accepted that some sentences of that form, namely analytic ones, cannot

be so used.

Very similar criticisms can be made of Harers argument. We

might, in the first place, reject the premise that if 'An A which is c

is good' is analytic, it cannot be used to commend. 'Justice is a

virtuer, for example, might ptausibly be said to be both analytic

and corunendatory of justice. However, we cannot proceed from here in

quite the same v¡ay as in our criticism of the 'puppyr argument. we

cannot say that if we accept the premise that analytic sentences

cannot be used to conmend, \¡re must reject the premise that all

sentences of the form 'An A which is C is good' are used to commend, on

the ground that the former tells us that analytic serrtences <¡f that

form cannot be so used. For Hare, as an opponent of naturalism,

must and does deny Èhat any sentences of that form are analytic. He

asserts that

'.., a sentence of the form "An A which is c is good" cannot

without change of meaning be rev/ritten "The English sentence

rAn A which is C is good' is analyti."'.8

However, if it is question-begging to assume against Hare that there

are analytic sentences of the form in question, it is equally question-

begging of him to assume against the naturalist that there are none -

8 Ibid., p. 91.
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for a naturalist is just a person who claims that some sentence of

that form is analytic. v,rhat is wrong with Hare's argument, then, is

that its second premise involves the assumption that no sentence of

the form 'An A which is C is good' is analytic - and this would not be

accepted by any naturalist, for it is simply the assumption that

naturalism is false. The question-begging character of the argument

becomes especially plain in the finat section of the chapter, where he

summarises his findings. Value-words such as 'good', he says, have

the function of commending, and so cannot be defined in terms of

words which do not have this fgnction. But of course, anyone who

claims that some expression has the same meaning as 'good' will claim

that it does perf.orm the same functions, and Hare merely assumes

that this must be false.

It might be said that if a man defines 'good' in terms of some

expression which can be used to commend, he is not doing anything to

which Hare would object, sínce his definition would not be naturalistic,

in the (somewhat esoteric) sense that it would not be in terms of an

expression v¡hich was not itself commendatory. However, to say this

woutd be to render Hare's claim trivial - if he is merely making

the point that expressions with different uses cannot be equivalent,

he is indeed on safe ground. But his claim is not merely that 'goodr

cannot be defined in terms of an expression which does not have the

same function - it is that the lsord cannot be defíned in terms of

qnA expression denoting characteristics which may be possessed by

things which are good. This latter is a substantial claim, but, as
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\de have seen, his argument for it is unsatisfactory'

It is interesting to note, in conclusion, that the defects

of Harets argument are inherited from Moorets topen questiont argument,

of which it is meant to be a reformulation. Moore's argument,

ít will be remembered, was this: ff rgood' coufd be defined in terms

of some property P, then the question 'Is P good?' would be unintelligible'

But no matter what property we take P to be, the question 'Is P good?l

is always intelligible. Therefore, no definition of goodness can be

correct.

Now our earlier criticisms of this argument closely parallel

those just made of Hare's. Just as we might well question Hare's

first premise, that if 'An A which is c is good' is analytic, then it

cannot be used to commend, sor it was pointed out, we might vlell

question Moore,s first premise, whieh in effect says that if 'P is good'

is analytic, then'Is P good?r cannot be used to ask an intelligible

question. And just as if we accept Hare's first premise, his other'

premise, that aII sentences of the form rAn A which is c is goodr are

used to commend, becomes question-begging, Sor we Sawt if we acCept

Moore's first premise, his other premise, that all questions of the

form 'Is P good?' are inteltigible, becomes question-begging. We see

that Hare's reformulation of the open question argument and that

argunent itself are defective in strikingly similar wayst and the

reformulation has thus been in vain.

Hare does in fact present another argument which, if sound,

would count against naturalism. He argues that moral judgements are

in a certain sense 'action-guiding', whereas no statements of fact

are action-guiding, and therefore¡ that moral judgements cannot be
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statements of fact. Hovrever, the argument is presented as a defence

of his positive view that moral judgements are in fact a species of

Ímperative, and I will defer consideration of it ¡ntil later, when

we will have occasion to discuss that positive view.



CHAPTER III

THE IREASONSI ARGUMENT

I have tried to show that neither Moore's arguments against

naturalism nor Harets reformulation of them is successful. Hovlever,

there are indications in the discussions of Moore by hoth Hudson and

Monro that they confuse an argument they attribute to him with another

and much more formidable argument against naturalism. As v¡e saw in

chapter I, they attribute to Moore the following argument (let us call

it tMoorets argumentt): ],f, as the naturalist claims, rgoodt means the

same as some word P which denotes some natural characteristic, then rP

is good' is a tautology, and cannot be used to advocate pursuit of P-

Now Hudson, in summing up his remarks on thj-s argunrent' says,

The ethical naturalists set themselves up as able to do

two things with the word "good": (I) to point out that it
was only used to describe certain natural properties; and
(II) to use it in ethical teaching [by 'teaching' Hudson

seems Èo mean ,advocacyt). Moorets achievement was to see

that they could not (logically) do both.I

However, the argurnent Hudson has been discussing does not show

that a na.turalist cannot use 'good' at aLL in advocating some course

of action, and this is the first time Hudson has made so strong a

claim for it. As we saw when discussing the argument in chapter I,

all it shows is that the naturalist cannot use 'good' in the sentence

!p is good' (where 'Pr is the term he claims to have the same meaning

I 
"rrd=onr 

op. cit. , P. 8'.- ,
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aS rgoodt) to advocate the pursuit of P, since that sentence would be

a tautology. For all that is shown by the argument, a naturalist can

legitimately advocate the pursuit of anything other than P by saying

that it is good. The reason why he cannot use 'P is goodr to advocate

pursuit of P is that on his view, 'P is good' is a tautology' But

nothing follows about the legitimacy or otherwise of his advocating

the pursuit of anything Q other than P by saying that it is good'

since on his view, 'Q is good' is necessarily not a tautology.

However, there is another well known type of argument against

naturalism which does yieLcl the conclusion that a naturalist cannot

use the word ,good, At ALL to advocate any course of action, and which

I suspect Hudson of confusing with the one he is supposed to be dis-

cussing. Íhe argument is this: The naturalist cannot use any judge-

ment of the form 'x is good' in advocating pursuit of x, not because

such a judgement is a]-ways a tautolog)¡ on his view' but simply because'

on his view, it merely states that the object X has a certain property'

just as (to use an example which Monro gives in a different context)

the judgement that buttercups are yellow merely states that buttercups

have a certain property, that of yellowness. For, as Monro points

out, 'The yellowness of buttercups is no reason for growing them or

picking them unless you happen to like yellow'2; and if the judgement

that something is good, Iike the judgement that it is yellow, merely

ascribes a property to that thing, it provides no reason for pursuing

that thing. Let us caII this 'the reasons argumentr '

My reason fpr suggesting that Hudson confuses the reasons

2 Monro, op. cit., P. 81.
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argument \^¡ith Moorers is that, in his sunmary of the latter, quoted

a moment ago, he states that why naturalists ¿¿re supposed to be unable

to use the word 'good' in advocating any action is that they hold the

word to be 'only used to describe certain natural properties'. This

is an inept sunmary of Moore's argument that since on the naturalistrs

view, goodness is identical with some property P, it follows that on

that view, ,P is grood' is a tautltosy, and provides no reason for

pursuing P; but it ís a perfect]-y good way of summarising the argullrent

ouÈlined a moment ago, that is, the argument that since the naturafist

claims that to caII something 'goodr is merely to ascribe to it some

(natural) property, it follows that he cannot use the word in advocating

a COUTSS of actiOn. MOreOVer, aS I^¡e haVe Seen, the reasons argument

does, and Moore's does not, support the conclusion that the natural-ist

cannot use ,good, At ALL to advocate some course of action.

llhere is reason to believe that Monro too confuses the two

arguments. In the first place, we saÏ/ that his suggestion that the

naturalist can meet Moore's objection by including in his definition

of 'good, a reference to feelings of approval is a non sequitt'tt.3

However, this is a very plausible repty to the argument that on the

naturalist's view. the judgement that x is good cannot provide any

reason for pursuing X. For if 'X is good' means in part, as Monro

suggests, 'X has a property of which I (or men in general) approve"

then it is plausible to say that it does provide reason for doing X,

since to accept that X has a property of which one approves zls to

have been provided with a reason for pursuing X'

3 See ch. I, pp. 10-11.
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Moreover, Monro claims without argument that Moore's point tells

more heavily against Moore himself than against his oppo""tttsr4 and

this is much more obviously true of the reasons argument than of Moore's'

It is obviously true of the reasons argument, which counts against the

view that rX is good' ascrijces a property to X, for Moore held this view'

But it is by no means obviously true of I'loore's argument, which points

out the inconsistency between claiming that rP is good' is a definition

and nevertheless using it to advocate the pursuit of P. For though

Moore did advocate the pursuit of certain things, such as rthe pleasures
q

of human intercourse and the enjoyment of beautiful objects"- by call-

ing them good, he did not claim that goodness could be defined' in terms

of these things - in fact, as has already been laboured, he believed

that goodness could not be defined at all.

Finally,Monroinhispreviouschapterexpticitlypropounds

the reasons argument as an argument against the view that goodness

is a non-natural property; and the suggestion that he confuses it with

Moore's argument migt-rt therefore explain why he is prepared to assert

UithOut dlgwnent that the latter counts against Moore's ovrn position'

Now different readers of Pr"Lncipia Ethiea have notoriously

found in it a considerable number of different arguments against

naturalism, and it is not inconceivable that someone might suggest that

though what I have called Moore's argument has not always been clearly

distinguished from the reasons argument, the latter is nevertheless

also to be found somewhere in the book. About this suggestion I will

Ibid. , p.99-

Moore, op. cit., p. I88.

4

5
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only remark that to accept it would be to impute to l"toore the incredible

failure to see that an argument agaj-nst goodness's being a property $¡as

also an argument against its being a non-n7tUz'aL property. I wish now

to consider the reasons argument more closely.

Let us note that the argument can be generalised in tv¡o \days.

fhe first is not strictly a generalisation of the argurnent, but a

re-statement of it which makes its scope more apparent' The argument

is designed to show that if 'X is good' is merely a statement of fact

to the effect that X has some property, then it does not state a reason

for acting. However, the words 'to the effect that it has some property'

aÏje, strictly speaking, superfluous, since any statement of fact about

X can be seen as a statement to the effect that it has some property.

Thus, the statement that X is to the left of Y can be said to ascribe

to X the property of being to the left of Y, and the statement that x

is the tallest mountain in the world can be said to ascribe to X the

property of being the tallest mountain in the world, and so on. The

reasons argument, therefore, is really an argument to show that rx is

good' cannot, if it is to provide a reason for acting, be a statement

of fact at aLL.

The second way ín which the argument can be generalised is by

widenÍng it to include, not only judgements to the effect that some-

thing ís good, but aLL moral judgements. For the claim that no

statement of fact can be a reason for acting clearly entails that not

only judgements of the form 'X is good',but Arty moral judgement (and,

for that matter, any judgement at aII) cannot be a statement of fact

if it is to provide a reason for acting-

Thus the reasons argument can be stated as the argument that

since no statement of fact provides a reason for acting, moral judge-
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ments cannot be statements of fact if they are to provide reasons for

acting, and this is in fact how it is often sÈated. To assume that

the point made by the argument counts against the view that moral

judgements are statements of fact is of course to assume that moral

judgements do provide reasons for acting. However, I believe this to

be true, and in fact will argue the point later, when it will also

become apparent in just what sense it is true.

The reasons argument is in fact a particular version of a more

general argument against the view that moral judgements are state-

ments of fact. This more general argument does not commit itself to

the view that moral judgements provide reasons for action, but merely

points out that there is a logical connection between acceptance of a

moral judgement and action in accordance with it, such that it would

be odd to accept, Sây, that one ought to do X without acquiring at

least some írcLination to do X. It is then pointed out that it is

diffícult to see how statements of fact can have this sort of connect-

ion with action, and that the onus is on anyone who construes mcral

judgements as statements of fact to show how they can have such a con- '

nection.

Arguments of this general tyPe, and the reasons argument in

particular, are accorded a good deal of importance in recent moral

phitosophy by sorne writers. Monro describes the reasons argument as

,what has always been one of the main arguments against non-naturalism'6

(By ,non-natural-ism' Monro means the view that moral predicates ascribe

non-natural (non-empirical) properties to the things to which they

6 Monror op. cit., P. 86.
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are applied. But he recognises that the argument counts equally

against any view whích construes moral utterances as statements of

fact, or 'assertions that something is the case')7. Hare also makes

the point that moral judgements provide reasons for acting, and

mentions many famous arguments in ethics which have been founded

on it8 (unfortunately, he conflates the poínt with his own claim

that moral judgemenÈs entail imperatives, which will be criticised

later). Again, J.O. Urmson, in his book on emotivism, presents a

version of the reasons argument as the maÍn positive ground for

rejection of the view that moral judgements are statements of fact

and acceptance of the emotive theory.g

I believe that these philosophers are right in the importance

they assign to this type of argument. It provides a test which any

theory of the nature of moral judgements must pass, and the difficulties

it raises for naturafistic theories in particular constitute, I believe,

the main reason behind the rejection of any such view by so many

philosophers. A major strength of the view which f will later defend

is, as we will see, that it is capable of dealinq with this arg'rment.

Ibid., p. 85.

Hare, op. cit., pp. 28-3L.

J.O. Urmson, The EInotíUe lhteotg of Ethies (London, Hutchinsonr1963),
ch. 2.

7

8

9



CHAPTER IV

THE ATTITUDES THEORY, THE TMPERATIVE THEORY,

AND IVIORAL RELATIVISM - (T) .

Of the arguments we have so far considered, only what was called

the reasons argument was found to have any force against the view

that moral judgements are analysable as statements of fact, and it

is this argument, as I have suggested, which in one form or another

has largely influenced philosophers to abandon that view. The search

for an alternative analysis, which can account for the feature of

noral judgements to whj-ch the argument draws attention, namely that

they provide reasons for acting, has gone in two main directions.

one way in which philosophers have thought to allow for the

fact that moral juclgements provide reasons for actinq is by saying

that it is their essential,fr¡nction to express the approval or dís-

approval (pro- or con-attitude) of the speaker towards some, object

or action. The emotive theory, largely associated with the name of

stevenson, P.H. Nowell-Smith's views, and those of D.H. Monro' are

examples of this type of theory.l On this theory, to say that

Cf. c.L. Stevenson, 'The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms', Mind,
46 (1937) r pp. 14-31; Nowell-Smith, Ethies, (Penguin Books, L954) ¡

Monroi op. cit.

I
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X is good or bad, for example, is to express one's approval or

disapproval of x, and to say that smith ought to do A is to express

oners approval of Smith,s doing A. This (Iet us call it the 'attitudes

theory') must be distinguished from the view that a moral judgement

states that the speaker or some other person or persons has or

have certain attitudes. On the latter view, moral judgements would

after all be statements of fact, and moreoverr as \^7e shall see, that

view seems unable to account for the possibility of moral disagreement,

a difficulty which appears to be avoided if we say instead that moral

judgements eæp?ess attitudes. It can easily be seen how the attitudes

theory can provide an explanation of the fact that moral judgements

provide reasons for action. If to say that X is good is to express

approval of X, then presumably anyone who comes to accept that X is

good necessariiy comes to approve of X; and presumably, anyone who

comes to approve of X is thereby provided wíth reason for performing

actions which promote X, if any such are available to him.

The other main a-ttempt to account for the fact that moral

judgements provide reasons for acting is the theory, of which R.M. Hare

is the most influential proponent, that moral judgements are a species

of imperative, so that to tel1 someone that he ought to do X is, in

part at least, to telI him to do x. This view also ensures a connection

between acceptance of a moral judgement and actíon in accordance with

it, for as Hare points out, there is a connection between assenting,

say, to lDo A', and doing a.2

cf. The Langua.ge of MoraLs, pp. I9-2O (the notion of assent to a

command is in fact an odd one, but I will not press this point; in
whatever Sense a man can be said to assent to a coÍìnand addressed
to him, it seems plausible to say that there is a connection
between his doing so and his acting in accordance with it).

2
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These two theories wiII be discussed at some lengÈh in later

chapters. They represent the two main attempts to account for the

connectioD between moral judgements and action, which apparently

cannot be accounted for on the view, unquestioned by Moore and the

intuitionists of the early part of this century, that such judge-

ments state facts of some sort; and both, as I shall no\¡¡ argue.

are relativistic.

An immediate difficulty for someone who wishes to say that

the attitudes theory and the imperative theory are relativistic

is that Stevenson and Hare, the J-eading proponents' respectively'

of these two theories, both deny that their views are relativistj'c'

I wiII begin, therefore, by considering the grounds each offers for

this denial-. Stevenson devotes an articl.3 ao the demonstration that

his theory is not relativistic. He begins by distinguishing his view

from a particular relativistic view, according to which 'X is goodl

means 'X is approved by -', with the blank to be filled, for varying

utterances of tgoodt, now with a reference to the speaker, now rvith

a reference to some group to which the speaker belongs, and so on.

on this view, whether it is true that x is good or not is a relative

matter - it all depends on who is being asserted to app::ove of x. on

Stevensonts vievr, however, 'X is goodt is normally used to eæpTeSS the

speaker,s approval of X, and not to ASSert that he or anyone else

approves of X. Further, 'good" being a term of praise, usually commends

X to others, thus tending to evoke their approval as well. Stevenson

also points out some further differences between the two views, which

3 ,*"l.aivism and Nonrelativism in the Theory of Vafue', in his
FAets and Va.Lues (New Haven, YaIe University Press, 1963).
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stem from these ones.

However, he concedes that by merely contrasting his view tvith

one sort of relativistic view, he leaves open the possibility that

it exemplifies some other sort of relativism, and that there aPpear

to be grounds for suggesting lhat this is in fact the case. While

his view, he says, recognises that factual reasons rnay be given for

evaluative conclusions or value-judgements, it precludes the possib-

ility that either inductive or deductive logic can tell us whether

or not any reasons given to justify a particular value-judgement do

in fact justify it. This is precluded simply because reasons for

value-judgements are reasons for approving, and the latter rrequire

.inferences ... from belief-expressing sentences to attitude-express-

^ing sentences'.= Now if the guestion of whether or not any given

value-judgement is justified (i.e., supported by good reasons) cannot

be settled by appealing to either inductive or deductive logic, it

might appear to follow that it cannot be settled at afl; and of

course if Stevenson's view does have this consequence' it follols

not only that he fails to show that his view is not relativistic, but

that it is in fact relativistic.

Stevenson's reply is that the question of whether or not a

particular value-judgement is justified by a given set of reasons

is itself an evaluative one. This, he says, shows that his view,

'which we have seen to be nonrelativis\gc with regard to ordinary

value-judgements is equatly so with regard to justification'-5

The trouble with this replyr of course, is that we have not seen

Ibid., p.85.

Ibid., p. 89.

4

5
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Stevenson's view to be non-relativistic with regard to ordinary

val.ue-judgements. All that he showed was that it was distinct from

a particular relativistic view. The objection to which he is nov¡

reptying was that his view \^¡as nonetheless relativistic, since it

ís hard to see how, according to it, we could ever decide whether

the reasons offered for a particu.lar value-judgement in fact just-

ified that judgement. By saying that such a decision itself involves

a value-judgement, stevenson not only fails to avoid the charge of

relativism ' with regard to justification', but shol¡¡s that that

charge is a sound one. To see this more clearly, let us imagine

how, according to him, the attempt to justify some given value-

judgement would proceed.

Imakevalue-judgementVJ,andtrytojustifyitbyproducing

reasons R. Have I succeeded? That is, do R in fact justify VJ?

To claim that they do is to make a further value-judgement, VJt.

Ttre guestion now arisesr is VJ, justified? To try to show that it

is, I produce reasons RI. But, we need to know, do Rt justify VJt?

To say that they do is again to make a further value-judgement' which

in turn must be justified, and sc, on, Ad infinitWn. Horvever, Stevenson

says that this will trouble us only if we approach aLL vaLue-judqements

with initial scepticism - but why, he asks, can h¡e not start as we do

in ordinary life, where we have attitudes we initially trust, and

proceed to express them? The answer to this question, unfortunately,

is that though we CAn no doubt start as Stevenson suggests I^¡e do in

ordinary life, our concern is with the possibility, on his vierv, of

showing that a given value-judgement is justified; and the fact that

someone or everyone starts by trusting a given value-judgement (or the
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attitude it expresses) clearly goes no \^tay to\^/ards showing that it is

justified. Morecver, enough has already been said to shorv that on

his view, one cannot show that a given value-judgement is justified'

For tr¡e have seen that, on that view, any attempted justification of

a value-judgement wil]- presuppose a further value-judgement, which

is in no better case than the initial one. This will apply to any

value-judgement whatsoever, so that any value-judgement, from the

point of view of justification, will be as good as any other - and this

is relativism.

Hare,s disclaimer of relativism appears on page fifby of Ereedom

And ReA3On, w]¡ete he repudiates the 'absurd doctrine' of relativism,

and in a footnote, implies that there are different senses of the

\nrord I relativismr , accusing those who use it of sed"dom making clear

which sense they have in mind. Unfortunately, he himself does not

tell us in which sense of the word he denies that he is a relativist,

nor does he explain what different senses there are. He does,

however, refer his reader to þis article 'Ethics' in the COncise

Eneyelopedòa of Westeym PhiLosophA and PhiLosophels,6 for a 'crude

and elementary attempt to sort matters outr; and from what he has to

say in that article, it becomes clear why he denies that he is a

retatj-vist. He describes relativism as the view that everyone ought to

do what he thinks he ought to do, and points out that this is a moral

judgement, not a view about the meaning of such judgements. That is

to say, he points out that what he calls relativism is a normative

view, not a meta-ethical one. Now there can certainly be no grounds

for claiming that Hare is a relativist in this sense, since the views

6 Ed. J.O. Urmson
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he expresses are in the field of meta-ethics. However, it is colmlon

for writers on the terminology of ethics to 'distinguish normative

retativism from meta-ethical relativism. The former may weII be an

absurd doctrine, andwe may take Hare's word for it that he does not

hold that view. But anyone pondering the question of whether or not

Hare is a relativist is unlikely to be engaging in speculation as

to the nature of his unexpressed normative views. He is far more

Iike1y to be suggesting that Hare is a meta-ethieaL relativist,

and basing his suggestion on his expressed meta-ethj-cal views. Now

meta-ethical relativism is the view that it is not possible to give

reasons for accepting any given moral judgement, view or principl.T,

and this is the sense in which vre have been using the term 'relativismr .

It is not clear Ehat this is an absurd doctrine (I shall argue that it

is at any rate false). what zls clear, however, is that Hare may be

committed to it even though, as v¡e may accept, he is not committed to

the different doctrine of nonnatiÐe reLativism.

Hare, then, no more than stevenson, succeeds in showing that his

position is not relativistic. We Ïrave seen, moreover, that Stevensonrs

view is in fact relativistic; and the same must now be shown for Harers.

According to Hare, value-judgements are imperatives t ot t as he also puts

it, prescriptions. But of course, they must be distinguished from mete

prescriptions, since 'Eat up your breakfast' , f.ot example, cannot

plausibly be said to be a value-jttdgement. Now one way in which mere

prescriptions or imperatives differ from value-judgements can be brought

out by considering the fact that if I say 'Smith, eat your breakfast;

cf.
R.B.
ed.

w.K. Frankena, Ethics (N.J. Englewood Cliffs, 1963) r PP.92-93¡,
Brandt, 'Ethicat Relativism', in the EncycLopedùa of PhiLosophy 

'
PauI Edwards.

7
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but Brown, though your circumstances do not differ relevantly from

Smithrs, don't ear your breakfast', I say nothing LogieaLLy peculiar,

though I no doubt display some arbitrariness; whereas if I say 'Smith,

you ought to eat your breakfast; but Brown, though your circumstances

do not differ relevantly from Smith's, you ought not to eat your

breakfast (or 'it is not the case that you ought to eat your breakfast')',

I do not merely display arbj.trariness - what I say is, at least without

further explanation, logically peculiar. Hare notes this difference

(he in fact takes it to be the difference between mere imperatives and

value-judgements), and expresses it by saying that when I tell someone,

for example, 'you ought to use the starting handle', I implicitly invoke

or appeal to some general prescription or principle like 'If the engine

fails to start at once on the sel-f-starter, one ought always to use the

starting handler, and thus commit myself to holding that anyone else in

relevantly similar circumstances (that is, anyone else whose car has

failed to start at once on the self-starter) ought also to use the

starting handle; whereas, when I utter the mere imperative, rUse the

starting handle', I commit myself to no such general principle.t *""

this amounts to is that value-judgements, unlike mere ímperatives, must

be supported by reasons; for the point that when I tell someone that he

ought to do X, I invoke some principle to the effect that in circumstances

Y, which now obtain, one ought always to do X, is simply the point that

when f say that someone ought to do X, I imply that he is in certain

circumstances Y, which constitute reasons for a person in those circum-

stances to do x.9

The Language of MoraLs¡ pp. I55-I57.
Hare himself refers to the process of appealing to a general principle
in support of a value-judgement as that of giving reasons for, or
justifying, that value-judgenent (see ibid. r p. 157).

I
9
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Let us now ask whether, on Hare's account, it is possible to give

someone good reasons for accepting a given value-judgement. Suppose

that I tell Smith, who is in circumstances Y, that he ought to do X,

and that he is inclined to reject this. I appeal to the principle

that in circumstances Y, one ought always to do X. fhis principle will

only provide Smith with reason to accept my initial judgement if it is

itself a principle which he has reason to accept. But of course

!t is also a value judgement, and therefore' according to Hare, merely

a further (general) prescription of mine; which me¿ms that the question

of justification arises for it no less than for my initial judgement.

Now I may try to support this principle by a further, more general

prínciple - but this too will be merely another prescription of mine,

and while I may try to support it in turn by appeal to a still more

general principle, this process will clearly have to end at some stage

with a principle which I simply accept. Of course' Smith might happen

to share some principle to which I make appeal and so may not press me

for any further justification. But this would merely mean that I had

been saved from having to attempt a justification of the principle in

question; it would not mean that I had provided such a justification.

It may seem that Hare could avoid this conclusion by saying that

providing reasons for one's prescriptions does not always take the form

of appealing to principles, but =oo1"ti^"= consists simply in pointing

to certain facts. Admittedly, Hare insists (and rightly, as I shall

argue later) that no prescription can be entailed by any fact or set of

facts, but presumably, a set of facts can provide reasons for a given

prescription without entailing it. However, to assume that some fact

or set of facts provides reason for a partícular value-judgement is
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10
necessarily to assume some general principle. For example, to

assume that the fact that Smith's helping Brov¡n would increase the

general happiness supports the judgement that smith ought to help

Brown is to assume the general principle that one ought to do what

will increase the general happiness. Thus, adducing facts in support

of a value-judgement is not an alternative to invoking general principles,

for it involves an implicit appeal to such principles; and we see that

Harers view does indeed entail that the process of giving reasons for

one,s value-judgements always terminates in an appeal to some principle

which one has not justified, but simply accepts. But, as we noted in

the last paragraph, we cannot give a peïson reason for accepting some

judgement by appealing to a principte which we have given him no reason

to accept. It follows that on Harers view, we can never give a person

good reasons for accepting any given value-judgement or principle (though

we may find that he happens to accept it) - which is to say that Harers

view is indeed relativistic.

The argument just put forward might seem to show, not only that

Harers position is relativistic, but that relativism cannot be avoided

on AnA view. For it was not denied that the attempt to provide reasons

for a value-judgement always involves an appeal to a general principle

which must itself be justified if it is to,support one's original

judgement; and this would seem to be enough to enable us to conclude

that any atÈempt to justify a value-judgement must terminate in an

10 As Hare himself, in effect, notes - see ibid., PP' 58-59'
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appeal to a principle which is not itself justified'

naturalist, at least, can avoid' this conclusion. 11

Howeverr a

For a naturalist

holds that the ultimate principles to which successful appeal can

be made in support of one's moral judgements do not need justification

in terms of further principles, since they are analytic, which in itself

provides us with an excellent reason for accepting them'

Hare himself discusses at one point the question of how oners

ultimate principles are decided upon, ar¡d we should consider this passage

here in case it provides some ground for revising the conclusions reached

a moment ago. Having said that if pressed by someone to justify a moral

decision completely, one woutd. have to provide a complete specification

of the way of Iife of which iL is a part, he considers what we could

say if, having been given such a specification, our enquirer still asks,

fBut why shouLd r live like that?'. He replies'

,... there is no further ansrder to give him, because we have
already, eæ hypothesi, said everything that could be included
in this further answer. we can only ask him to make up his
own mind which way he ought to tive ¡ r.or in the end everything
rests upon such a decision of principle. He has to decide
whether to accept that way of life or noti if he accepts it,
then we can proceed to justify the decisions that are based
upon it; if he does not accept it, then let him accept some

other, and try to live by it. The sting is in the last clause.
To describe such ultimate decisions as arbitrary, because ¿æ

Vtypothesi everything which could be used to justify them has
atreaay been included in the decision, would be like saying
that a complete descriptiorr of the universe was utterly un-
founded, because no fç4ther fact could be called upon in
corroboration of it.' --

Let us note, first, that Hare is certainly right in denying that

on his view, the ultimate choice of the way of life in terms of which

11 I do not claim to have shown Eharu nO non-naturalist can avoid it.
It would clearly be impossible to show this for every non-naturalist
position which has been or could be espoused-

Op. cit., p. 69.t2
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one justifies one's moral decisions is necessarily arbitrary; for

that way of life may happen to be to one's taste, and it is not

arbitrary to choose what is to one's taste. What Hare is supposed to

be considering however, is the question of whether or not one can give

another person reasons to accept one's moral decisions - and his

admission that ultimately, one can do no more than specify fully the

way of life of which one's decision is part, and leave it up to the

other person to decide whether or not to accept that way of life, would

seem to bear out the conclusion reached a moment ago, namely that it is

not possible, on his view, to gíve another person such reasons. For

if the way of life on the basis of which one ultimately tries to

justify one's d.ecisions cannot itself be justified, then neither can

decisions based on it.

However, Hare seems to think that this conclusion can be avoided,

or at least robbed of its force, by pointing out that the reason why it

is not possible to say any more by way of justification of oners

decision, after one has specified the way of life of which that decision

is part, is that one will have already said everything that could be

used in such a justification. But this is a non sequitttt - for every-

thing that could be used may not be enough, and it is the suggestion

that on his view it is in fact not enough that we are considering.

Hare also implies that a decision to accept some hray of life other

than that which would be specified in an attempt to justify a moraf

decision, and of which that decision is a part, would be impossible or

dÍfficult to live by ('Iet him...try to live by it'). To make sense

of this, we would need to assume that we can somehow delimit the class

of ways of life which could be specified in the attempt to justify
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a moral decision - othen¡ise, Hare would have to be taken as suggesting

that for anA way of life, a decision to accept ssms et-her way would

be difficult or irnpossible to live by. But even if we could clo this,

and he gives us no ínkling of how, on his viehl, it could be done,

the suggestion that to live by the decision to accept some r¡Iay of life

not of the delimited class would be difficult or impossible needs to be

argued for, since it is at least not obvious that a moral way of tife

is more easy to lead than a non-moral one.

The passage just considered does not, then, provide us with any

grounds for reconsidering our conclusion that if Harers view were

correct, it would never be possible to provide someone with reason

to accept any given moral judgement. Hare does elsewhere make a

further attempt to show, via his much-discussed doctrine of the

runiversatizability' of moral judgements, that his theory does after

all allow that, sometimes at least, I¡te can give a man good reasons

to accept a moral judgement. An attempt to assess his argument will

be made in the next chapter, where one other device by which one míght

think to escape the relativistic implications of the theories we have

been discussing wilI also be considered.



CHAPTER V

THE ATTITUDES THEORY, THE IMPERATIVE THEORY,

AND MOR.AL RELATIVISM - QI .

I want now to consider some attempts which have been or might

be made to avoid relativism while accepting an ethical theory of one

of the types discussed in my last chapter. The first such attempt

which I wiII discuss is one which is made by Hare, and which has

attracted a great deal of philosophical attention.

tn FyeedOm and Reason, Hare claims that moral judgements' as

well as being imperatives or 'prescriptions', are also runiversalizable'

(we shall consider what this means in a moment), and that this makes

it possible sometimes to show a man who wishes to claim moral just-

ification for some action that his claim would involve him in an

.1rnconsasEency. If this r^/ere so, it would after al-l be possible,

sometimes at least, to give a man reason for accepting a moral judge-

ment, for the fact that to claim moral justification for some action

hrould involve inconsistency is a reason for concluding that that action

is not morally justified, and this conclusion would be a moral judge-

ment.

what, then, does Hare mean by saying that moral judgements are

rrniversalizable? As Peter Singer points out in a recenÈ

r Freed.om and. Reason, Part rr.
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2paperr' Hare uses 'universalizable' in two senses, which I shall calI,

respectively, the tweakt sense and the 'strong' Sense, apparently with-

out realising that he is doing so. To say that moral judgements are

universalizable in the weak sense is to make a point which we had

occasion to note in the last chapter, that to claim that certain

facts constitute a reason for a particular judgement is to commit

oneself to holding that, in any other situation in which relevantly

similar facts obtain, the same judgement is appropriate. In this

sense of 'universalizabler, any judgement at all which is mad'e for

a reason is universalizable. Thus, if I judge that the figure before

me is triangular because it has four sides, I commit myself to holding

that any other figure that has four sides is also trianqular; and

if I judqe that Smith ought to be eliminated because I dislike his mode

of attire, I commit myself to holding that anyone else whose mode of

attire I dislike ought to be eliminated.

In the strong sense of runiversalizablet, however, not any

judgement made for a reason is universalizable, but only judgements

made for reasons of a certain sort. In particular, only those judge-

ments made for reasons which can be stated without reference to any

2 'U¡i.r.rsal-izability and the Foundations of Ethics', read at the
Ànnual Conference of the Australasian Association of PhilosoPhY,
August 1976. Singer's main concern in this paper is with the
attempt rnade by Hare, since Fz,eedom dnd Rea.s2n' to show that argu-
ments based on universalizability can be effective even against
'fanatics' of a sort whorn he previously thought were impervious to
such arguments. Singer argues that this attempt, which depends in
effect on obliterating the distinction insisted on in Ft'eedom and
ReASOn between ideals and interests' is unsuccessful; but that it
becomes unnecessary if one accepts a natural-istic theory of value-
However, he thinks correct the more limited claims in Fz'eedOm And
Reason regarding the universalizability of moral judgements and
the sort of moral argument this makes possible.
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particular indiviclual are universalizable in this sense. To use an

example of singer's, if I judge that it is right for me to cheat the

taxation department while denying that it is right for someone else to

do so, simply because if I cheat I gain, whereas if anyone else cheats,

I and other taxpayers lose, my judgement is not universalizable in the

strong sensei for the only principle to which I commit myself is some-

thing like , It is right to cheat when cheating will resuft in my gaining' ,

and this does involve reference to a particular individual, rnyself.

My judgernent is, however, universalizable in the weak sense, for I do

commít myself to holding that in any other situation in which cheating

would benefit me, it would be right to cheat'

Let us now consider the type of argument (following Hare, I

shall call arguments of this type 'golden rule' arguments) which'

according to Hare, can on his theory be used to shor¡¡ a man that some

moraL judgement he wishes to make is untenable. Golden rule arguments

are supposed to be applicabte in cases where someone wishes to do

sonething which would involve harming another, but would be strongly

disínclined to allow himself to be harmed in the same hTay' Thus,

suppose that I am a landlord who wishes to evict a tenant of mine who

is a week in arrears with his rent, though I would be strongly dis-

inctined to be evicted myself; and suppose also that I wish to claim

that I ought to evict my tenant. According to Hare, given only my

disínclination to be evicted, the facts of the case' and the logical'

features of moral discourse (that is, its prescriptivity and^ uni-

versalizabitity), the following argument will show me that I must

withdraw my claim. If T claim that I ought to evict my tenant, then
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because of the universaliza-bility of moral judgements, I am committed

to holding that anyone who is a week behind in his rent ought to be

evicted. This commits me to saying, about a hypothetical situation

in which f am a tenant who is a week behind in his rent (if r actually

occupy such a situation, so much the better),, that I ought to be

evicted; which, because of the prescriptivity of moral judgements,

involves p7escyibing :¿¡^a¡ I be evicted. However, since by hypothesis

I am strongly disinclined to be evicted, I am not prepared to prescribe

this; and since my initial judgement would logically commit me to doing

so, I must, in consistency, withdraw that judgement'

Before considering the merits of this type of argument' let us

note again Hare's claims regarding what such an argument presupposes.

He asserts that it presupposes only the logic of moral discourse, the

facts of the case concerning which it is put fonvard, and a disinclina-

tion on the part of the person against whom it is advanced to be harmed

in certain.\¡¡ays; and later, he claims that what he has shown in pointing

to the possibitity of such arguments is that '...once the logical

character of the moral concepts is understood, there can be useful

and compelling moral argument e2en behneen peopLe üho haÞe, befone

?
it.begins, no substantiue moTa.L princípLes ín corwnont ." These claims

are crucial to Hare's purposes, since if golden rule arguments pre-

suppose acceptance of some substantive moral principle, then they

could not provide anyone with reason for accepting or rejecting any moral

judgement. For if such an argument did presuppose a substantive moral

principle, ,Lt couLd not provide reason for accepÈing that principle;

3 n.t., op. cit., p. 187 (my empl'rasis)-
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and as was pointed out in the J-ast chapter, we cannot provide someone

with reason for accepting some moral judgement by appealing to a

principle which we have given him no reason to accept (of course' as

we also noted, the person in question may in fact happen to accept

theprincipleappealedto-butthatwouldnotmeanthatwehad

provided him with reason for accepting it, or, therefore, any judgement

based on it) . with this in mind we can no\¡I turn to an appraisal of the

sample golden rule argument outlined in the last paragraph. The criticism

I shall make of it is largely gleaned from Monro's much more thorough

discussion of universalizability,4 though I have made it in my own way'

lrte should note, first, that the argurnent depends on the view that

moral judgements are universalizable in the strong, and not nerely the

weak, sense. If moral judgements l^tere universalizable merely in the

weak sense, I could say that I was indeed prepared to universalize my

judgement¡by accepting the principle 'Any tenant of mine who is a week

in arrears with his rent ought to be evicted'. This would not commit

me to judging that I ought to be evicted in the event of my be5-ng a

tenant a week behind in his rent, since I would not be a tenant of

mine. However, as Singer notes, in some early passages ín Fyeedom Cnd

ReasOn Hare explains the notion of universalizability in a htay which

suggests that it zis merely the weak sense in which he holds moral

judgements to be universalizable. For he says in a number of plu'"t"s

that the sense in which such judgements are universaliza-ble is simply

the sense in whích any descriptive judgement is universalizable, and

it is clear that the reasons for a descriptive judgement need not be

Monror op. cit., ChaPters 13-16.

See, e.S. pp. LO,J-2r1-5r2r..

4

5
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statea-ble without reference to any particular índividual - one's reasons

for the judgement, rThat \^¡oman is Stalin's daughter" for exarnple'

need not be so stateable.

singer thinks it unfortunate that Hare should have chosen to exp-

Iain the notion of universalizability in this way. He notes that in

several later nu=rrg.=U, it is clear that Hare is using the term in the

strong sense, and that, as \^Ie have noted, it is because he is using it

in this sense that he is able to make use of it as he does in his golden

rule arguments. Singer points out, moreover, that it is the strong

sense which Hare employs in most of his writings; and he concludes

that the earlier passages which seem to employ the weak sense should be

disregarded. This, however, presents a difficulty'

There is no guestion that universalizability in the weak sense

is a logical requirement on moral judgements (as we have seen, it is a

Iogical reguirement on arty iudgement made for a reason); but can the

same be said of universalizability in the strong sense? As an instance

of the operatíon of the strong universaliza-bility requirement on moral

judgements, Singer says of the case mentioned earlier, in which I wish

to claim moral justification for my cheaLing the taxation department

white denying it for someone else's doing so, that I must point to some

difference between the two acts which does not depend on the gains or

lossesbeing mine. This seems to be true. But is it so because my

judgement offends against some logical requirement on moral discourse,

or is it rather because it offends against moraL principles requiring

fairness and impartiatity, which happen to be very widely accepted?

6 ,irrn"t points to passages on pages LO7 and 201 as instances'
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Surely the latter explanation is the correct one. In the first place,

it is clear that my judgement does off.end agaínst principles of fair-

ness and impartiality, and these are in fact very widely accepted moral

principles. In the second place, there is certainly nothing necessarily

inconsistent about discriminating between actions by considering how

they affect my interests - as Monro points out, to discriminate between

interests on the grounds that some are mine, while others are not, is

to use a perfectly intelligibte ground of discrimination.T

Monro, who argues that the strong requirement of universalizability

zls simply the principle of impartiality, is prepared to concede that that

principle, being a 'very fundamental moral principle" 'may very weII

be incapsutated in our use of moral terms'8, so that universalizability

is both a defining characteristic of morality and a moral principle.

This night seem to provide a possible way for Hare to both have his cake

and eat it. It might seem that it would enable him to concede that

his strong uníversalizability requirement is a moral requirement, but

still claim that it is, also, a logical requirement, since anyone who

claimed that a non-universalizable judgement was a moral one would be

contradicting himself. It does not seem to me, hovrever, that this Pos-

ition is a tenable one. If the principle of unir¡ersalizability is to

serve as a criterion for what is or is not a moral principle or judge-

ment, then it cannot itself be a moral principle - otherwise, we would

have to all-ow sense to the notion that the principle satisfied itse1f.9

7 Monro, op. cit., p. 183.
o" rbid., p. 206.
o' Cf.. ülittgensteini PhiLosophieaL fnUestígations' paragraph 50: 'There

is one thing of which one c¿rn say neither that it is one metre l-ong,
nor that it is not one metre long, and that is the standard metre rod
in Paris'.
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Let us suppose, however, that the principle of impartiality or

universalizabil-ty couLd be both a moral princíple and a criterion of

what is or is not a moral principle. Hare could then claim that a

golden rule argument would be effective against any person who is pre-

pared to argue about nOraLity - he could say, as he do.= ,rot,10 that-

a man who does not use moral terms universalizably, or who declines to

make moral judgements at all, is sinply 'not entering the arena of
11

moral dispute'..u Hoü¡ever, it is clear that no one will enter the

arena who does not already subscribe to the principle of impartiality,

for entering the arena r^¡ould involve being prepared to universalj-ze

oners judgements, that is, to judge impartially; and thus, it still

follows that a golden rule argument depends for its success on prior

acceptance of a substantive moral principle; Let us reiterate what

follows from this. What follows is that Hare cannot employ the notion

of universalizability, as he tries to, to provide a man with reasons

for accepting or rejecting any moral judgement. For the princi.ple

of universalizability, in the required sense, is the moral principle

of impartiality, so that a golden rule argument depends on an appeal

to a moral principle, and thus wiII only provide reasons for accepting

any judgement if that principle itself can be justifiedi but, as was

argue<l in t-he last chapter, Harers theory does not allow that any moral

principle can be justified.

I will consider one other method by which one might try to show

that one can accept the attitudes theory or the imperative theory with-

out conunitting oneself to relativism. This method consists in denying

See, e

rbid.,
g. Freedom dnd Reason, pp.

p. 101.

10

tl
95, 101.
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an assumption which has been made throughout my discussion of this

issue so far, namely that if either of these theories is correct, then

moral judgements cannot be entailed by statements of fact. CIearIy,

if this assumption 1¡Iere false, the theories in question would after

all allow that good reasons can sometimes be given for accepting a

moral judgement. For it is certainly possible sometimes to give good

reasons for accepting a statement of fact, and one way of giving good

reasons for accepting some judgement is by giving good reasons for

accepting statements by which it is entailed.

Now the assumption that if either the attitudes theory or the

imperative theory is correct, then moral judgements cannot be entailed

by statements of fact, would seem to need little argument. on either

theory, moral judgements have a performative aspect - that is, on

either theory, \^then one makes a moral j.udgeurent ' one is performing

some action other than the mere making of a statement. In the case of

the attitudes theory, the action concerned is the expressing of an

attitude, while in the case of the imperative theory, it is the

issuing of an imperative. It would appear to follow immediately that

on either theory, moral judgements cannot follow logically from any

statements of fact, f.or actions are not, one would have thought, the

sort of thing which can follow logically from statements of fact t oE t

for that matter, from anything else.

Ho\¡/ever, in an article entitled 'The Gap Between "IS" and "5¡o,r1¿"'r12

Max Black denies that it follows from the claim that moral judgements

12 PhiLosophicaL Reuíeu, 73 (L964), PP. 165-181.
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have a performative aspect that they cannot be entailed by any statements

of fact. For he insists that 'ought'-judgeme¡rts have such an aspect'

but argues that they may neverthel-ess foltow logically fron factual

premises. I will argue that he fails to show that the appearance of

inconsistency between these two theses is illu=oty-13

Against the claim that 'should'-judgements cannot follow logically

from factual premises (he points out that the differences between I shouldl

and ,ought' are immaterial in this context), B1ack presents the following

counter-example:

You want to achieve E.

Doing M is the one and only way to achieve E.

Theref,ore, you should do M.

(In what fol-lows, thib will frequently be referred to as 'Black's

exampler).

Black argues that a man who accepts the premises of this argument,

given that he is to make some second-person rshouldt-statement, cannot

rationall-y utter anything other than the .orr.lrr"iorr.14 lVhat we must

ccnsider is not whether this is true, but whether it is compatible with

what Black has to say about the allegedly performative nature of second-

I3 The criticism of Black's paper which follorvs formed the substance
of my paper, rPerformatives and the Gap Between "Ist' and "Ouglht"t,
which appeared in the AustraLasian Jow"naL of Philosophy, St (1973),
pp. 165-170. Black's paper has been previously criticised, for
example, by Hare: '!{anting: Some Pitfalls' , ín Agent' Action and
Reason, ed. Binkley, Bronaugh and Marras (Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, l-}TL), and by D.Z. Phillips: 'The Possibilities of
Moral Advice', AnaLysis, 25 (L964), PF. 37-4L. I lack space to
discuss these criticisms here, and wiII merely state that they do

not seem to me to expose the main error in Blackts argument.

Black, op. cit., p. 178.L4
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person 'should'-judgenents such as 'You should do M'.

According to B1ack,15 th" primary element in the meaning of such

judgernents is their 'urging function'. Such a judgement stands 'as

a sort of hybridr between a neutral, non-performative comment on the

situation, and a rstraight-forward imperative - a forthright verbal

push'. It implies a vaÌuation based on matters of fact, but pertakes

also of the imperative force of a bare incitement to action. The

implied valuation, moreover, is not implied in virtue of the meaníng

of the 'should'-judgement: 'The speakerrs evaluation of a selected

action as preferable or obligatory gives him a reason for urging his

hearer to perform that action', and although the use of the second-

person rshould'-formula normally arouses a presumption that the speaker

has reasons for saying what he does, 'since the same night be said

about any kind of statement whatever, this cannot be a distinctive

peculiarity of the meaning or function of "should"'.

Given this account of the nature of second-person 'shoul<1'-

utterances, we must ask, can \^te agree that a man \^tho accepts the

premises of Blackrs example and is prepared to utter some rshould'-

conclusion cannot rationally utter anything other than 'You should

do M'? Surely we cannot. Such a man may not want his trearer to do

M, ancl so may, without irrationality, decline to urge him to do so,

or to give him a verbal push towards doing so. It might be replied

that B1ack covers this when he says at one stage that 'nobody who

understands the premises of the practical argument and knows the

rules for the proper use of "should" can honestLy off.et any other

15 Ibid, pp. L7I-I72.
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"should"-conclusiorr'.16 After all, even a man who accepts that P,

and that if P then Q, witL only assert that Q, even if he is rational'

providing that he is honest. That this reply is noÈ open to Black'

hovrever, can be brought out by a consideration of what he has to say

regarding a difference he concedes to exist between inferences to

factuaL conclusions and those to 'should'-conclusions'

Brack points orrtl7 that a man who thinks that P and that if P

then Q, though he may rloi- saa that Q, cannot fail to think or rsay

in his heart' that Q, provided that he suffers no cognitive defic-

iency; whereas a man who is cognitivety sound and accepts the prem-

ises of his example need not say' even in his heart, rYou should do M'

- for he might have conscientious scruples about giving advice in such

cases, and have trained himself so well to abstain from giving it that

he does not even think rYou should do M' in his heart' (Black thinks

that too much must not be made of this admission, since it remains

true that providing a man who accepts his premises is to ul-Let some

'should'-conclusion, that conclusi-on must be rYou should do M')'. Tt^¡o

things need, for my purposes, to be pointed out here. Firstly' the

saying-in-his-heart which a man coulcl not fail to engage in if he

accepted that P and that if P then Q is not a species of saying at all,

but of believing; and secondly, regarding the saying-in-his-heart which,

in the case of +¿he non-factual inference, a man may abstain from with-

out exhibiting cognitive deficiency, it must be pointed out that on

Blackrs account this abstinence requires no training. If ¡You should

Ibid., p. L79 (my emphasis).

Ibid., pp. I77-L74.

16
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do M' has the performative aspect that Black claims for it' one

eannot think or say it in oners heart - verbal pushes, like any others,

must be administered overtly. Let us see ho\^I this bears on the

suggestion that though a man might rationally accept the premises of

Black's example and yet utter some other conclusion than 'You should

do M', he could not do so honestlY.

when a m¿u1 accepts thaÈ P and that if P then Q, then if he is to

dssert a conclusion, he certainty cannot honestly assert anything other

than Q; and this is because, \^¡ere he to do so, he would be asserting

something other than what he believed to be the case - a paradigm example

of dishonesty. Can we give a similar account of the dishonesty allegedly

displayed by a man who accepts the premises of Black's example and

then utters some rshouldr-conclusion other than 'You should do M'? It

seems not. We cannot say that he is dishonest in that he is saying

something other than what he bel.ieves, for v¡e have just seen that on

Black's account, 'should'-statements are not the sort of thing which

can be believed.

Another way of putting the problem is this. If we say that a

rational man who accepts that P and that if P then Q must assert

that Q, we are faced with the difficulty that whether he will do so or

not depends on what reasons, if any, he has for doing so' If he has

no reason to do So, or even has reason not Eo do so, he may refrain

from doing so without irrationality. The difficulty is overcome by

supposing that he wishes to assert what he believes to be the case ¡ for

this is what the stipulation that he be honest amounts to here' This

is a justifiable stipulation, since failure on the part of an assertor

to believe what he asserts renders his assertion, to use Austin's expression,
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ínfelicitous.

In the case of an inference to a tshouldt-conclusion, we are

faced with a somewhat similar difficulty. we cannot say that a

rational man who accepts the premises of Black's argument must say

rYou should do Mt, for he may have no reason for doing so, or even

have reason for not doing so. Black cannot, however, 9et over this

difficulty by stipulating that our man ís willing to assert some

'should'-conclusion, and is honest. For what would the stipulation

that he is honest amount to? As we have seen, it could not be cashed

in terms of his wishinqr to say what he believes to be the case. We

could ensure his utterance of the required conclusion by some such

stipulation as that he had his hearer's interests at heart, but this

would be a purely ad hoc stipulation concerning his motives. There

seems to be no reason for preferring it to the stipulation that he

desired the frustration of his hearerrs aims, beyond the fact that

it üould ensure his utterance of the required concÌusion.

The only stípulation we could make here which would have the

same justification as the stipulation, in the previous case, that

the speaker \^ras prepared to assert what he believed, would be that

our speaker was prepared to urge his hearer to do what he wished

him to do. For the infelicíty of an assertor's failing to believe

what he asserts, to which asserting is prone, is parallelled in the

case of urging by the infelicity of the speaker's failing to wish his

hearer to do what he urges hin to do. Unfortunately, this stipulation

is manifestly inadequate for Black's purposes. The premises of a

valid argument to a factual conclusiotr force a rational man to believe

that conclusion, but the premises of Black's example do not force a
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rational m¿rn to want ryour to do M.

If this is correct, it follows that a man may accepÈ the premises

of Blackts example, but have no reason v¡hatsoever to utter the conclus-

ion, even if he is prepared to uLi.er some rshould'-conclusíon. Furttrer,

there is no stipulation Black could make regarding his motives which

woul-d both ensure that he had reason to utter the required conclusion

and have more than a purely ad hoc justification. However, this

conclusion directly contradicts a claim nade by Black in a passage which

I will now quote in fulI:

it is obvious that the truth of the factual premises
[i.e., of his example] provides at least a good reason for
saying 'You should do M'. Indeed, the truth of the premises
constitutes a conclusive reason for saying, in the given context,
:You shoufd do M'. Given that my interlocutor is playing chess
and solicits advice about the game, the fact, if it is a fact,
that he can mate the opponent only by moving the Queen provides
me with a concLus'L9e reason for urging him to do that rather than
anything else.18

Black does not merely assert this, moreover, but provides the

following extremely plausible argument for what he says: If we

heard Someone Say t The one and only \¡rtay you can mate the opponent

is by moving your Queen - and that's why I say you should not move the

Queen', \¡I€ could make no sense of the supposition that he rrnderstood

what he said, spoke literallyr ênd still mea¡t what he seemed to be

saying, âny more than we coufd make sense of the same supposition

regarding the assertion, 'P, if P then Q, therefore not-Q'.

Clearly, if what Black says in the passage just quoted is true,

we will have to re-examine our argument for the contrary conclusion.

It can readily be shown, however, that this wilt not be necessary. The

claim that the truth of Blackrs premises provides me with a conclusive

18 rbid p. L76.
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reason for urging you to do M rests on a confusion between w]r¡atL uou

have reason to do and what I have reason to urge you to do. If you want

to achieve E and can only achieve E by doing M, then unquestionably,

you have at least a good reason for doing M' But whether or not I

have any reason at all for urging you to do M depends on whether or

not J want you to achieve E, and so to do M. If E is the mating of your

opponent in a game of chess, I may not want you to do M' since I may want

you to Lose; if E is my demise, I shall almost certainly not vtarL1iu yol|

to do M; while even if E is the avoidance of pointless pain, I may be

a sadist, a¡cl so fail to want you to do M' In each case' the fact

that you want to achieve E, and can only do so by doing M, need provide

me with no reason whatsoever for urging you to do M'

Ifthisisso,howcanv'eaccountfortheallegedfactthat

we could not make sense of the supposition that a man might say'

understanding and meaning what he said, 'The one and only way you can

matetheopponentisbymovingyourQueen-andthat'swhylsayyou

should not move the Queenr? The answer is that, on Black's account

of the meaning of 'You should mol¡e the Queen" wê can make perfectJ-y

good sense of the supposition that my reason for saying rYou should

not move the Queen' is that moving the Queen is the one and only way

of achieving your aim of mating your opponent - as has been pointed

out, I may want you to lose. ltre could not, of course, understand my

teLLing you that what I urge you to do will frustrate your aims; but

this is not because what I tell you is unintelligible - what would

astonish us is my thus giving the game away by rny perfectly intelligible

remark. The same, in fact, is true of the assertion,'P ' and if P then

Q, therefore not-Q', on one interpretation of that assertion' The speaker
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night be saying that he has no good reason for believing that not-Q,

but is trying to mislead his hearers. on this unlikely interpretation'

his assertion would show an almost incredible lack of guile, but would

beintelligible.Íheinterpretationsuggestedbytheformofhis

utterance, however, is that he is tetling his hearers the premises which

lead him to believe that not-Q; and on this interpretation, what he says

ís indeed unintetligible. unfortunately, there is no parallel for this

latter interpretatíon to be given of the utterance 'The one and only

way you can mate the opponent is by moving your Queen - and that's why

IsayyoushrruldnotmovetheQueen|-not,atleast,onBlack|saccount

of the meaning of tshouldt-utterances. For on that account, such

utterancesarenotthesortofthingwhichcanbebelieved.

Ithasbeenshown,Ithink,thatifsecond-person'should'-

statements have the performative aspect B1ack attributes to ther$ it

is fatse that a rational man who accepts the premises of his example

must utter its conclusion if he is to utter some'should'-conclusion'

Moreover, the argument presented does not seem to rely for its success

on the particular account Black gives of the nature of the supposed

performativeaspect.ForamanwhoacceptsB].ack'spremiseswill

not therefore have reason to perform arty patEícular action rather

than any other, and so will have :ro reason to say r You should do M'

rather than, ê.9., rYou should not do M¡, if to say either of these

things is to perform some action. If this is so, the argument I have

used shows that the conclusion of Black's example cannot follow from

his premises, not only if it has the performative aspect Black says

it has, but if it has a performative aspect at all'
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Finally. it is worth considering to what extent :ny argument has

depended on the fact that Black couches his example in the second

person. It seems clear that hacl Black cast it in the thírd person'

at any rate, he would still be vulnerable to essentially the same

argument. A man who accepts that smith wants to achieve E and can

only do so by doing M cannot be said therefore to have reason to

perform any particular action, unless some arbitrary stipulation is

made regarding his goals or desire, such as that he wants smith to

achieve E.

There remains the first-person case, and this in fact turns out

to be the most favourable one for Black's position. For it is not

inplausible to say that if I want to achieve E and can only do so by

doing M, I have reason to urge myself to do M' This, however' by no

means shous that to say 'I should do M' is to urge myself to do M.

The same facts also provide me with reason to do M, but it is certainly

not true that to say 'I should do M' is to do M. Nor^t if we want to

clairn that 'should'-judgements may follow lggically from premises

of the sort B1ack produces, and are forced by this, in the case of

second and third-person instances, to aba¡don the view that they have

a performative aspect, there seems little point in insistíng that the

view hotds at least for first-person cases, simply because the salne

consideraÈions do not force us to abandon it there. If we are forced

to find some other explanation, in the second a¡rd third-person cases,

for the aspects of 'should'-judgements which led us to hypothesise that

they were performatives, the same explanation will presurnably also

render the hypothesis unnecessary in the first-person case. In any

case, to the best of my knowledge, no phitosopher who has held that
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rshould'-judgements are a species of performative has been prepared

to limit his claim to first person cases of such judgements. on the

contrary, the fact that the most usual forms of the hypothesis are,

respectively, that 'should'-judgements are imperatives, and that they

are expressions of attitude, shows that such philosophers have had in

mind primarily those 'should'-judgements which are addressed to others,

that is, those in the second and third persons ¡ for imperatives and

expressions of attitude are usually, if not always, addressed to others'

Black's claim regarding the relations 'should'-judgements can have

to factual statements cannot, then, be accepted' together U¿th the claim

that such judgements have a performative aspect. This means that B1ack

fails to provide any reason for questioning, what is surely unquestion-

able in any case, the suggestíon that on the attitudes theory and the

imperative theory, both of which hold that moral judgements do have a

performative aspect, moral judgements cannot be entailed by statements

of fact; and this j.n turn means that he provides us with no reason to

revise our earlier conclusíon that both these theories are relativistic'

I do not claim to have shown, in this and my last chapter, that

arty víew according to which moral judgements are something other than

statements of fact must be relativistic. The criticism just made of

Blackrs arguments, for example, merely disposes of one way in which a

proponent of such a view might try to avoid relativism; and even if it

üene i¿r.ue that any such view v¡as necessarily relativistic, there neerl be

no single argument or limited number of arguments capable of showing this'

What T have been concerned to argue is that tire two most influential- alternat

ives to naturalism which have been propounded are relativistic, and my aim

in this has been to estabtish a connection between the rejection of natural-

ism and widespread acceptance of ethical theories with relativistic implic-

ations.



CHAPTER VI

THE CONSEQIIENCES OF RELATTVTSM

I have stressed the relativistic implications of the attitudes

theory arrd the imperative theory because, as I indicated at the start

of this dissertaÈion, I believe the issue between relativism and

objectivism to be one of crucial importance to ethics. In this

chapter, I will try to show that this belief is justified.

My reason for assigning such importance to the question of the

truth or falsity of relativism is, as we have just seen, that some

influential views in recent moral philosophy are relativistic, and as

I will no\^I argue, if reJ.ativism is true, morality, and therefore moral

philosophy, is trivial.

The view that morality would be triviat if relativism were true

rnight seem to need little justification. For it follows from relat-

ivism that there is no 'rightr ans\^7er on any given moral issue, since

if relativism is true, no reason can be given for accepting one rnoral

view rather than any other. No$t surely, a man who comes to accept

this should resolve to pay less attention to moral considerations in

future. l{hy should he do what in his opinion he ought to when doing

so would be inconvenient if he recognises that his opinion is no more

correct than its denial? Why should he blame others for acting in a

manner which he considers immoral if he recognises that the opinion that

they are not acEj;ng immorally is as correct as his? Moreover, why

should he strive to bring his children up to behave as he considers
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is required by morality, given that what he takes to be required by

morality can with equal correctness be denied to be so? In fact, how

could he claim to hold moral opinions at all if he believes that his

'opinions' are no more correct than their contradictories?

Hohlever, Monro, who, Unlike stevenson and Harer recogniSes that

his position is a relativistic one, denies that relativism entails that

of two conflicting moral opinions, neither can be really right. He

considers the charge that. it follows from a relativistic theory such

as his that

if A and B have different fundamental attitudes, it does

not make sense t-o say that one of them has the right attitucles,
and the other the wrong ones. Thus, if A happens to prefer to
bekindtootherpeopleandBhappenstoprefertobecrueito
them, it is jusL as if one happened to have a taste for beer
and the other happened to have a taste for whiskey' there
is no rational giã'na for saying that the tribe [in an earlier
example of Monro,sl which happens to enjoy skinning babies alive
for sport is misguided or in any way worse than we are' Naturally'
we think that they are \¡trong, but equatly naturally they think
that they are rigfrt. Neither \^¡e nor they can be properly said
to be really right or wrong- -

To this, he rePlies that

To talk of 'really' right and 'really' wrong is to assume an

objectivist standpoint which lthe refativist] explicitly
repudiates. $fhen a consistent relativist says an action is
*tãrrg, he means nothing more than this, that it is not in
accordance with the fundamer,tal moral principles which he

himself adopts. According to this definition, the behaviour
of our hypothetical tribe is wrong. Moreover, the naturalist
wilt say, his analysis of 'wrong' is the correct one' the one

which underlies everybody's use of the $/ord, including the
objectivist's, whether he realises this or noÈ. consequently
the skinning of bal¡ies,is wrong simpty and without qualification'
There is no other sense in which it can be said to be Inot

really wrong' .2

Let us, however, distinguish between two questions here' One

I
2

Monro, oP.

Ibid., pP.

cit., p. I13.

113-I14.
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is 'Is the skinning of babíes alive for sport right or wrong?'. The

other is 'Vùe think the skinning of babies alive for sport is wrong,

but members of tribe X think it is not wrong - who is right?r To

avoid confusion of these two questions, let us restate the first in

terms of whether or not we ought to skin babies rather than whether

or not it is right to do so, thus: 'Is it the case that one ought not

to skin babies?, (as Monro points orrtr3 'ought' and 'rightr are inter-

changeable in this way). Now it is true that Monrors account permits

usr since \¡¡e are not members of tribe X, to say simply and htithout

qualification that one ought noÈ to skin babies - for on that account,

this is just to say that our basic attitudes are opposed to such conduct'

of course. members of tribe X, rvhose basic attitudes are not opposed to

such conduct, can d.eny, also simply and without qualification, that

one ought not to skin babies. But the question raised by the objection

being considered was not about whether or not one can say, on Monrors

account, that one ought not to skin babies - the ans\^Ier to this

question is clearly rYes, providing one disapproves of skinning bal¡ies"

The question raised was, rather, tlrlhen \^¡e claim, and members of tribe

x deny, that one ought not to skin babies, can either be properly said

to be really right or wrong?r To reply' as Monro does, that talk of

'really' right or wrong assumes an objectivist standpoint expliciÈIy

repudiated by him is to answer this question in the negative. If there

is no sense in which either we olî members of the tribe are really

right or h¡rong, then indeed neither we nor they can be properly said

to be really right or wrong. In fact, of course, it follows from Monro's

3 Ibid., p. 26
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position idnai- both are right - for vre are claiming correctly that the

skinning of babies runs counter to our basic attitucles, and members

of the tribe are just as correctly claiming that it does not run counter

to theirs. But to raise the question of which of us is neaLLy right

is to assume that bottr cannot be, and since this turns out to be false

on Monro,s account, it is indeed true that on that account, neither

is really right.

Monro faits, then, to cast doubt on the suggestion that relat-

ivism undermines morality by entailing that no moral opinion is any more

'right' than its denial. However, the claim that relativism would under-

mine morality might also be rejected on more general grounds. For

relativism, as I have been using the term, is a meta-ethical, not a

normative thesis - that is, it is a view about moral judgements, opinions'

etc., and not itself a moral judgement - and it is sometimes claimed

that to suggest that any meta-ethical theory could undermine or be

destructive of morality is necessarily to be confused. A typical argu-

ment for this claim is to be found in A.J. Ayer's rOn the Analysis of

Moral Judgements'.4 Ayer points out that meta-ethical theories are

theories ahout moral views; they are not themselves expressions of

moral views or attitudes (that is, they are not normative rziews) ' and

nor do they entail any views of the latter sort. Now, he arguesr ânY

statement to the effect that morals are trivial, or that it does not

matter what we do, dOeS express a view of the latter sorti it expresses

a normative vie\^r, or, as he puts it, a value-judgement' But since no

meta-ethical view is, or entaitsr âDY given normative view or value-

4 In A.J. Ayer, PhiLosophieal Essays (London, Macmillan, 1965) I PP' 23I-249'
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judgement, no meta-ethical view can be said to undennine morality'5

$¡,D. Hudson has an even simpler argumenc to show that it is a

confusion to suggest of any meta-ethical view that it is destructive

of morality. In defending enotivism against just this suggestion' he

says that

Theoriessuchasemotivismaremeta-ethics'notethics'
Theveryexistenceofemotivismasatheoryofmoralityentails
theexistenceofmorality.Itisasabsurdtosaythatemotivism
destroysmoralityasitwouldbetosaythatsomecartographer
had drawn a map ã6 u .o,-try which showed that the country was

not reallY there.

ThebesÈwaytoshowthatthereissomethingwrongwiththese

argumentstotheconclusionthatnometa_ethicaltheorycouldbe

destructive of morality is to produce a meta-'ethical theory which

clearlyüould'bedestructiveofmorality.Letusthenconsiderthe
rburp' theory of ethics, according to which tc say that X is good is to

say that x causes in one a tendency to burp, or strictly to eûpress

such a tendency - as we might put it, moral judgements are sophisti-

cated burps. This, of course, is a meta-ethical theory - it is about

moraljudgements,andnotitselfamoraljudgement.Yetifsorneone

were to accept the burp theory, he would surely consider morality

trivial, or at least of much less importance than it is generally

thought to be. In this sense, he would consider that his theory under-

mined, or \^ras destructive of, morality; and he would' surely be right'

Itispossi.ble,then,forameta-ethicaltheorytobedestructive

of morality. Let us briefly consider where the two arguments just des-

fuse, but
found in ir).

re dif
to be

5

6

Ibid, r PP. 245-248 (What Ayer actually says is mo

the argument I have attributed to him is readily

I,todevn Mora.L PhiLosophU, P- 134.
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cribed fail. It may perhaps be conceded to Ayer that no meta-ethical

theory entails any nonnative judgement (perhaps we should say 'provides

reason for acceptingt rather than tentailst, Since on Some views, Ayer's

included, value-judgements are not the sort of thing which can be entailed

- but I sha1l ignore this compl-ication). However, this can only be

conceded if we take rvalue-judgenentr to mean 'mOrAL value-judgementr

- there is no reason \nlhatsoever for supposing that a meta-ethical theory,

or any other, cannot entail a value-judgement of SOme sort. Now the

judgement that morality is trivial is clearly not a rnoral judgement - it

is a judgement f.t+ 'outside' morality. Hence, there is no reason for

supposing that it could not be entailed by some meta-ethical Èheory, and,

as we have just seen, it is in fact entailed by at least one such theory,

v|z. the burp theorY.

What of Hudsonrs argument? It is probably true that the existence

of a theory of X entails the existence of X, and therefore that the

existence of a theory of morality, even a relativistic one, etttails the

existence of morality. But it is obvious that when it is suggestecl that

a given meta-ethical theory woulcl destroy morality, it is not meant that

it would demonstrate its non-existence. Rather, it is meanl that the

theory in question would show rnorality to be in some sense trivial, or

not wcrthy of serious consideration. In the same way, a theory of the

nature of the judgements of astrology - fot example, one which held such

judgements to be the ambiguously expressed results of pure guesìs\^lork -

might be sai.d to destroy astrology without its being suggested that the

theory implied the non-existence of astrology. Now while the existence

of a theory of morality perhaps entails the existence of morality, it

does not necessarily entail its existence as something worth serious
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consideration. It may, Iike the burp theory, entail that moralíty

indeed exists, but also that any importance placecl on it by rational men

is wholly mysterious; and if it. di¿l this, it would be destrucÈíve of

morality in the sense in which the philosophers to whom Hudson is

replyíng claim emotivisn to be.

The fact that relativism is a thesis in meta-ethics, then, in

no $ray shows the claim that it would be destructive of morality to be

confused. Now if relativism forces us to conclude that morality is

trivial, it also, of course, forces us to the same conclusion about the

philosophical investigation of morality - that is, about moral philosophy'

But there is in fact another way, which I shall now try to bring out'

in which relativism trivial-ises moral philosophy'

Much recent moral phitosophy concerns itself with questions about

the nature and meaning of terms and judgements occurring in moral dis-

course, and shows little concern for questions about whaÈ types of

behaviour are or are not morally required or permissible, or about what

reasons, if any, there are for taking moral considerations into account

when acting. That is, it concerns itself with meta-ethical rather than

normative questions. To many, this seems a highly unsatisfactory state

of affairs, for one would think that it is the latter, normative type

of guestion which is of major interest in its own right, the point of

doing meta-ethics being largely that it might help us in dealing with

questions of that type. Thus, we sometimes find philosophers like Hare

and Stevenson being criticised for neglecting the most interesting and

important guestions about *or.I=.7 However, to criticise these

Cf ., G.J. lrlarnock,
1967) r pp. 2-3.

7 ContentponarA Mo?a,L PhiLosophg (London, MacmilLan,
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philosophers for neglecting normative questions as though this springs

from a mere preference for dealing with trivia rather than with sub-

stantive moral issues, is in a sense questíon"begging. For the philos-

ophers concerned usually have a conception of moral philoscphy according

to which the only field proper to it is that of me'ba-ethics - insofar

as a moral philosopher deals with normative issues, it is alleged, he

ceases to do philosophy. Thus, in his preface to The Language of MoraLs,

Hare says, 'Ethics, as I conceive it, is the logical study of the

language of moralsr i and A.J. Ayer, in the essay referred to earlier,

after saying that his theory is 'an attenpt to show what people are

doing when they make moral judgementsr, and not ra set of suggestions

as to what moral judgements they are to maker, adds, 'And this is true

of all moral philosophy, as I understand it'.8

Now given this conception of moral philosophy, the rbarrenness'

of a good deal of recent moral- philosophy is not a defect, but simply

a consequence of l_ts beíng moral philosophy, and not¡ saY, preaching

or moral-ising. However, the idea that meta-ethics is the only proper

concern of moral philosophers is, I suggest, itself dependent on a

particular type of meta-ethical viehr, namely the relativist view. In

the first place, the relativist usually holds that we arrive at our

basic moral views, not by a process of reasoning, but by a species

of introspection - we ask ourselves which actions we are prepared to

prescribe universally, or which views express our most basic attitudes-

A man who believes this will naturally also believe that the rational

methods of philosophy cannot be, and so ought not to be' employed in

I Ayer, op. cit., p. 246.
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attempts to answer normative questions. In the second place, the

relativist holds that there is no rcorrect' answer to any given norm-

atíve question, and so of course thinks the attempt to find such answers

necessarily rnisguided. Someone who is not a relativist, however, will

see matters differently. He holds that there is a correct answer to

any given normative question, and so will consider the task of finding

such an ans\^¡er at least a possible one. Further, he usually holds that

such answers can be arrived at by objective rational meaJÌs, and so for

him there will be no a pv¿ori reason why they should not be sought by

philosophers.

lVe see that relativism implies a conception of moral philosophy

according to which what would otherwise be thought to be its most

important problems in fact lie outside the range of its proper concerns

- and this is the second way in which I wish to say that relativism

trivialises moral philosophy. Thus, apart from the fact that it entails,

as we saw earlier, that moratity itsetf is unimportant, relativism in

any case trivialises moral philosophy by implying a conception of its

naÈure according to which it cannot legitirnately concern itself with

substantive moral- issues.

Of course, the fact that a given type of ethical position would'

if correct, be destructive of mora}ity and moral philosophy, in itself

provides no reason for rejecting that type of position. But my purpose

in this chapter has not been to provide reasons for rejecting relativism;

it has been simply to support my contention that relativism would in

fact be destructive of morality and moral philosophy, and that since

some influential ethical theories are relativistic, the question of the

truth of relativism is of crucial importance in ethics'



CTIAPTER VÏI

REFUTATION OF THE ATTITUDES THEORY

AND THE IMPERATIVE THEORY

In the course of the last three chapters, I have argued that the

attitudes theory and the imperative theory, which constitute the two

main attempts which have been made to account for the connection between

moral judgements and action by construing the former as something other

than statements, are inevitably relativistic; and that relativism renders

morality, and moral philosophy, trivial. It woulC of course be question-

begging to take this as a criticism of the theories concerned, though

as \¡¡e have seen, their proponents tend to treat the claim that their

theories are relativistic as a charge to be answered. However, I shall

try in this chapter to show that the imperative theory is in fact false

and that the attitudes theory at least appears to have a serious defic-

iency. It will then be time to examine more closely the pfa'{uiffe

assumption which, as I have suggested, has been largely responsíble for

the development of such theories, namely the assumption that if we are

to account for the connection between moral judgements and action, we

must abandon the view that the former are statements of fact.

The suggestion that moral judgements are a species of imperative

is to be found in the work of a number of writers on ethicsrl but

1 ,"" , for exampre, A.J. Ayer, Language, Truth and' Logíc, 2nd ed.
(London, Lg46) , p. 108; K.R. Popper, 'What can logic do for Philosophy?',
Ay,istoteLian Society, supplementary VoI. 22 (1948) p. 154; C.L. Stevenson'
Ethies And. Lqngunge, esp. ch 1I¡ Max Bl.ack 'The Gap Between "Is" and

"Should"t , p. 165.
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noh¡here has it been developed so fully and explicitly as by Hare in

The Language of Itloy,aLs, to which book we have already had occasion to

refer. I shall therefore approach my examination of the imperative

view by considering his defence of it in that book'2

on page two, Hare makes the following brief statement of the

strategy he proposes to adopt in his study of moral language:

Anold-fashioned,butstillusefullwâYofstudyinganything
is pe? genus et &LffeTentíøn¡ if moral language betongs to the
genls 'prescriptive language', we shall most easily understand
its nature if we compare and contrast first of all prescriptive
Ianguagewithothersortsoflanguagerandthenmorallanguage
with other sorts of prescriptive language. That, in brief, is
the plan of this book.

In implementing the first stage of this plan, that of investi-

gating the nature of the genus 'prescriptive languager, Hare takes as

his model rthe simplest form of prescriptir,'e language, the ordinary

imperative sentence'. A large part of the book ís therefore taken

up with a discussion of imperatir,'es - 'the study of ímperatives"

Hare says, ,iS by Íar Èhe best introduction to the study of ethics,.3

Harers reason for asserting that the study of imperatives will

shed important light on the nature of moral judgements is, of course,

sinrply that he cl-aims that value-judgements, including moral ones, ATe

imperatives. This claim he more usually makes by saying that value-

judgernents entaíL imperatives; but that this, for Hare, amounts to

saying that they a1e lmperatives is clear from his insistence on the

The following discussion of Hare's argument has been published ín
essentially the form in which it appears here as an article entitled
'Value-Judgements, Prescriptive Language, and Imperativesr, in
The PhiLosophicaL Quartez'Ly, 23 (1973) , PP. 253-257 '
p. 2.

2

3
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principle that only imperatives can entail imperatives.4 It is with

his arguments in support of this claim that we wiII be concerned'

Hare directly defends the thesis that value-judgements entail

i.mperatives in chapter 1I, "'Ouglht" and Imperativesr. He defends it'

essentially, by making it true by definition. That is to say, as he

proposes to use the expression 'value-judgernent" 'the test, whether

someone is using the judgement "I ought to do X" as a value-judgement

or not is, "Does he or does he not recogníse that if he assents to the

judgement, he must also assent to the command 'Let me do ¡t'""5 This

procedure is, of course, open to the objections, first, that in the

sense of 'value-judgement' defined, it may be that no 'oughd-judgements

are value-judgements; and second, that even if some are, vle need to be

given reasons for restricting the application of the term to these cases'

Hare is ah¡are of this, and says:

The substantial part of what f am trying to show is this,
that, in the sense of 'value-judgement' just defined, we do

make value-judgements, and that they are the cl-ass of sentences
containing value-\^¡ords which is o[ primary interest to the log-
ician who studies moral J-anguage.

Hare has set himself, then, two tasks. First, he must show that

we do make value-judgements in his sense. second, he has to show that

it ís value judgements in this sense which are of primary interest to

those who study moral language. I will not consider how he fares in

the latter enterprise (which, curiously, he attempts first), since I

shall argue that he fails in the former; and if there are no 'ought'-

4 
"¡. 

The Lqnguage of MoraLs , ch
5 ,¡ia., pp. 168-169.
6 lbid., p. 169.

2. section 5.
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judgements which are value-judgements in his sense, we may safely

assume that the attempt to show that they are of primary logical

interest in ethics is doomed to failure.

Harer s argument to show that at least. some of the value-judgements

we make are or entail imperatives (i.e., are value-judgements in his

sense) is this: Judgements using value-words have it as their dist-

inctive function 'either to commend or in some other way to guide

choices or actionsr i

But to guide choices or actions, a moral judqement has to
be such that if a person assents to it, he must assent to some

imperative sentence derivable from it; in other words, if a

person does not assent to some such imperative sentence, that
is knock-clown evidence that he rT.oqs not assent to the moral
judgement in an'-evaluative ".rr"..'

And this, Hare adds, is true by virtue of his definition of 'evaluat.iver-

Now it is certainly true by Hare's definitio¡r of revaluative' that if

a person does not assent to some imperative derívabfe from a moral

judgement, he does not assent to that judgement, at least in an eval-

uative sense. But what Hare has to show, and reiterating his definit-

ion will not achieve this, is that imperatives are eÛer d,eriiable from

evaluative judgements - that is, that evaluative judgements are ever

evaluative in his sense. The passage quoted, however, does contain a

claim which, if true, uouLd constitute a conclusive reason for accepting

that 'ought'-judgements entail imperatives. This is the claim, in effect,

that in order to guide choices or actions, a moral judgement must entail

an imperative. If this v¡ere so, it would indeed follow that 'ought'-

judgements are imperatives, unless we deny the plausibte claim Lhat it

is the function of such judgenents to guide actions. Hare's whole case

7 Ibid. r pp. I7I-L72.
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rests ultimately, then, on the claim, made here and elsewherert anua

only irnperatives can guide actions; and there is little doubt, I think,

that this or some closely related assumption has also been in the minds

of the many philosophers besides Hare who have been inclined to assimil-

ate moral judgements to imperatives. What we must no\nr consider is

whether this claim, for which Hare nowhere presents any argument, is

true.

First, r^¡e must understand what it is about a sentence that makes

it 'action-guiding'. To say that a judgement is action-guiding in

Hare's sense is clearly to say more than that it eouLd guide actions in

conceivable circumstances. At the start of chapter 11, he notes that

'The train is about to depart' could in some sense guide the actions

of a man who wants to catch the train, but this does not make the judge-

ment that the train is about to depart action-guiding in his sense.

Action-guiding sentences are typíeaLLy used to guide actions; it j-s their

function to do so.

Harers use of 'action-guidingl comes out in the following passages:

The reason why actions
principles is that the
conduct. The language
language. And thj-s is
question "What shall I

are in a peculiar l^tay revelatory of moral
function of moral principles is to guide
cf morals is one sort of prescriptive
what rnakes ethics worth studying: for theo
do?" is one that we cannot for long evaCe--

it must be part of the function of a moral judgement to pre-
scribe or guide choices, that is to say, to entaill8n answer
to some question of the form "What shall I do?" - . .

8

9

IO

E.9. ibid. r pp- 29,

Ibic1., p. I.
Ibid., p. 29.

46.
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A statement, however loosely it is bound to the facts, cannot
ans\Árer a question of the form "lrlhat sha1l I do?"; only a command

can do this. Therefore, if rve insist that moral judgements are
nothing but loose statements of fact, we preclude them from
fulfilling their mail function; for their main function is to
regulate conduct...

These passages show that for Hare, 'action-guiiling' is inter-

changeable with 'prescriptive', and that what is distinctive abouÈ

action-guiding or prescriptive sentences is that they provide answers

to questions of the form 'what shall I do?'. vlhat we are considering,

then, is whether, as Hare asserts, only a command can ans$Ier a question

of the form 'What shatl I do?'12

The first thing to be pointed out here is that there are at least

three different things which might be meant by the question 'What shall

I do?':

(a) The question could implausibly be interpreted as requesting a

prediction of oners future actions. Needless to say, Hare does not

have this interpretation in mind.

(b) It coul-d be interpreted as 'what do you order me to do?" asked

of a person who is in a position to issue orders to the speaker.

Equatly c1ear1y, Hare does not have this interpretation in mind'

(c) It could be interpreted, and this is t]¡e interpretation Hare has

in mind, as a request for advice on how one should act. Here one is

11

T2
Ibid., p. 46.

FI.N. Castaneda seems to commit himself to the same claim in his
paper, rlmperatives, Decisions and Oughts', in lulOTALíty artd the
Languøge of Conduct, edited by H.N. Castaneda and G. Nakhnikian
(Detroit, 1963). On page 262, he defines an imperative as 'Any
assertion which is in fact used to formulate, or used as if it
were the formulation of, an appropriate answer to the question
"shall I (we) do that?"'i and he shortly substitutes for this
question the question 'What shall I do?'.
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not asking f:or a prediction or a command; what is real-Iy being asked

is ,What ought i to do?,.13 Now such a question is often in fact

answered by an apparent imperative, 'Do X" But this answer is short-

hand for ,You ought to do X', or perhaps, 'I think you ought to do Xr,

just as it is when it is given in reply to the explicit 'ought'-

question, '!{hat ought I to do?" Now of course' Hare claims that 'You

ought to do X' is itself an imperative, and not' as it seems to be' an

indicative. But his ground for this assertion was the claim Èhat only

thus could we explain how this sentence could be an answer to the quest-

ion 'What shall f do?'; and when we see that in the cases Hare has in

mind, a person who asks this question wants to know what he ought to do'

any further explanation of the fact that he may be answered by being

told what he ought to do becomes unnecessary. In fact, even in the case

where rl{hat shall I do?' means rvùhat do you command me to do?r, the

appropriate answer is an indicative - rr command you to do X'.14 For

a command to be the appropriate response to 'what shall I do?" on any

interpretation, the question would have to be taken as a request to be

told to do something; and it is difficult to conceive of circumstances

in which one would wish to make such a request. CertainJ-y the need for

advice does not constitute such a circumstance'

13 Sometimes, Hare seems to have in mind one's addressing the question,

'lrthat shall I do?r, to oneseLf - But here too, one is not asking

oneself for a prediction or command, but is wondering what one Ought

todo.Inanycase'notall'ought'-judgements,butonlyfirstperson
ones, could be claimed with any plausibility to be ans\^ters to the
question 'What shall r do?' add'ressed to oneseLf '

It might be claimed that to say rI command you to do X' ís to
command someone to do X, and not to assert that one does so. I
would say, however, that though this is usually the case' it is
not the case when the utterance is an answer to tlvhat do you com-

mand me to do?'; quq. answer to this guestion' it merely states
what it is, in fact, that the speaker commands'

L4
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It seems to me arguable, indeed, that not only is 'what shall I

do?' not approp;iately answered by an imperative, but no questíon is'

For questions are requests for information, that is, they ask 'v'Ihat is

the case?' , and answers to them must therefore be expressible by rneans

of sentences beginning 'It is the case that . . . ' ; but no sentence beg-

inning in this way is an imperative. Apart from rhetorical questions,

the onJ-y exceptions which come to mind to the rule that questions are

requests for information are such locutions as 'will you please open the

door?' and rwould you mind opening the door?r, It seems clear that the

appropriate response to the utterance of either of these two sentences

is not the provision of information, but the performance of an action,

namely the opening of the door. However, it seems equatty clear that

it would be odd to say of a person who uttered either that he had asked

a question at all, and I suggest that this is just because to ask a

question is to seek information.

It is, in fact, probably tautological that questions are requests

for ínformation; and what this shows is that if, as Hare claims, only

a command can ans\^¡er the question tWhat shafl I do?t, w€ would have to

conclude that this utterance is not a question after all' We need not'

however, press this point too strongly. It is sufficient to point out

in answer to Hare that if a command were the ranswer' to 'What shall I

do?,, then a person uttering this sentence would have to be taken as

requestingt ot perhaps commanding, his hearer to telt him to do some-

thing; whereas, in the cases Hare has in mind, a person who asks '!{hat

shall I do?r does not wish to be told to do something, but merely to

know what he ought to do. This means that not only is a command not the

onLy appropriate response to his question, but it is not an appropriate
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response at all. It follows that the fact that 'ought'-judgements dÎe

answers to such questions does not, as Hare claims, entail that they

are imperatives; on the contrary, it entails that they cannot be im-

peratives.

The question which rlre set out to ansrr'Jer was that of whether or

not Hare provides any reason for supposing that there is something to

be learnt about ethics from the study of imperatives. His claim that

there is depended on the view that moral judgements are Èhemselves

imperatives, and this in turn ',^Ias supPorted by the claim that unless

such judgements were imperatives ¡ they could not fulfil their dis-

tinctive prescriptive or action-guiding function. However, by 'pre-

scriptivet or taction-guidingt sentences, Hare means sentences which

can be answers to questions of the form 'what shall I do?" and vre

have seen that imperatives cannot be answers to questions of this

form. This means that the imperative sentence, far from being, as

Hare takes it to be, the prescriptive sentencepar eæceLLence, is not

a species of prescriptive sentence at aII; and this in turn means that

the study of imperatives, far from being 'by far the best introduction

to the study of ethics', is no introduction to it at all'

we must now consider the attitudes theory, that is, the view

that .che role of moral judgements is to express the attitudes of the

speaker. In his Ethies, Moore produced roughly the following argument

against the perhaps less sophisticated view that moral judgements

Stdte the attitudes or feelings of the =p""k"trl5 On this view, if

you say tX is goodt and I Say tNo, it is nott, IrJê are not really in

15 Moore, Ethies (London,
l-9I2), p. I00.

Home University Library, Williams and Norgate,
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disagreerrrent. For each of us is merely making an assertion about his

own feelings, arrd your assertion that your feelings are of a certain

scrt ís perfectly compatible with my assertion that mine are not of

that sort. However, it is clear that when you say that X is good and

I say that X is not good, we do disagree. Hence, moral judgements

cannot be mere statements about the speaker's feelings or attj-tudes'

In short, Moore's criticism of the view he considers is that it fails

to account for the fact that people who make opposed moral judgements

are necessarily in disagreement.

Now on the attitudes theory as I have described it, moral judge-

ments do not state, but erpress the attitudes of the speaker, so that

it cannot be said that according to it, people in apparent moral dis-

agreement are merely engaged, aS Stevenson puts it, in a tcomparing

of introspective notes'.16 Nevertheless, the attitudes theory too

would appear to be vulnerable to Moore's criticism, for if you express,

say, a favourable attitude towards soBe.thing, and I express an unfavour-

able attitude towards it, there does not seem to be any sense in which

we are disagreeing. If you say 'Hurrahj' and I say rBool' then though

we thereby express differing attitudes, \^¡e cannot' one would have thought,

be said therefore to disagree.

Now Stevenson, whose emotive theory is a version, perhaps the most

well known one, of the attitudes theory, recognises that an acceptable

analysis of moral judgements must be such as to all-ow for the possibility

of moral disagreement, and that Moore's type of criticismmight be thought

Stevenson, rlloore's Arguments Against Certain Forms of Naturalismt,
ín The Philosopha of G.E. Moore, êd. P.A. schilpp (Evanston, III.,
Northwestern University Press, L942) r PP. 7I-9O.

16
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to show that his theory does not allow for this possibility' He there-

fore attempts to show that on the emotive theory, two people who utter

confficting moral judgements dO disagree. His argument is thistlT

It is true that on the emotive theory, if one person says that x

is right and another says that X is not right they do not therefore

disagree in any of their betiefs. But disagreement in belief is not

the only sort of disagreement - there is also disagreement in attitude,

or rinterest,.18 Disagreement in belief and disagreement in interest

or attitude are distinguished in the following way:

Disagreement in belief occurs when A believes p and B

disbelieves it. Disagreement in interest occurs when A has a

favourable interest in X, when B has an unfavourable interest
in it, and when neilher is prepared to leave the other's
interest unchanged. 19

Now on the emotive theory, though if A says X is right and B says

X is not right, they do not disagree in belief, th'ey do disagree in

attitude. For on the emotive theory, A is evincing a favourable atti-

tude towards x, and B an unfavourable attitude towards X; a¡d since

the theory asserts that the utterer of a moral judgement not only evinces

his attitude, but is trying to influence the attitudes of his audience,

it follows also that neither A nor B is prepared to leave the other's

L7 In stating SÈevenson's argument, I have drawn on both the version
of it he produces in rThe Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms' and the
one he produces in his actual reply to Moore (see footnote 16);

In'The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms' he uses the word'interest',
not, aS he says, tin the most usual wâlrr but as roughly equivalent
to'attitude'. In his later reply to lvloore, as well as in Ethics
artd Langua.ge, he prefers to use 'attitude' itself'

'The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms', P- 27.

IB

19
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interest unchanged. Hence, on the emotive theory, if two people utter

conflicting moral judgements, there ziS disagreement between them, fot

there is disagreement in attitude-

It does not seem to me, however, that this reply by Stevenson

succeeds in answering Moore's criticism. In the first place, it is

questionable whether what he calls 'disagreement in attitude' is a

species of disagreement at all. Suppose that A has a favoura-bIe atÈ-

ítude towards spicy food, while B has an unfavourable attitude towards

it. So far, surely, there is no question of their being in disag?ee-

ment of. any sort; and it is far from clear to me that the position is

changed if we add that A and B are each bent on converting the other

from his present dietary prejudices. Nevertheless, Iet us concede

that there is a sense in which A and B disagree, and let us express

this by saying that they disagree in attitude. Let us also concede

that Stevenson's theory allows that there is disagreement of this type

between people who make conflicting moral judgements. we have never-

theless seen that, as Stevenson admits, the theory does nOt allor'¡ the

possibility of any other sort of disagreement between such people' This

means that if we are to accept his reply to Moore, we must accept that

the only sort of disagreement which is necessarily present when con-

flicting moral judgements are made is disagreement in attitude' I

will now try to show that this cannot be accepted'

Let us note that for two people to disagree in belief, it is

not necessary that they be unprepared to leave each other's beliefs

unchanged. As stevenson says, disagreement in belief occurs merely

when one person believes something and another disbelieves it' Thus'

I disagree with the president of the Flat Earth Society over the shape
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of the earth, though I am in fact by no means incfined to try to

eradicate beliefs such as his, which provide such excellent philosoph-

ical examples, and he, having never heard of me, cannot have conceived

any wish to alter my belief. But, as we have seen, it is different

with disagreement in attitude. Before two people can be said to

disagree in atÈitude, they must not only hold conflicting attitudes'

but each must also be unprepared to let the attitude of the other remain

unchanged. Thus, if I am repelled by the shape of the earth , which I

know in my heart of hearts to be flat, whereas the president of the

FIat Earth Society approves of it, then though we hold opposing attitudes,

we do not therelore disagree ín attitude. For it to be true that we

disagree in attitude, it must also be true that \¡¡e are each determined

that the attitude of the other shall be changed. This provides us with

a means of deciding whether or not it is true that if two people issue

conflicting moral judgements, the only sense in which they disagree is

that they disagree in attitude. If, when A says that x is right, and

B says that it is not, we are not prepared to say that they disagree

unless each is also disposed to try to change the other's position (f

say 'position' rather than 'belief' or 'attitude' to avoid question-

begging), it would appear that their disagreernent is merely one of

attitude. But if , on the other hand, \¡¡e are prepared to say that A

and B disagree uhether oy not each is disposed to try to change the

otherrs position, then we must conclude that whether or not there is

also disagreement in attitude between A and B, there is necessarily

disagreement of some other sort. fn the latter case, of course, it

will follow that the emotive theory, which does not allow that A and B

necessarily disagree except in attitude, is indeed unable to meet Moore's

objection.
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Now this test, it seems to me, tells conclusively against

Stevenson. If ii holds that X is right, and B holds that it is not,

this is surely a sufficient ground for saying that they disagree over

the rightness of X, even if it turns out that neither has any inclin-

ation to try to change the position of the other. Again, it is surely

true that most of us disagree with the Pharfuhs over the acceptability

of slavery, though it cannot ¡" ìt,r. that we are unprepared to allow

their attitudes to remain unchanged, or Ðice PzI'SA. I conclude that

even if, as is doubtful, there is a type of disagreement cal-led 'dis-

agreement in attituder, it remains true that if two people hold con-

flicting positions on the rightness of something, they necessarily

disagree in some sense other than that they disagree in attitude. It

follows that the emotive theory, which entaifs that this is not the

case, is after all vulnerable to Moore's criticísm: people who make

conflicting moral judgements do indeed necessarily disagree in a sense

which cannot be accounted for on the theory. This weakness of the theory

arises from the fact that it makes moral judgements expressions of

attitude rather than statements of fact, and is therefore a weakness

of attitudes theories in general, which share this feature' rather

than of Stevenson's theory in particular.

The arguments I have produced against the imperative theory and

the attitudes theory seem to me to be adequate to justify theír reject-

ion. Nevertheless, they will in effect be supplemented later in this

dissertation, when it wiÌI be seen that the alternative analysis which

will be argued for can account for those features of mora1 judgements

which make the attitudes theory and the imperative theory attractive'

and can do so more satisfactorily than can either of the latter theories-
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It is with the task of providing this alternative analysis that I shall

be concerned in the follorving chapters.

I wish to conclude the present chapter by commenting on a certain

feature of nearly all of the arguments concerning the nature of moral

judgements so far considered. In each case' the aim is to establish

something about moral or evaluative terms, or judgements employing them,

in genenaL, bul- the pointisusually argued for one such term only.

Thus, for example, in 'The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms" stevenson

tries to show that evaluative terms in general have'emotive meaning'

by arguing that this is true of the word 'goodo. This may be objected

to, since there is more than one key ethical term, and, it may be said'

what is true of one cannot be assumed without argument to be true of

the others. v[hy do moral philosophers tend to assume that an invest-

igation of any one of the terms 'good', 'right', and 'ought" for

example, will teII us anything about the meaning of the others? The

ansv¡er to this question is that it is usually held that'good', 'right',

and 'ought' are to all intents and purposes interdefinable, so that

to get clear about the meaning of one is indeed to get clear a-bout the

meaning of the others. This is explicitly ctaimed to be so by Monro'

20 r a r-- ---- r^!-.:r L., u^-^ ZL qin¡a T 'ïor exampre, and argued in some detail by Har".21 Since r am in

agreement with Monro and Hare here, I too, in investigating the nature

of moral judgements, wiII largely restrict my attention to those using

one key moral term, namely the term 'ought'. That the terms mentioned

are in fact interdefinable seems to me fairly clearJ'y true, and in any

Etnpixicísm and Ethics, p. 25:

The Langunge of \tlonaLs, PP. 180-187.

20

2L
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case to be adequately argued by Hare.

However, the .practice of trying to show that something is true

of moral judgements in general by showing that it is true of those em-

ploying, say, 'good', might be objected to \^rithout its being denied

that 'good" rright" and ,ought' are interdefinable. For, it might

be pointed out, there are many moral terms which are clearJ-y not inter-

defina-b1e with these terms. The words tgeneroust, tcourageoust, tcruelt,

,Iying', ancl 'murder', for example, all specify pATtíeULAT sOYtS of

behaviour which are moral-ly desirable or undesirable, whereas 'good',

rrightt, 'oughtt, t\^/rongt, etc., do not. Thus if we know that a man

acted cruelly, we kno\^/ that he caused suffering to another or others,

whereas if we know only that he acted wrongly, or otherwise than he ought,

we know no more than that he acted ln some way which is morally undesir-

able. Since there are moral terms not interdefinable with 'ought',

'right', and rgoodr, it might be said, it follows that moral philosophers

are not justified in basing claims about moral terms in general on argum-

ents about any or all of these terms.

It must certainly be admitted that there are a great number of

terms which are in some sense moral- terms and which are not inter-

definable with 'ought', rright', and 'good'. Nevertheless, I believe

that there are good reasons, when undertaking an analysis of moral

jud.gements, for restricting oners attention to those which use these

latÈer terms. Let us consider the word tcruelt. As \^¡e have noted, the

notion of being cruef, unlike that of doing what one ought not to do,

specifies a particular way of behaving which is morally undesira-ble.

The way of behaving in question is not, of course, adequately charact-

erised as 'causing suffering to others' - a dentist, fot example, some-

times causes suffering without therefore being cruel. Hor¡ever, without
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trying to decide just what would constitute an adequate characterisation

of the type of morally undesirabl.e behaviour involved in being cruel,

Iet us suppose that 'doing X' is such a characterisation. Now the reason

why 'cruelty' can be called a moral term is not merely that most of us

belQive that one ought not to do X, but that this belief is encapsulated

in the notion of cruelty, so that 'one ought to be cruef is not merely

believed by most of us to be false, but is unintelligible. We may say,

therefore, that 'Smith acted cruelly' means, roughly, 'Smith acted

otherwise than he ought, and did so by doing X'. Thus, part of what

is asserted by someone who says 'Smith acted cruelJ-y' is that Smith acted

otherwise than he ought. But this sþows that what is true of 'ought'-

judgenents is indeed true of judgements about cruelty, for the latter

aîe (in part) 'ought'-jud,gements; and the same type of argument will show

that it is also tru-e of judgements containing words such as 'gtenerous',

!courageousr, 'lying', and other moral terms which specify particular

sorts of moralfy desirable or undesirable behaviour.

Granting this, however, it may nevertheless still te clai-med that

the notion of crueJ-ty (for example) deserves separate consideration by

the moral philosopher. For we have seen that the judgement that some-

one acted cruelly asserts not only that the person concerned acted

otherwise than he ought, but'also that he did x - and why should we

take the l-atter assertion to be of less intèrest than the former?

The reply to this is that the notion of doing x ib only of

interest to moral philosophy if the belief that one ought not to do

X is correct, so that to say that we should investiÇate the notion of

doing X is to assume the truth of this belief. But though most of us

may believe that one ought not to do X, it does not seem to me that

moral philosophers should simpty assume the truth of prevailing moral
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beliefs. of course, the suggestion that the moral philosopher should

initially suspend judgernent on prevailing moral beliefs carries with

it the implication that he might come to the conclusion that some of

them are unsoundi whereas, it is sometimes suggested, moral philosophy

cannot (or perhaps should not) alter moral beliefs, but can only analyse

them. However, this suggestion probably springs from the view, criticised

earlier, that meta-ethics is the sole proper concern of moral philosophy;

and if there are other grounds for accepting it, f can only say that I

am unaware of them. No doubt we all think it highly unlikely that any

investigation of the matter will reveal that the type of behaviour we

call- cruel is in fact morally permissible, and expect that a sound moral

philosophy will show that it is not; but we should surely demand that it

show this by a more convincing method than thet of assuming it.



CHAPTÐR VIIT

THE MEANING OF IOUGHTI

A point often made about the nature of 'ought'-judgements is that

a man who makes such a judgement commits himself to hol-ding that there

1

are reasons to support what he says.' In support of this claim, it is

usually pointed out that whenever it is said that someone ought to do

something, the question, 'why?' (i.e. 'For what reasons?') is in place;

and that we would be at a loss to undersÈand a man who said that some-

thing ought to be done, though there lvas no reason why it should be

done.
2

This fact, that, as Charles E- Caton puts it, '"ought"-judge-

ments are logically a kind of statenìent which must be supportable by

reasons,, though widely acknowlerJged, is not usually thought to be of

much help to those who wish to avoid relativism. And indeed, it would

seem to feave quite unaffected the relativist's claim that we ca¡rnot

give anyone good reasons for accepting any given moral judgement'

Though, if I say 'smith ought to do Ar, I must have reasons for saying

I

2

Cf. The Language of Moy,als, p. l.57¡ Charles E. Caton, 'In What Sense

and Why "Ought"-judgements are Universalisable', PhiLosophícaL
quartelrLy, ll (1963), p. 50; K. Baier, The Moy'aL Point of Vieu,
(Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1958), p. 222,

Caton, Ioc. cit.
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this, it would not appear to follow that I can provide Another person

with reasons for doing so - for it cannot be ltaintained that one person's

having reason for doing a certain thing entails that anyone else tlas

such a reason. I will argue, however, that to reason in this way is to

misunderstand the sense in which it is true that 'ought'-judgements must

be backed by reasons. lvhen this is properly understood, it wiII be

seen that it does by itself place some restrictions on the range of

possible 'ought'-judgeme¡rts which can intelligibly be made in a given

situation, and more importantly, opens the way for an account of the

meaning of such judgements which restricts that range very narrowly indeed'

LetusbeginbyconsideringsomecommentsmadebyMonroona

passage in The Language of MOTALs to which we have already had occasion

to referr3 *h"r" Hare discusses the difference between rought'-judgements

and other imperatives, to v¿hich classr as I¡¡e have seen, he believes the

former to belong. Hare says that a singular imperative like ruse the

starting-handle' applies only to the occasion on whích it is uttered;

whereas 'you ought to use the starting-handle', while it applies to an

individual occasion, 'invokes or appeals to' some more general principle

tike'ïf the engine fails to start at once on the self-starter, one ought

always to use the starting-handlel 4

As Monro says, rWhat this amounts to is that ought-sentences are.

and singular imperatives are not, backed by reasons, and that it is a

characteristic of reasons that, if they apply to this occasion, they

Ch. IV, p. 35.

The Language of Morals, p.

3

4 156-
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apply to atl- relevantly similar occasions'.5 Monro is inclined to

question this, not because he denies that 'ought'-statements need to

be backed by reasons, but because he suspects that the fact that they

do does not distinguish them from singular imperatives. He says that

rUse the starting-handle; there is no particular reason; just use it'

seems odd or 'togically illegitimate' in just the same way as rYou

ought to use the starting-handle; but there is no particular reasoni

you just ought to use it'.6

However, Monro is prepared to concede, at least for argumentrs

sake, ,that some commands are arbitrary';7 and this is surely a

prudent concession. The utterance of commands would be an odd activity

indeed if to engage in it \^rithout reasons \^Iere, not merely unusual' or

even irrational, but LogicaLLy illegitimate. Monro concedes, therì,

that some commands can be arbitrary; but he denies that this marks a

difference bet\¡¡een singular imperatives and rought'-sentences. Rather,

he says, it marks a difference between nearly all imperatives, including

¡oughtt-sentences, and ra fe\^¡ very rare, quite uninrportant, quite

r¡ncharacteristi.c imperatives'; and this, he says, 'will noÈ tell- us

very much about what marks ought-sentences off from all other types of

Isentence' .

It seems clear, thoughr. that if Hare's point is conceded, then

Monro, op. cit. r p.

Ibid., p. L72.

Loc. cit.
Loc. cit.

170.5

6

7

I
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we ha1e learned something about 'oughf-sentences which distinguishes

them from singular J.rnperatives - namely that while the latter are

usually backed by reasons (no doubt because people generally have reasons

for what they say), the former rm,ßt be backed by reasons, in the sense

that to say that someone ought to do something, though there is no

reason why he ought to, is to say something logicalty illegititnate.

unfortunately, if it is odd to suggest of commands that it is logically

impermissible to utter them arbitrarily, it seems no less odd to make

the same suggestion regarding 'ought'-judgernents. It is difficult to

see how there could be any human activity such that by engaging in it

without reason, one breached the laws of logic. !{e need not, however,

concern ourselves with the question of how there coulcl be such an

activity. That question I believe, is indeed unanswerable, but as I

will now argue, in the sense in which it is true that an'ought'-

judgement needs to be backed by reasons, it does not fotlow that it

cannot be arbitrary, in the sense that its utterer cannot fail to have

reasons for his utterance.

If I teII Smith either to do A or that he ought to do A, there

are two sorts of reasons whose presence might be in question. More

accurately, there are thlo performances the presence of reasons for which

might be in question. I night be asked what reasons -f have for teLLing

smith to do A or that he ought to do A, or I might be asked what reasons

there are fon Smith to do A. Let us distinguish between these by

calling reasons which would be mentioned in an ansvter to the former

question 'reasons-for-utterance' and those which would be mentioned in

an answer to the latter treasons-for-performance'. Sometimes, the

same facts can be both reasons-for-utterance and reasons-for-performance'
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For example, the fact that by doing A smith will avoid harm to hinself

would be a reason for him to do A, and might, saY if s¡nith \^Iere my

friend, also be my reason for telling him to do A or that he ought

to do A. Tt is clear, however, that this need not be the case. If my

reason-for-utterance is that by doing A Smith would make me wealthy' this

would not necessarily be a reason-for-performance, since smith may be

indifferent to my fortunes; and the fact that smith would avoid harm

to hinself by doing A, which constitutes a reason-for-performance, need

not be my reason-for-utÈerance, since I may be unconcerned about his

welfare (my reason for tetling him to do A or that he ought to do A may

be that by doing A, he witl also make me wealthy). Thus, the presence

of a reason of one of these two kinds does not entail the presence of

a reason of the other.

Now if I say to Smith, 'Do 4., that is¡ if my utterance is a

singular imperative, I do not commit myself to the presence of either

sort of reason. I need not claim that there aIe reasons for smith to

do A, though there may be, and I need not claim that I have reason for

telling Smith to do A, Èhough if I do not, I must admit that my command

is arbitrary. Both Hare and Monro would presumably agree so far, since

the former claims, and the latter concedes, that singular imperatives

need not be backed by reasons. It is also claimed, however, that

'ought'-judgements d.o need to be backed by reasons, that to utter such

a judgement while denying that there are reasons for what one said would

be, not to admit arbitrariness, but to display logical confusion' Now

this is clearly not true if we take treasonst to mean treasons-for-utter-

ancer. A bookmaker will probably have no reason for telling a punter

who relies on horoscopes that he ought to rely instead on form-guides'
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but he would not be saying something unintelligible were he to adnit

this and nevertheless insist that the punter ought to switch to form-

guides. This shows that 'ought'-judgements and commands may be arbitr-

ary in just the same way - namely, by being uttered in the absence of

reasons-for-utterance - and that to admit the absence of such reasons

for one,s 'ought'-judgernent need ¡rot be to display logical coDfusion'

We have seen thaÈ the absence of reasons-fot-peT'fonnance ' on the other

hand, does not render a command arbitraryt and the same is in fact true

of 'ought'-judgements. When a confidence man te1ls his victim that he

ought to buy certain shares which, being worthless, the victim has no

reason to buy, what he says is not arbitrary, since he has reason for

saying it, namely that purchase of the shares witl profit him. ülhat

the professional utterances of confidence men are criticised for is not

arbitrariness, but disingenuousness, and the utterance of our conficlence

man is disingenuous because it implies, what he knows to be false, that

his victim has reason to buy the shares; and since his utterance implies

this, were he to adnit that his victim has no reason to buy the shares'

but nevertheless insist that he ought to buy thern, he would then display

Iogical confusion.

The position, then, is this. To command smith to do A or to tell

him that he ought to do A while admitting that one has no reason for

doing so is to admit that what one says is arbitrary, but not to show

Iogical confusion. To command smith to do A while admitting that he

has no reason to do A is neither to admit that one's utterance is

arbitrary nor. lo show logical confusion. To tell S¡nith that he ought

to do A while admitting that he has no reason to do A is not to admít

that one,s judgement is arbitrary, since iÈ is left open that one has
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reason for uttering it; but to do this is to display logical confusion,

for it is to deny, what is impliect by one's judgement, that Smith has

reason to do A.

The sense in which it is true, then, that 'oughtLjudgements need

to be backed by reasons is that if I tell someone he ought to do some-

thing, I commit myself to the view that he has reason to do it. This

is quite distinct from the odd claim that one cannot make an 'ought'-

judgement without having reason for doing so, and its conflation with

this latter claim is a result of a failure to distinguish between what

f have reason to tell someone (disingenuously, perhaps) he ought to do

and what he has reason to do.

The same conflation, stemming from the same confus-ion, is also

evident in Blackts paper, rThe Gap Between t'Istt and "Sho.uld"t, which

was discussed ear1i.t.9 As we sa\^¡' his claim that if you want to

achieve E and can only do so by doing M, I have reason to urge lzou to

do M depends on a confusion between what you have reason to do and

what I have reason to urge you to <1o. And the reason he gives for

rejecting, as he does, the view that rshould'- and 'ought'-judgements

need to be backed by reasons shows that he too conflates that view

with the view that a man must always have a reason for uttering such

a judgement. For he says that while the use of the second-person

'should'-formula normally arouses a presumption that the speaker has

reason for saying what he does, '... since the same rnight be said about

any statement whatever, this cannot be a distinctive peculiarity of the

9 See ch. 5
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10
meaning or function of t'should"r. This, of course, is an argument

against the view that it is distinctive of'should'-judgements that a

man must have reason for uttering one, which is not what is meant when

it is said that 'should'-judgements need to be backed by reasons. IÙhaÈ

is meant is that if I say t}rat you ought to do something' I imply that

there is reason fon you Èo do it; and it cannot be said of this thesis

that'the same might be said of any statement whatever', since in the

case of most statements, there is no question of the hearer's being

commanded, recommended, or advised to perform any action. In fact,

not only does Black fail to cast doubt on this thesis, but the main

claim made in his paper tends to bear it out. For he is concerned to

argue that the conclusion 'You should do M' follows from the premise

tJ:at you want to achieve E and can only do so by doing M, and it

certainly also follo\"rs from this premise that you have reason to do

M. This mea¡s that at least in the case \^¡here you should do M because

of the truth of this premise, Yoü also have reason to do M - which is

what we should expect if it is true that 'You ought Èo do M' implies

tYou have reason to do Mr.

we can now see that, properly understood, the fact that 'oughtr-

judgernents need to be backed by reasons does place a restríction on

the range of possible 'ought'-jud,gements which can be made in a given

situation. For it shows that conclusive reason for rejecting a judge-

ment to the effect that a given person ought to perform a given action

can be provided by showing that the person does not have reason to per-

lo Black, Op. cit., p. L72.
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form that action. It does not follow, horvever' that \¡7e can provi-de

someone with conclusive reasons for aceepting'haL a given person ought

to perform a given action by showing that the person does have reason

to perform the action. If snith ought to do A' implies that smith

has reason to do A , then it does follow that one cannot claim that

smith ought to do A if it is shown to be false that he has reason to do

A.However,itmaybethatonecouldacceptthatsmithhasreasonto

clo A while denying that he ought to, just as while one cannot claim

that smith is a bachelor while denying that smith is unmarried, one

can cIaím that smith is unmarried but deny that Smith is a bachelor' on

the grounds that smith is female. rn the bachelor case, this is possible

because I Smith is unmarried' does not exhaust the implications of the

assertionr'smithisabachelor'.Whetherornotthefurtherimplicat-

ions of this assertion are true is, of course, a matter of fact, so that

further empirical evidence coufd settle beyond dispute whether or not

Smith is a bachelor. But it may be that the implications of 'Smith ought

to do A' include some that are of a sort which is rrot oPen to confirmation

or refutation, so that a man may not only accept that smith has reason

to do A while disputing the claim that he ought to do A, but may do so

without its being possible even in principle to produce any evidence to

refute him.

Accordingly,vremustnov'investigatefullytheímplicationsof

rought'-judgements; that is, \.te must investigate their meaning' Since

we have seen that one implication of such judgements is that the person

of whom it is said that he ought to do something has reason to do that

thing, it might seem that we have already isolated one element in their

meaning; for it seems a tautological step from the claim that 'S¡nith
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ought to do A' implies rThere is a reason for Smith to do A' to the

claim that the l.atter Ís at least part of what is meant by the former.

However, if I understand him correctly, H-N Castaneda accepts the

former view, but denies the latter, in his paper, rfmperatives,

Decisions, and Oughts'.Ìl For he says that normatives such as 'X ought

to do A' rpoint through the normative word to the existence of reasons

for or against the performance of the action mentioned in them', and

reven formulate such reasons through the qualifier'12 (by þua1ifier,,

Castaneda means such words as tmorallyr, tlegallyt, etc.); yet he

argues that it cannot be part of the meaning of 'X ought to do A' that

there are reasons for Xr s doing of A. Since f wish to claim that it is

indeed part of the meaning of 'X ought to do A' that there are reasons

for Xrs doing of A, I witl try to show that his argument is unsuccessful.

Castaneda considers the view that the central part of the meaning

of rX ought to do Ar is tThere are reasons for X's doing of Ar in

sections nine to thirteen of his paper. On this view, which I shall

refer to as rthe reasons analysis', he suggests that we could distinguish

between fX ought pr¿ma, faeie to do A, and 'X ought sirnpLieite? to do A'

by defining the former as 'There are some good reasons for X's doing of

Aland the latter as rThere are conclusive reasons for X's doing of Ar.

However, this distinction has no relevance to the criticisms he makes

of the reasons analysis, and for simplicityrs sake I will take the view

to be discussed as the view that the central part of the meaning

of rX ought to do A' is rThere are reasons for X to do A', leaving

l1 tn Moz'aLity arñ the Langua,ge of Conduct, eds. castaneda and G. Nakhnikian
(Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1963), pp. 2L9-299.

Ibid., p. 275.
L2
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it open whether the latter asserts that there are conclusive reasons'

or merely that there are some reasons, for X's doing of A, just as rx

ought to do A' leaves it open whether X ought síntpLíeíter Eo do A or

ought pr,ína facie to do A.

In making some preliminary remarks a.bout the reasons analysis,

Castaneda says that it does not provide an adequate partial definition

of 'oughtr tunLess the phrase "reason for doing" is furnished with a

clear and adequate meanirrg'.13 This seems false to mq and seeing --

why it is false will help us avoid some red herrings when considering

his subsequent attack on the reasons analysis.

What Castaneda thinks to be needed, presuma-bly, j-s neither a

dictionary definition nor a stipulative definition of the phrase in

question, but a philosophical analysis of its meaning. Now either he

thinks that an analysis of anA expression is inadequate unless it in

turn has some analysis supplied for it, or he thinks that it is the

analysis of 'ought'-judgements in terms of reasons for doing ín part-

icuLan of which this is true. If the former, he would suqr to be

clearly \¡¡rongt, since if no analysis coul-d be adequate unlåss it was

itself provided with an ad.equate analysis, there could be no adequate

analyses. If the latter, we need to be told what is special amongst

philosophical analyses about the reasons analysis - and Castaneda does

claim that 'At first sight it looks as if the phrase [i.e. "reason

for doing"l is as difficult and obscure as the word "o,rn¡¡"'.14 But

ordinary speakers of the language do not find the phrase difficult or

Ibid. , p. 247.

Loc, cit.

13

T4
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obscure - if one were to say, for example, that there were reasons for

outlawing the use of marihuana, one might well be asked to name them,

but one would not be asked, at least by anyone who spoke English, what

one meant. No doubt, though, what Castaneda means is that analysis of

the phrase presents phiLosophícaL difficulties. This may well be true,

but it is also irrelevant. As \^¡as pointed out a moment ago, it cannot

be the case that an analysis of a given phrase is inadequate unless it

is itself provided with an analysis.

There is no reason, then, to accept Castaneda's suggestion that

to espouse the reasons analysis is to conmit oneself to producing an

analysis of the notion of a reason for doing something. Let us bear

this in mind as we consider his criticisms of the reasons analysis,

that is, the view that the centraÌ part of the meaning of rX ought to

do Ar is tThere are reasons for Xts doing of Ar.

Castaneda considers two versions of the reasons analysis, one of

which takes reasons ras facts which justify, which someho\^I imply the

correctness of some action'r15 and the other of which thinks of reasons

as causally explaining an action. Since it is the first of these that

I am inclined to defend, I shall only consider what he has to say about

that version.

It was pointed out a moment ago that the question of what would

be a correct analysis of the notion of reasons for doing something is

quite separate from that of whether or not the reasons analysis is

sound. Nevertheless, it would be a legitimate way of attacking the

reasons anaÌysis to provide an analysis of the notion of a reason for

15 Ibid. , p. 248.
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acting, and then to show that it is a consequence of this analysis that

rThere are reasons for X's doing of A' cannot be part of the meaning of

rX ought to do A'; and this is in fact Castaneda's strategy-

He begins by pointing out that 'vlhen we speak of reasons for

believing, saying, supposing, etc., \¡/e are talking about premises which

in a relevant mode of inference ... imply a certain conclusion, namely

the proposition believed, supposed, etc.', so that '... to say that there

are reasons to hold that the center of the earth is hot is often sho::t

for saying that there are tïue propositions which inductively imply' on

the assumption of certain laws of nature, that the center of the earth

is hot. Likewise, to assert that there is a conclusive reason fcr

believing in the divisibility by 6 of the number 24,684 is to assert

that there is a mathematícal fact which entails iutrat 24,684 is di'¿isible

by 6 without remairrd"r'.16 Castaneda therefore restates the view that

part of the meaning of rX ought to do A' is 'There are reasons for Xrs

doing of Ar as the view that part of the meaning of the former is that

there are facts or true propositions which inply some utterance S about

X,s doing of A. The problem now reduces, he says, to the determining

of the utterance S. He points out that S cannot be 'X ought to do A'

itself¡ for 'we would be defining "ought" in terms of reasons, where

t'reasons" can only be understood in terms of "ouglht"'; and again, that

S cannot be the statement that X perfolms A, for this would have the

consequence that if the 'ought'-assertion is trUe, the agent performs

the action in question - rBut it is notorious that on some occasions

some persons have failed to do what they ought, sirnpLicíter', to have dorr"'.I7

I6
T7

Loc. cit.
Ibid. , p. 249.
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Henextsuggeststhatwemaytrytogetacluetotheidentity

of S by considering statements like

(I) 'The fact that you have no tea is a good reason for your going

to the store to buY some'.

This statement, he says, can legitimately be regarded as a compact

way of putting

(21 rsince you have no tea' you ought to go to the store to buy

somet,

which can be exPanded into

(2a)|sinceyouhavenotea(andyourgoingtothestoreisa

necessary condition for your buying some tea, and you want to get some

by buying it), you ought (prima facie) to 90 to the storer '

which we may accept as a formally valid inferen"t'lt

castaneda denies, however, that the connection between (1) and

1Za) is of any help to the reasons analysis. It would lead us, he says,

to regard 'You ought to go to the store' itself as the utterance S'

a suggestion which he has already criticised. He concludes that 'If

the reasons analysis is to escape circularity, it must explain how a

statement about the good reasons for doing something can be r:nder-

stood to refer to an argument, whose conclusion is neither a statement

about a person's performances nor one about oughts"'19

Castanedats criticism of the reasons analysis, then, amounts to

the claim that whatever utterance we take as S, the proposition about

X's doing of A which is implied by facts which are reasons for X's doing

Ibid., pp. 249-250.

Ibid., p. 25O.

18
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of A, the statement that there are facts which imply s cannot be part

of the meaning of 'x ought to do Ar'

Now there is one proposiiion about X's doing of A which is

certainly implied by facts which constitute reasons for X's doing

of A, and which suffers from none of the defects of the candidates

considered by castaneda. This is the proposition that X has reason

todoA,orperhaps,thatitwouldberationalofXtodoA.ofcourse'

to point this out is to be quite uninformative as to the nature of

reasons for acting, and if our goal were enlightment on that topic' we

would want to ask what eLSe ís true of facts which constitute reasons

for X,s doing of A. Before we ask, however, as castaneda does, what

otherpropositionaboutX'sdoingofAisimpliedbysuchfacts'we

need to be given reason to suppose that there must be some such propos-

ition.

castaneda presumably thinks that he provides a reason for suppos-

ingthattheremustbeSomepropositionaboutX'sdoingofAwhichis

non-trivially implied by facts which are reasons for x's doing of A

whenhepointsoutthatareasorrforbelievingapropositionisafact

whichimpliesthatproposition.Sincefactswhicharereasonsfor

believing impJ-y some proposition other than the uninteresting one that

there are reasons for believing whatever they are reasons for believing'

it might be said, and this appears to be castaneda's argument, the same

must therefore be true of facts which are reasons for acting' But this

is clearly a non sequituT. To say that reasons for believing P imply

that p is to give an account of what it is to be, not sinply a reason,

but a reason f.or beLieUing. And to assume that there must therefore

be some proposition similarly implied by reasons fox aeting is like
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assuming that since winning a race involves passing the finishing-line

first, winning a garne of chess must involve passing some other sort of

Iine first.

If it is now asked, rGiven that castaneda's account of v¡hat it

is to be a reason for acting is unsatisfactory, or at least not ade-

quately argued for, what would be a true, non-trivial one?" vle need

only reiterage what was pointed out earlier - that in suggesting that

¡Ít¡ere are reasons for X to do Ar is a partial analysis of 'X ought to

do A', one does not place oneself wrder any obligation to provide also

an analysis of the former sentence, which is of a form familiar to any

speaker of the language.

My reply to castaneda so far has been that while it may be tru.e

that 'There are facts which impty (non-trivially).some proposition S

about X's doing of A' cannot be part of the meaning of rX ought to do

A', there is no reason for supposing that the former is equivalent to

'There are reasons for X's doing of A'. I wish now to consider what

Castaneda has to say about the connections he concedes to exist iretween

statements (1) , (2) and (2a) , mentioned a moment ago. As we sal^/' he denies

that these connections can lend support to the reasons analysis, since

it would lead us to regard 'You ought to go to the store' as Èhe utter-

ance S which, by definition of the notion of reasons for acting, is

entailed by facts which constitute reasons for going to the store. How-

ever, \^¡e have seen that the quest for the identity of S is a wild goose

chase, motivated by the unwarranted assumption that what is true of

reasons for believing must also be true of reasons for acting. More-

over, the task of defining the notion of reasons for acting is not, to

stress the point once more, one which we need undertake. Leaving that
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task to a more appropriate occasion, Iet us consider whether it is

true that the reasons analysis gains no support from what Castaneda says

about the statements (I), (2) and (2a).

(r) is conceded to imply (2a), which is accepted as a formally

valid inference. Let us set out this inference a little more formally

as

(3) 'You have no tea (and your going to the store is a necessary

condition for your buying some tea, and you want to get some by buying

it). Therefore, you ought (príma facie) to go to the store. I

Now just as (2) is elliptical for (2a) , (1) is clearly elliptical

for

(fa) 'Ttre fact that you have no tea (and your going to the store

is a necessary condition, etc. ) is a good reason for your going to the

store t i

which is undeniably true.

lrle see that the same facts which (la) truly asserts to constitute

reasons for your going to the store form the sole premises of the

formally valid inference in (3). Now this would seem to provicle strong

support indeed for the reasons analysis. If facts which constitute

reasons for your going to the store by themselÐes enl-ítle us to infer

that you ought to go to the store, what is suggested is not merely that

rThere is reason for you to go to the store' ís patt of the meaning of

rYou ought to go to the store', but that it ís the uhoLe of the meaning

of the latter statement.

Castaneda, then, fails to show that 'X ought to do Ar cannot be

partially analysed as 'There are reasons for X's doing of Ar, and in

fact provid,es, albeit unwittingly, grounds for accepting the stronger
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thesis that it can be uhoLLy analysed by the latter. However, though

I believe that the stronger thesis is in fact correct, I will noÈ rely

on the support thus provided for it by Castaneda. That supPort depends

entirely on his concession that (2a) is a valid inference, and to assume

that he is right in conceding this would be question-begging in this

context. For the question with which we are concerned is precisely

that of what sort of inferences to 'ought'-conclusions' if any, are

valid.

So far, we have seen that in making an 'ought'-judgement, such

as rX ought to do Ar, one commits oneself to the claim that there are

reasons for X's doing of A, and that Castaneda fails to place any

obstacles in the way of our drawing the naturaL conclusion that this

is because at least part of what is meant by 'X ought to do A' ís that

there are reasons for X's doing of A. Let us therefore draw this con-

clusion, and ask what reason we have for supposing that there is any

other element in the meaning of 'X ought to do Ar.

There are two closely-related features of 'ought'-judgements which,

I suggest, provide the major motivation for postutating some other el-e-

ment as part, or even the who]e, of the meaning of such judgements.

The first we have already ,,oted.2o It is that a person who accepts that

he ought to do A is more like1y to do A than he would have been had he

not accepted this. The other is that a m¿rn who tells some person or

persons that he or they ought to do A usually intends thereby to influence

him or them to do A. The distinctive aspects of the theories of Hare

and Stevenson can be seen as arising from the attempt to account for these

20 See ch. 2
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features.

Stevenson te1ls us that one of the facts with which any accou¡rt

of the meaning of 'good'must reckon is that the word is 'magnetic'2l

in the sense that 'A person who recognises X to be "good" musE ípSO

faeto acquire a stronger tendency to act in its favour than he other-

wise would. have nad'.22 The counterpa::t of this in the case of rought'

is that a person who recognises that he ought to do A ipso faeto acqu-

ires a stronger tendency to do A than he otherwise would have had - and

this is the first of the two features of rortght'-judgements mentioned

above. According to stevenson, this feature is catered for by his

theory, which holds that included in the meaning of moral judgements

is a reference to the,interest'of the =p"tkut23, that is, the'appro-

var, or similar psychorogicar attitudes'24 of the speaker; and indeed,

if a person who acknowledges that he ought to do A thereby indicates

that he approves of his doing A, no further explanation is needed of

his having a stronger tendency to do A than he would othen¡rise have

had.

This alleged reference to the attitudes of the speaker, however,

does not seem to account for the second of the two features of moral

judgements which I mentioned, a feature which Stevenson describes by

saying that the'major use'of such judgements is to'create an influ-

-25ence' .

2L

22

23

24

25

"The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms', P. 18.

Ibid., p. 16.

Ibid. , p. 27.

Ibid,, p. 15.

Ibid., p. 18.
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For there is no reason to suppose that I lvill influence someone to do

A simply by making him aware that I approve of his doing so. Accordingly,

Stevenson postulates another element in the meanj-ng of moral judgements,

to account for this major, influence-creating use - the element of

remotive meaning'. This is explained as 'a tendency of a word, arising

through the history of its usage, to produce ... affectiùe tesp'onses in

p.opl.,.26 It is this element in the meaning of moral judgements and

value-judgements in general which, in Stevensonrs view, enables them to

be used to influence others.

Hare I s vie\^is are also shaped to a great extent by his concern

that they be capable of explaining these two features of moral judge-

ments. His often-repeated claim that only by supposing that moral

judgements have an imperative component can rlr7e explain how they can be

'action-guiding' amounts to the claim that the imperative theory, and

nO other, can account for these features. Unfortunately, as we savl

earlier, he makes it a criterion of a judgementr s being actíon-guiding

that it can be an ans\¡¡er to the question, 'What shall I do?r, and since

this questíon meyn¡, in the refevant cases, rlrlhat ought I to do?', this

renders trivial the thesis that 'ought'-judgements are action-guiding;

for it is r:¡interesting that a man who asks what he ought to do rnay be

ans$rered by being told what he ought to do. Nevertheless' there is a

non-ttivial sense in which moral judgements are action-guiding, namely

the sense in which to say that they are action-guiding is to draw atten-

tion to the features h¡e have mentioned; and despite Hare's unfortunate

choice of a criterion for action-guidingness, it is clear that he has

26 Ibid., p. 23.
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something like this sense in mind. For while the imperative hypothesis

cannot be held to explain why a man who wants to know what he ought to

do is answered when he is told what he ought to do, it certainly can

be held to explain why if someone accepts that he ought to do A he will

acquire a tendency to do A, and why someone who tells another that he

ought to do A is usually concerned to infl-uence him to do A. As Hare

points out, to sincerely assent to an imperative is to act in accordance

with it or to resolve to do so; and to sincerely command someone to do

something ís to try to influence him to ao it.27

The distinctive aspects of the theories of Stevenson and Hare,

then, can be seen as reflecting the anxiety of both philosophers to

accommodate the facts, firstly, that in accepting that one ought to do

A one usually acquires a stronger tendency to do A than one would other-

wise have had, and secondly, that in telling someone that he ought to

do something, one is usually trying, in Stevensonts phrase, to tcreate

an influence'. Stevenson's claim that moral judgements express the att-

itudes of the speaker is designed to cater for the first of these points,

and his claim that they have 'ernotive meaning' is designed to cater for

the latter; while Harers thesis that moral judgements are imperatives

is designed to cater for both. Further, both Stevenson and Hare seem

to be justified in holding that their theories can, each in its own way'

accommodate both points. What we must now ask is, can the reasons ana-

tysis by itself also provide an explanation of these features? If it

cannot, it will presumably have to be supplemented by postulation of

some other element as al-so being present in the meaning of 'ought'-

judgements.

27 cf . The Langud.ge of Mor,aLs, p. 13.
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It can readily be seen, I think, that the reasons analysis needs

no such supplementation to enable it to explain the features of 'ought'-

judgements in question. If to accept that one ought to do A is to

accept that one has reason to do A, we can see why a person whO accepts

that he ought to do A usually acquires a stronger tendency to do A than

he would otherv¡ise have had - for a person usually acquires a stronger

tendency to clo something than he would otherwise have had if he accepts

that he has reason to do that thing. And given this, \¡/e can also see

why a person who tells another that he ought to do A is usually con-

cerned to influence him to do A; for one does not usually tell a man

something which will lead him to acquire a tendency to do A unless one

wishes to influence him to do A.

ft must be admitted that on this account, the connections both

between telling someone that he ought to do A and having the intention

of influencing him to do A, and between accepting that one ought to do

A and acquiring a tendency to do A, are not as they would be if either

Harets or Stevensonts view were correct. On either of these latter

views, both connections are logical- According to Hare, to tell some-

one he ought to do a is to try to influence him to do A, for ii is to

tell him to do A; and to accept that one ought to do A is to do A, for

it is to assent to a command that one do A. While on Stevensonrs

account, the emotive, influence-creating aspect of rought'-judgements

is part of their mean¿ng, so that to teIl someone that he ought to do

giS to try to'create an influence'i and to accept that one ought to

do A iS to acquire a favourable attitude towards oners doing of A, and

sor as Stevenson says, ipSO fActO to acquire a stronger tendency to do

A than one would otherwise have had.
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on the reasons analysis, however, both these connections are

contingent. It is quite possible to tell a man that he has reason

to do A without trying to influence him to do anything, just as it

is possible to tel-I him that there is a spider on his back without

trying to influence him to do anything. In both cases, what we tell

him will almost certainly in faet influence him to do something (but

not necessarily, since he may be unreasonabler or may be aware that

the only spider in the room is his pet tarantula), but \^/e need not

intend to create this influence - we might be making small talk, or

giving him a list of facts we knol^I to be true of him. Similarly, it

is quite possible on the reasons account that a man may accept that

he ought to do A and yet fail even to acguire a tendency to do A -

for a man will only acquire a tendency to c1o rvhat he comes to believe

he has reason to do if he is rational; and men are not ahÀtays rational'

However, that the reasons account differs from those of both

Stevenson and Hare in taking action-guidingness to be merely a con-

tingent, though extremely common, feature of moral judgements' seems

to be clearly a point in its favour. On either of the latter accounts,

it is impossible to sincerely tell someone that he ought to do A with-

out having the intention or desire to influence him to do A - yet this

clearly is possible. Brer Rabitt believed that Brer Fox ought (prudent-

ialJ-y speaking) to refrain from throwing him into the brambfe bush, and

might have told him this under the influence of a truth-drug, without

in the least desiring that he so refrain. Again, Hare notoriously has

difficulty in accounting for the fact that a man may sincerely accept

that he ought to do A and yet fail to do A, since on his account, to

accept that one ought to do e is to do A; and Stevenson is confronted
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$rith a similar difficulty, since it seems equalty a fact that a man

may accept that he ought to do something without thereby acquiring any

tendency to do it. None of these difficulties arise, however, if we

accept the reasons account; for as v/e sa\^t a moment ago, it construes

the connections between telling someone he ought to do A and trying to

influence him to do A, on the one hand, and between accepting that one

ought to do A and acquiring a tendency to do A, on the other, as both

contingent. It explains why these connections hold in the majority of

cases, but does not have the troublesome consequence that they always

hoId.

It htas argued earlier that at least part of what is meant by the

judgement that some person or persons ought to do something is that

there is reason for him or for them to do that thing. We have now

seen that the connections such a judgement has with action in 'accord-

ance with it, which might seem to call for the postulation of some

further element in its meaning, can be explained. quite adequately

without such postulation; moreover, explaining them in this way enables

us to understand certain other facts about 'ought'-judgements which

present serious difficulties for the two most favoured alternative

accounts of the meaning of 'ou9ht'-judgements. These are the facts

that, firstly, l^re may believe that another person ought to do A, and

may teII him so, without the stightest intention of influencing him

to do A, and secondly, that a man may accept that he ought to do A

without acquiring any tendency whatever to do A. I conclude that

when we say that some person or persons ought to do A we mean nothing

more or less than that there is reason for him or them to do A.

Now I wish to claim that this analysis of the meaning of'ought'-
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judgements shows relativism Èo be false, fot it shows them to be a

species of statement of fact. This involves the assumption that state-

ments to the effect that some agent has reason to do something are Èhem-

selves statements of fact. However, I shall not argue for this assump-

tion. To do so would involve defending some view of the nature of

such statements from which it follows that they are indeed statements

of fact; and although I hold such a view, I have found Èhat an adequate

defence of it would require a separate dissertation. This means that

one can accept the arguments of this chapter but still deny that relat-

ivism has been refuted, if one cLaims that statements of the form 'X

has reason to do Ar are not statements of fact, but some other species

of utterance such that good reasons cannot be given for accepting any

utterance of that species. However, the assumption that statements of

this form ane slatements of fact, on which my claim to have shown relat-

ivism false depends, is by no means a controversial one. while the

accounts given of the notion of a reason for action by recent writers

on the topic differ from one another in more or less significant respects'

they have in common that they entail that the question of whether or not

a given person X has reason to perform some action A is a guestion of

fact. Thus, for example, on G.R. Gricers account, it is the question

of whether or not doing A is in some \¡tay in accordance with Xr s inierests

or conduces to x's aims;27 on DonaLd Davidson's account' it is the

question of whether or not X has certain desires and belief"r23 o"

P.H. Nowell-Smith's account, it is the question of whether or not X has

27 The Gnourtd.s of tr4oraL Jud.gement (cambriitge, cambridge university Press,
1967), chapter 1.

2A rActions, Reasons and Causes' , JowYtaL of PhiLosophy, 60 (1963),
pp. 685-700.
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29certain tpro- or con-attitudest; on Bernard Gertrs accou¡t, it is

the question of whether or not X beQives that by doing A, he will

decrease his chances or Èhose of someone efse of suffering certain

evil-s, or increase his or someone elsets chances of gaining certain

goods;30 while on the accor¡nt of D.A.J. Richards, it is the question

of whether or not X's doing A is required by certain principles of action

which are taken to clefíne rationality and mora1ity.3l Moreover, it seerns

a simple matter to produce examples of statements to the effect that a

certain person or group of persons has reason to do a certain thing which

are clearly statements of fact which could not be denied by anyone

familiar with the J-anguage and in possession of certai.n relevant inform-

ation - rBurglars have reason to wear gloves while at workr and 'Smith,

the jockey, has reason to watch his weight' would seem to be such examples.

The onus of proof, therefore, is very heavily on anyone who wishes to say

that statements to the effect that some agent has reason to do a certain

thing are not in general statements of fact. Thus, while it must be

admitted that my ctai¡n that the arguments of this chapter show relativisn

to be faLse depends on the assumption that statements to this effect

are statements of fact, this concession is hardiy a damaging one.

Unfortunately, as we will see in the next chapter, the analysis

of 'ought'-judgements just provided seems open to a serious objection

which appears to show that it cannot be applied (at least) to moral

'ought'-judgements. The rest of this thesis will be largely concerned

29

30

31

Ethies (London, Penguin Books, 1954), Chapter 8.

The MoraL RuLes (New York, Harper and Row, 1973), Chapter 2.

A Theory of Reasons fot, Aetion (oxford, Clarendon Press, J-97L)
Chapters 2 and 3.
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with providing an answer to this objection, and exploring and defending

the consequences of the answer given.



CHAPTER IX

MRS. FOOT AND THE HYPOTHETICAL NATURE OF

MORAL JUDGEMENTS

In a recent paper entitled 'Moratity as a System of Hypothetical

1

Imperativês',' Philippa Foot argues against the view that moral judge-

ments are categorical imperatives. Her arguments raise, directly and

indirectly, serious difficulties for the analysis of rought'-judgements

just given, and I will therefore consider them at some length.

Early in her paper, I{rs. Foot calls attention to what she says

are ttwo different uses of words such as "should" and "ought''.2

She points out that if we teII a travefler that he should take a

certain train, believing him to be journeying home, and find that he

has in fact decided to go elsewhere, we will have to withdraw what

we said - ,the "should" will now be unsupported and in need of
?

support'.- Similarly, we must withdraw what we said if it turns

out that we \^rere r¡rrong in supposing that catching the train v¡as a means

of getting to his home or that it was the best among the possible means.

Mrs. Foot is, oi "oor"., in effect drawing attention here to a feature

of 'ought'-judgements which Ì^ras stressed in my last chapter - if we tell

a man he ought to do something, we imply that he has reason to do it.

The PhiLosophieaL Reuieu, 81, (1972), PP. 305-316-

Ibid., p. 307.

Loc. cit.

I
2

3
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Ho\.¡ever, Mrs. Foot says, the use of tshouldt and'oughtt in moral

contexts is quite different: rWhen we say that a man should do some-

thing and intend a moral judgement rve do not have to back up what we

say by considerations about his interests and desires; if no such co¡l-

nection can be found the "shouId" need not be withdrawn. It follows

that the agent cannot rebut an assertion aj¡out what, morally speaking,

he should do by showing that the action is not ancillary to his interests
¿.

or desires' . = This is certainly trr.ue - if we told a man that he ought

to keep some promise he had made, we would not withdraw what we said

on learning that doing so would not be 'anciflary to his interests or

desires'. Let us call this feature of moral judgements their 'non-depend-

encyr. Now it might seem that we could readily account for the non-depend-

ency of moral 'should'-and 'ought'-judgements without abandoning the view

that they, like other such judgements, imply the presence of reasons for

the agent to act. lVe couldrit might seem, say that they imply the presence

of such reasons, but do not need to be supported by considerations about

the interests and desires of the agent because moral considerations pro-

víð,e mty man with reason to act, antf not only men with certain interests

and desires. However, this thesis, that moral considerations give reasons

for acting to any man, is what Mrs. Foot takes to be at the heart of the

view that moral judgements are categorical imperatives, and is the very

thesis she is concerned to reject in her paper. In her view, whether or

not moral considerations provide a man with reasons for acting depends

entirely on whether or not he cares for moral ends. If she is right, we

cannot of course account for the feature of moral 'oughtr-judgements

4 rbid pp.307-308.
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to which she draws attention in the manner suggested. V'le would seem

to be forced to accept instead Mrs. Footrs account of the matter, namely

that moral 'ought'-judgements do not, like others' imply that the agent

has reason to act - such judgements imply the presence of moral consid-

erations, but do not imply that these considerations are reasons for

the person addressed to act. To a,ccept this, of course, would be to

admit that the account given in my tast chapter of the meaning of 'ought'-

judgernents is inapplícable to the very cases on which it was meant to

throw light - namely those cases of'ought'-judgements which are moral

ones. This means that the success or otherwise of Mrs. Footts arguments

is a matter of vital concern to me. I will try to shov¡ that the view

that moral considerations provide reasons for acting for any man (following

Mrs. Foot, I will call this the view that moral judgenents are categorical

imperatives) survives her attack unscathed.5

The fact that moral judgements are non-dependent, we have seen,

is readily explained on the view that they are categorical imperatives,

and would therefore appear to provide support for that view. However,

Mrs. Foot denies that it provides any such support Her own explanation

of the non-dependency of moral judgements is that they employ a special

'non-hypothetical'use of'shouldr and'ought', such that it does not

follow from the factthata-manought to do something that he has any

reason to do that thing. She argues that there are other'should'- and

'oughtr-judgements which are non-dependent, but which no one would claim

to be categorical imperatives. As instances, she cites 'sentences enunc-

The discussion of Mrs, Foot's paper which follows forms the substance
of my article "Cateqorical Imperatives - a Defencer, due to aPpear
in The PhilosophicaL Reuíeú for April 1977.

5
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iating rules of etiquette' and uses of'should' 'in contexts where

something Iike a club rule is in question'.6 Let us consider, then,

whether or not these are in fact instances of non-moral judgements

which have the feature of non-depend.ency. I witl take the latter first.

In support of the assertion that 'should'-judgements based on

cLub rules are non-dependent, Mrs Foot points out that the club secretary

who has told amember that he should not bring ladies into the smoking

room does not say tsorry, I was mistakent on learning tha+- this member

is red.igning tomorrow and cares nothing for his reputation in the c1ub.7

However, club rules are not rshould'-judgements. Vilhen those authorised

to lay down the rules of a cfub consider what rules they will lay down,

they do not ask themsl-eves what members shoutd do, but what members shall

be required to do on pain of incurring certain penalties. The answer to

the first question is something to be discovered, and they are not in

any special position to discover it; the answer to the Latter question

is to be settled by fiat (though not necessarily arbitrary fiat), and

they are the only ones in a position to settle it. Vlhat may cause con-

fusion here is that failure to obey the rules of one's club often amounts

to failure to do one¡s share towards providing some good fromwhich one

benefits (cf. 'sprigs must not be rvorn in the bar')r ând moreover' a

man is usually admitted to membership of a club on the understanding

that he will abide by its rules. With this sort of point in mind, a club

secretary or anyone else might wefl tell a member of a club that he ought

to do A, where the rules of the club require him to do A, and refuse

Mrs. Foot,

Ibid., pp.

op. cit., p. 308.

308-309.

6

7
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to withdraw his judgement on learning that doing A would not further

the member's interests or desires. Here we would indeed have a non-

dependent 'ought'-judgement - but it would not be a non-moral one.

what of 'should'- or rought'-judgements based on rules of

etiquette? Mrs. Foot says ttrat we find her non-hypothetical use of

'shoufd' in sentences enunciating rules of etiquette such as that an

invitation in the third person should beanssèred in the third person'

,where the rule does not faiL to øppLA to someone who has his own good

reasons for ignoring this piece of nonsense, or who simply does not

care about what, from the point of view of etiquette, he should do'.8

She appears to hold that this special sense of 'should' is shorthand

for'should from the point of view of etiquette'. This is suggested

by the passage just quoted, and a little later, the meaning of'should.'r

tJre special sense in question, is explicitly givenas'shouLd from the

point of view of etiquette.'9 nor..r.r, this is clearly a mistake.

The judgement that from the point of view of etiquette one should' do

a certain thing is not ,a "should" statement based on rules of etiquette';10

it is not a ,should'-judgement at all, but a theoretical judgement about

what etiquette requires, and is quite consistent with 'But of course,

it's nonsense that you should do any such thing'.II A 'should' state-

I
9

t0

1I

Ibid., p.

Ibid., p.

Loc. cit.
The same sort of point can be made regarding the judqement that from
the moral point of view one should do something (or that morally
speaking, one should do something, when 'morally speaking' has much

the same force as 'from the moral point of view', and is not meant
merely as an indication that one's judgement is based on moral con-
siderations). This is not a moral 'should'-judgement, but a theor-
etical judgernent about what moratity requires. Hence, of course,
when I speak of tnoral "should"-judgements', I wish to be taken as

referring to 'should'-judgements based on moral considerations, and

not judgements about what one should do from the moral point of view.

308.

309.
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ment based on the rules of etiqueÈte is not a judgement to the effect

that one should from the point of view of etiquette do A, but one to

the effect that one should, sírnpLíciter, ð,o A, because the rules of

etiquette require it (Mrs. Foot, who appears not to hold etiquette in

high regard, would presumably not base 'should'-judgements on some

rules of etiquette).

Nevertheless, it does seem to be true that genuine rshould'-

and rought'-judgements based on the rules of etiquette have the feature

of non-dependency. If someone were to say that Smith ought to catch

train X, on no other ground than that doing so will enable him to get

home, we would find unintelligible his refusal to withdraw what he

said on learning that Smith had decided to go elsewhere; but if

someone were to say that Smith ought to do A merely on the ground that

it is required by etiquette, and refuse to withdraw his judgement on

being told that doing so would not promote Smith's interests or the

attainment of anything he desired, we would not find this unintelligible

- we knov, that judgements of etiquette, unlike judgements a-bout what

train a man ought to catch, are not made on the assumption thai the agent

has particular interests and desires. Given this, Mrs. Foot can present

her opponents with what amounts to a dilemma: either we explain the

non-dependency of judgements of etiquette by saying that they employ

a non-hypothetical- sense of 'shouldr, in which case there seems to be

no reason why the non-dependency of mOyaL 'ought'- and 'should'- judge-

ments shoutdn't be explained in the same way; or \^re explain it by saying

that considerations of etiquette give a man reason to act regardless

of his interests and desires, a course which she assumes her opponents

would not wish to take. Now one might weII have qualms about the
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ad hOe postulation of different senses of 'should' which appears to

be involved in accepting the first oftheseal+-ernatives, which is,

of course, Mrs. Footts account of the matter. Nevertheless, Iet us

grant that the non-dependency of judgrements of etiquette would be

explained if we were to accept the first horn of her dilemma. Her

argument requires that it also be granted that the second horn cannot

be accepted. I suggest, however, that this should not be granted;

trat is to say, I suggest that the reason why people who make judgements

of etiquette do not withdraw what they say on learning that following

the rules of etiquette would not further the interests or desires

of the agent in question, is that such people believe that considerations

of etiquette provide a man with reason to act regardÌess of what hi s

interests and desires happen to be. Anyone who thinks this belief

obuíous\y absurd probably needs to be reminded of such facts as that

the rules of etiquette are closely refated to, and shade into, things

Iike codes of honour and of professional ethics; and that the breach

of even trivial rules of etiquette is often a conventional means of

giving offence.

Mrs. Foot has not succeeded, then, in producing examples of

non-mofal 'should'-judgements which are non-dependent, but which

could not seriously be claimed to be categorical imperatives. lt

does not follow, of course, that the non-dependence of mOy'AL'should'-

judgements shows them to be categorical imperatives; for though she

has failed to support the c1aim, she may yet be right in claiming that

such judgements are non-dependent merely because they employ a Inon-

hypothetical' sense of 'should'. Moreover' even if she is wrong, so

that the moral judgement that Smith should do A does irnply the presence
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of considerations which provide Smith with reasons for doing A which

are not dependent on his particular interests and desires, it may

nevertheless be that:the considerations on which moral judgements are

based do not in faet provide one with reasons for actíng, regardless

of one's particular interests and desires (although it would then

follow that all moral 'ought'- ancl rshould'-judgements are false).

Accordingly, we must no\^r turn to certain other considerations which

she presents against the view that moral judgements are categorical

imperatives.

Mrs. Foot suggests that the impression that moral judgements

are categorical imperatives is attributable to the stringency of moral

teaching, which makes many of us feeL we have to or must do what we

morally ought to do.I2 Of course, even if this is how we gain the

impression in question, it does not follow that that impression is

not correct. But she goes on to argue that it is hard to see what

could be meant by some of the things said by those who believe that

moral judgements are categorical imperatives unless v¡e connect them

with the feelings irnplanted by stringent moral teaching. She says:

People talk, for instance, about the "binding force"
of morality, but it is not clear what this means if not that
we feeL ourselves unable to escape. Indeed the "inescapability"
of moral requirements is often cited when they are being
contrasted with hypothetical imperatives. No one, it is said,
escapes the requirements of ethics by having or not having
particular interests or desires. Taken in one way this only
reiterates the contrast between the "should" of morality and
the hypothetical "should", and once more places morality along-
side of etiquette. Both are inescapable in that behaviour does
not cease to offend against either moral-ity or etiquette because
the agent is indifferent to their purposes and to the disapproval

12 op. Cit., p. 310.
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he will incur by flouting them. But morality is supposed
. to be inescapable in some special way and this may turn

out to be merely the reflection of Èhe way morality is taught.

Mrs. Foot then goes on to 'try other ways of expressing the

fugitive thought', but finds them, too, senseless unless they are

connected with the feelings implantecl by moral teaching. However, there

seems to be no need to search for ways of expressirrg the thought in

question beyond the one she initialty conside:ls - namely, by saying

that no one escapes the requirements of ethics by having or not having

particular interests or d.esires. When she says that this once more

places morality alongside of etiquette, she is referring, of course,

to her earlíer claim that judgements of etiquette, like moral judge-

ments, are non-dependent, that is, they do not need to be backed by

considerations about the agent's ínte:rests and desires. But we have

seen that this can be accepted - it ís not obviously absurd to suggest

that considerations of etiquette provide any man with reasons for act-

íng. Of course, as \4Ie have conceded, the non-dependency of moral judge-

ments mAy merely sho\Al , as Mrs. Foot suggestsr'that they employ a special

sense of 'ought'; but we have yet to be given a good reason for supp-

osing that this must be so. In the near¡ltime, it is equally open to us

to conclude that moral 'ought'-judgements, like any others, imply that

the agent has reason to act, ,but are non-dependent because they are

categorical imperatives. which is to say that moral reasons are reasons

for a man to act no matter what his interests and desires; if we ought

to have difficulty giving sense to this claim, it has yet to be shown

that we ought.

13

13 Ibid., pp. 3I0-3I1.
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There is in fact another passage in Mrs. Footrs paper in which

she expresses puzzlement as to what could be rneant by the claim t'hat

moral judgements are categorical imperatives. After concluding that

what this means is that moral considerations 'necessarily give reasons

for acting to any man', she saYs:

The clifficulty, of course, is to defend this claim which is
more often repeated than explained. Unless it is said,
implausibly, thaÈ afl "should" or "ought" statements give
reasons for acting, which Ieaves the o1d problem of assign-
ing a special categorical status to moral judgement, \^re must
be told what it is that makes the moral "shou1d." relevantly
different frorn the "sþguld" appearing in normatj.ve state-
ments of other kinds.aa

Now part of what v¡as argued in my previous chapter was just that

aII 'shouldr or 'ought! statements do give reasons for acting, in the

sense that they imply that the agent has reason to act. As to the

problem of assigning a special categorical status to moral judgements,

this would seem to be solved by saying that while all 'ought'-judgements

give reasons for acting, moral judgements are categorical in the sense

that they give reasons for acting which are reasons for AnA man. Of

course, Mrs. Foot denies that morat judgements are categorical ín this

sense; but whether or not she is right is precisely what we are trying

to ascertain.

she next goes on to argue against a claim which she apparently

takes to be equivalent to, or to follow directly from, the view that

moral considerations give reasons for acting to any man. This is the

claim that 'some kind of irrationality is involved in ignoring the

"should" of morality'. Attempts to show that this is so, she says,

L4 Ibid., p. 309.
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... have aII rested on some illegitimate assumptíon, âsr for
instance, of thinking that the amoraf man, who agrees thaÈ
some ¡:iece of conduct is immoral but takes no notice of that'
is inconsistently disregarding a rule of conduct that he has
accepted; or again of thinkingt it inconsistent to desire tbat
others will not do to one what one proposes to do to them. 

15

Now of these two assumptions, only the latter, that it is

inconsistent to desire that others refrain from doing to one what one

proposes to do to them, is obviously illegitima+-e, The former, that

a man who agrees that some piece of conduct is immoral but takes no

notice of that is inconsistently disreqarding a rule of conduct that

he has accepted, may be illegitimate; but it is too closely related to

the claim that such a man would be irrational for Mrs. Foot to assume

in this context that its illegitimacy is self-evident. The only further

argument she presents, however, amounts to a series of mere denials that

such a man is irrational. She saYs:

The fact is that the man who rejects morality because
he sees no reason to obey its rules can be convicted of
villainy but not of inconsistency. Nor will his acl-ion
necessarily be irrational. Irrational actions are those
in which a man in some way defeats his ovfn purposes, doing
what is calculated to be disadvantageous or to frustrate his
ends. .]mmorality does not necessarily involve any such

Ibthrnq.

It is clear, I think, that none of this amounts to an argument

to show that inmorality and amorality are not necessarily irrational-

Nevertheless, the cl-aim that they are does seem to run counter to our

intuitions, and it is therefore worth consj-dering whether or not it

does in fact follow from the view that moral considerations necessarily

provide reason for acting to any man.

rbid., p. 310.

Loc. cit.

I5
16
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A man who fails to act as dictated by moral considerations either

does or does not believe that these considerations provide him with

reason to act. If he does, we would certainly say that he was irrat-

ional, but we would say this whether or not we hetd that moral consid-

erations in fact provided hin with reason to act. If he does not believe

that moral considerations provide him with reason to act, then if they

do, it certainly follows that he is mistaken - but does it follow that

he is irrational? It would not seem so - on the contrary, given his

mistaken belief, it would be irrational of him to act on moral consid-

erations. It might be said that although, given his belief, he is

not irrational to act as he does, nevertheless he is irrational in

beLieUing what he does. But mistaken beliefs are only irrational when

their falsity is self-evident, and it has not been suggested that' it

is self-evidently true that moral considerations provide any man with

reasons for acting - only that it is in fact true that they do.

It rnight now be suggested, however, that what conmits one to

holrling that immoratity is irrational is not the view that moral con-

siderations as a matter of fact provide any man with reasons for

acting, but the view that moral 'oughtr-judgements, like any others,

iropLa that there are reasons for the agent to act. For the immoral

man presumably does not deny that he morally ought to act othen¿ise

than he does, and to admit that one has reason to act otherwise than

one does is to admit that one is irrational. Let us recall, however,

the distinction made earlier between what one ought sirnpliciter to do

and what one ought to do from some point of view, such as that of

etiguette or of prudence. On the view that to say that a man ought to

do something is to inply that he has reason to do so' a man \¡tho fails
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to do what he believes he ought sirnp|ieiter to do is certainly irrat-

ional. But a ma,n who fails to do what he believes he ought to do from

the point of view, say, of etiquette, is not irrational unless he takes

considerations of etiquetÈe as providing him with reason to act' for

then he believes that he ought sintplieiter Eo do what he ought to do

from the point of view of etiquette.

SimiJ-arty, a man who fails to do what he believes he morally

ought to do is only irrational if he believes that moral considerations

provide him with reasons for action - if he believes, that is, that what

he morally ought to do is also what he ought síntpLieiter Eo do. Now

there is one sort of immorality which consists in the failure to do

what one believes one ought sirnpLieiteï' to do - thj-s is the sort of

immoral-ity exemplified in the weak man who fails to live in accordance

with his sincere moral convictions. But this is not the only sor+-' nor

perhaps even the most typical sort, of immorality, There is also the

man who agrees that from the moral point of view he ought to pursue moral

ends, but does not do so because he does not believe that ne reALLy

ought, or ought sitttpLicíter, to pursue them; and whether or not he is

mistaken, he is not, as \^¡e saw, necessarily irrational .

It does not seem to be true, then, that if one holds that moral

'ought'-judgements fmply the presence of reasons for acting and that

moral reasons for acting are reaSOnS for any man, one is committed to

the claim that immorality is necessarily irrational; and in any case'

what Mrs. Foot has to say against the latter claim amounts to l-itt.le

more than the assertion that it is false.

There appears to be no reason, then, InIhY we should take the

non-dependency of moral judgements as indicating that they employ a
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special use of 'ought' which does not imply the presence of reasons for

the agent to act, rather than as a reflection of the fact that moral

judgements are categorical ímperatives, that is, that moral consider-

ations provide reasons for acting which a man may have no matter what

his particular interests and desires happen to be. The suggestion that

we find this special use of 'ought' in some non-moral judgements which

are clearty not categorical imperatives is not borne out by the examples

Mrs. Foot provides, and though she rejects the view that moral consid-

erations provide reasons for action which are independent of the part-

icular desires and interests of the agent, this rejection seems at least

premature when her arguments are considered.

However, I suspect that though it is nowhere explicitly stated,

Mrs. Foot has another reason for doubting the sense of the claim that

moral considerations give reasons for acting to any man' no matter what

his interests and desires. The sense of this claim woufd immediately

be in doubt to someone who holds that a man has reason for performing

some action if and only if by doing so he wilt promote some end he

happens to desire or takes to be in his interest; and there are strong

indications in Mrs. Foot's paper that she is assuming just this account

of the nature of reasons for acting. lrfe had occasion earlier to note

her remark that I Irrational actions are those in which a man in some

way defeats his ov¡n purposes, doing what is calculated to be disadvant-

ageous or to frustrate his ends'. If fot 'irrational actions' we

substitute, as seems permissible, 'actions which the agent has reason

not to perform', this remark suggests strongly that what we have reason

to do is a matter of what will promote our interests or the goals we

happen to have, Again, her own alternative to the view that moral
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judgements are categorical imperatives, namely thaÈ whether or not one

has reason to pursue moral ends depends on whether or not one caies about

such thíngs, and that the amoral man who does not care about such things

may protoerry deny that he has reason to trouble himself about themrfT

takes it for granted that a man only has reason to do something if he

wiLl thereby promote some end which he happens to rcare a-boutr or du=ite'18

The unstated argument which I attribute to Mrs. Eoot, then, is

that moral considerations cannot give reasons for acting to any man' no

matter what his interests or desires, because whether or not any con-

sideration gives a man reason for acting depends on what his interests

or desires happen to be.

I{hether or not I am right in attributing this argument to

Mrs. Foot, it seems to me to raise the most crucial difficulty facing

the clain that moral considerations provide reasons for acting for any

man. In fact, given the theory of reasons for acting which forms its

premise, it appears to constitute a knocl<clown objection to that claim

- how, if it is true that whether or not a ntan has reason to act depends

on what his interests and desires happen to be' can it also be true that

mOra} considerations, or any otl:ers, provide reasons for a man to act,

regardless of what his interests and desires happen to be? The argument,

L7

I8
Cf.. Op. cit., p. 3I5.

In a paper entitted 'Reasons for Action and Desires', (AtístoteLían
Soeiety, Supp. VoI. 46, LgÌÐ pp. 2O3-2O9, Mrs' Foot denies that
what a man has reason to do depends on what he wants. But the only
counter-example she presents is the case of prudential reasons, or
reasons'having to do with the agent's interests'(p. 2O3), and she

argues that moral and aesthetic reasons, and in general reasons
based on one's evaluative belíefs, do depend on the $/ants of the
agent. This is at least compatible with the view I attribute to
her, i.e., that what a man has reason to do depends on what his
desires and interests happen to be.
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of course, assumes a theory of reasons for acting for which Mrs' Foot

provides no support - but I am not prepared to dismiss it on that

score. I do not wish my positicn to depend on the rejection of a

theory which is widel-y held, and which, moreover' I myself find

extremely plausible. In what foflows, therefore, I shall assume that

it is true that a man has reason to act only if he wíl-l thereby further

his interests or promote some end he happens to desire; and the task

which now confronts us is that of reconciling this with the at first sight

flatly contradictory thesis that certain considerations, namely moral

ones, provide a man rvith reason to act no matter what his interests

and desires happen to be. It should be stressed that though, as I

have Índicated, I believe this theory to be true, no untoward conse-

quence would fol1ow for the position I have defended should it turn

out to be false - all that would follow would be that a major obstacle

to acceptance of the cLaim that moral considerations provide reasons

for acting for any man, to which my analysis of 'ought'-judgements commits

me, had been removed.

The task of showing that moral considerations provide any man

with reason to act, while accepting that one only has reason to do what

is in some tray in one's interest, has in effect been underÈaken by

professor G.R. Grice, in his The Gy'ounds of MoraL Judgement. If Grice

were successful, this would render much of the remainder of this thesis'

which is devoted to the same task, superfluous. Unfortunately, I believe

that Grice's argument fails, and to demonstrate that the task still needs

to be done, I have included a criticism of those arguments'as an appen-

dix to the thesis.18

18 See appendix A.



CHAPTER X

IMORAL CONSIDERATIONS GTVE ANY MAN

REASON TO ACTI

The task which faced us at the close of the last chapter was

that of reconciling the view that certain considerations, namely moral

ones, give a nìan reason to act no matter what his interests and desireS

happen to be with the view that a man has reason to perform any part-

icular action if and only if by doing so he would promote his interests

or some end he happens to desire. In arguing for the former view, we

shall of course be undertaking the same task as is undertaken by those

philosophers hrho have tried to show that anyone has reason to be moral'

For acting morally is acting on the basis of moral considerations, and

if moral considerations provide any man with reasons for acting, it

follows that any man has reason to act morally, that is, on the basis

of moral considerations. Tn what follows, therefore, I shall often

refer to the task before us as that of showing that anyone has reason

to be moral, consistently with the thesis that a man has reason to act

only if by doing so he will promote his ínterests or the ends he happens

to desire. Let us begin by considering the following account of the

role of morality, which clearly owes much to Hobbes, and resembles

closety that put forward by Kurt Baier in The Mov'aL Point of Vieu'L

1 corrrell University Press, Ithaca, 1958, ch' 12'
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suppose that men always acted only out of self-interest. Then'

because the good things of the world are in limited supply, the success

of one man,s self-seeking would often be incompatible with that of another

or others. since, by hypothesis, he cares nothing for the interests

of others, a person involved in such a conflict of j-nterests would

try to achieve his ends by force, or if this was unlikely to be success-

ful, by stealth and stratagems; and those with whom his interests con-

flicted would do likewise. Hence, a man woutd frequently find hinself

invotved in violent battle, or in stratagems against others, or having

to be on guard against the stratagems of others against him. Nor would

it be only occasions on which interests actually conflicted which woul-d

contribute to this situation. For even when the interests of another

did not actualJ-y conflict with one's own, nevertheless, they would be

likely to do so in the future. Even if a man \^Iere not inclined to

take pre-emptive action against others who in this way constituted a

threat to his future interests, he could not rely on others being equally

slothfut in the safeguarding of theít interests, and so would have to

spend his tirne in perpetual vigilance' if not in actual defence of his

person and property. In short, the conditions in which men would five

would be those which Hobbes believed would exist in a rstate of nature''

They rvouJ-d live in a state of war, and'such a l^¡ar, as is of every man

against every manr. In such a state, as Hobbes says,

:.. there is no place for industry; because the fruit thereof
t_s uncertain: and consequently no culture of the earth;
no navigation nor use of the commodities that may be impor-
ted by seai no commodious building; no instruments of moving'
and removing, such things as require much forcei no know-
Iedge of the face of the earth; no accour¡t of time; no artsi
no l-ettersi no society; and which is worst of all, continual
fear, and danger of violent death; and the life of man,
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2solitary, poor' nasty, brutish, and short.

Now this would not be a state in which it would be desirable

to live. lrle do not live in such a state, and this is because we do

not always act only out of self-interest, but take the interests of

others as being relevant in deciding how we shoutd act - that is to

Say, $/e take account of moral considerations when acting. Thus, moraliÈy

ensures that life is free from most of the evils Hobbes enumerates'

It might be said that it is false that life in a state of

nature would be as unpleasant as Hobbes claimed, or even that it would

be unpleasant at all. For, it might be said, it is false that men are

naturally who1ly self-interested - on the contrary, it is society which

has perverted men, and accorrnts for the sel-f-centredness we find in

many. This may or may not be so, but it is in any case irrelevant to

what f have said. Itobbes did indeed claim that his account of the

evils of a state of nature was ån inference 'from the passionsr13 urrd

Baier holds that 'in a state of nature people, as a matter of psycholog-

ical fact, would not follow the dictates of morafi :cy' ¡4 but I do not

wish to insist that people would in fact be wholly seff-centred in a

state of nature, or in any other. !'lhat I do wish to insist on is that

zlf men acted only out of self interest, life would indeed be as Hobbes

thought it would be in a state of nature. If this is granted, anrf I

think it must be, then it is irrelevant' even if true, that men are

naturally moral. For if the evils envisaged by Hobbes would in fact

be avoided in a state of nature through the natural morality of men,

it would remain true that they would not be avoided if men dj-d not

Leuiathantf65ll (Oxford, Basil Blackwell- Edited with an introduction
by Michael oakeshott.) , p. 82.

Ibid., p. 82.

Baier, op. cit., p. 313.

2

3

4
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behave morally, naturally or otherwíse; and this is enough to establish

the claim that it is morality which makes the conditions under which we

live vastly preferabl-e Lo those which would prevail in a state of nature

if Hobbes was right about hr:nran nature'

Morality,then,enablesustoliveinastateclearlypreferable

to that in which we would otherwise live. Now Monro himself endorses

the foregoing account of what might be called'the point of moralityr'

such an account, he believes, serves to exprain why peopre have the morar

attitudes they have - rAs Hob es would put it¡' he says, 'it is by devel-

oping these attitudes that men are able to attain their ends in a world

in which they need the co-operation and s'mpathy of other men'.5 onu

he thinks the same account also exprains why in practice variations be-

tween individuals in their fundamental moral attitudes will be restricted

within at least some limits. But he points out that it is nevertheless

,at least logically possible that men may differ in their fundamental

moral attitudes'16 and would claim that in such a case' there is no

objectiveSenseinwhichonecanberightandtheotherv¡rong.

Ihavearguedrhoweverrforananalysisof'ought'-judgements

accordingtowhichtosaythatamanoughttodosomethingistosay

that he has reason to do it. This anarysis, given only that whether cr

not one has reason to perform any given action is a question of fact,7

entails that, of differing views about what any person or group of

5 Monto, Enpíricísm and Ethics, p. L2L'
6 rbid., p. r22.
7 , hr.,r. argued earrier (pp.llr -112 ) that the onus of proof is very

much on anyone who wishes to deny this'
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persons ought to do, one at most can be correcti for of differing

views on any question of fact, only one can be correct. unfortunately'

as hre saw in the last chapter, this account of matters runs into serious

difficulties when we try to apply it to moral judgernents' For it appears

to have the consequence that any 'ought'-judgement wilt have to be with-

drawn if the agent is found to lack certain desires or interests' whereas

it is a feature of moral 'ought'-judgements that they need not be with-

drawn if it is found that the agent lacks any partícular desires or

interests; and this raises the problem with which we are at present con-

cerned: If we wish nevertheless to maintain that moral 'ought'-judge-

ments, Iike any others, assert the presence of reasons for the agent to

act as it is said he ought to act, we are com0itted to saying that moral

reasons are reasons which a man may have irrespective of his particurar

desires and interests - but this seems incompatible with the view, whose

truth r¡re are assuming, that one has reason to act only if by doing so

one will promote onets interests or some end one in fact desires'

However, let us note what Monro says about the urrdesirability

oi a state in which each person pursues only his own interests (I will

refer to this state as ,a state of warr, but we must bear in rnind that

itisnoordinaryStateofwar,whereatleastamongthemembersof

either side there may be trust, co-operation and friendship, but one

inwhicheachpersonistheenemyofeveryother).Suchastate,Monro

saysr'...isnotagoodstate;thatis'itisnotoneinwhichanyman

has much chance of gratifying many of his desires'.8 Again, a little

later, he says that if society were to collapse into a Hobbesian state

I Ibid. , p. 42.
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of nature, ,I shal1 have very f.ittle chance of gratifying any of my

o
desires';' and in the passage quoted a moment ago' he tells us that

it is by developing moral attitudes that men 'are able to attain their

ends in a world in which they need the co-operation and sympathy of other

men!. VJhat is \drong with the state which morality enables us to avoid,

then, is that in it, a man has ver:y little chance of gratifying his

desires or attaining his ends. It follows that to avoid such a state

is to promote the gratification of one's desires and the attainment

of one's ends, and iÈ is certainly in one's interest to do this. This

surely shows that any man has reason to avoid such a state; and c1ear1y,

in saying this we are sayinq nothing inconsistent with the view that a

man has reason to act if and only if he will thereby prornote his

interests or the gratification of his desires. But moral-ity is what

enables us to avoid such a staÈe; it would therefore seem to follow

that any man has reason to be moral. It should be noted that I have

not claimed that everyone, or even anyone, desires to avoid a state of

war. I have merely claimed that by avoiding such a state, one will

promote the gratification of one's desires and the attainment of one's

ends, and, therefore, oners interests - and this by itself is enough to

show Èhat any man has reason to avoid such a state.

Is it really the case, though, that avoidance of a state of war

will better enable any man to gratify his desires?lo certainly, men

9 Ibid., p. 43.
I0 ,or brevity's sake, I shatl henceforth speak only of the gratification

of desires, and omit reference to the attainment of ends. I believe
that there is a broad sense of'desire' in which any end a man pursues
can be said to be desired by him, so that this is legitimate; and if
anyone thinks othen¡¿ise, he can take'desire' aS I wifl use it as a

term stipulatively defined to cover both v¡hat he would concede to be

cases of someone desiring something and cases of the pursuit of ends
which he denies to be desired.
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of whom this woufd not be true would be very rare indeed, to say the

least, for as has been pointed ou+-, the constant conflict and need for

vigiJ.ance, as well as the high incidence of injury and death which are

attend4,nt upon a state of war, apart from being in thernselves repugnant

to most men, seem likely to drastically reduce the opportrmities a man

woutd have to pursue gratification of any desires whatever, as well as

the effectivness of any such pursuit. One counter example to this claim

which has been suggested to me is that of a tribe whose members subscribe

to an extreme 's/arrior ethic, and think a l-ife of peace not fit for a man

to live. However, to subscribe to a \á/arrior ethic is not to enjoy the

business of war for its own sake. one may subscribe to such an ethic

while finding no more enjoyment than would any other person in killing,

being in constant danger of being killed or maimed, and so forth' Nor

is it merely to be prepared to fight ín certain circumstances, such as

when one's country is invaded. To subscribe to a v¡arrior ethiC, Pr€-

sumably, is to thirrk that engaging in war is As such something which

a man Ought to do, whether or not he enjoys warfare, and whether or not

any further desirable end is to be achieved thereby. Now on the analysis

of 'ought'-judgements for which f have argued, ít follows that to sub-

scribe to a warrior ethic is to hotd that engaging ín warfare is someèórza
/

a man has reason to do, whether or not he enjoys warfare or will by

engaging in warfare promote some desirable end. But it is simply false

that a man has reason to do this, which means that to subscribe to a

warrior ethic is to hofd a false view about what a man has reason to

do. Thus, though a man who subscribed to a warrior ethic would no: doubt

deny that he had reason to avoid a state of war, t'¡e can reject his pos-

ition as being based on a false belief-
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Nevertheless, \^re could imagine a man with such unusual desires

that he was better able to gratify them in a state of war , for \^/e need

only suppose of such a man that he desires the very things we have pointed

to as being undesirable in a state of war. There is nothing self-contra-

dictory in supposing that a man might Like constant conflict and a need

for ceaseless vigilance, and have litt1e or no fear of bodity injury and

death. After all, we often hear of, íf we do not actually meet, people

who choose to engage in activities which involve conflict and genuine

risk of injury and even death.

Hovrever, instances of men with such unusual desires that they

wouldbebetter able to gratify them in a state of war are not so easy

to produce as it might seem. In the first place, it can be argued that

many who indulge voluntarily in dangerous pastimes to not genuinely have

a lesser regard for tife and limb than those who only do so when it is

necessary for the sake of some further end which they consider worth-

while. For there is a common tendency amongst men to underrate the

chances that disaster, in the form of serious injury or death, will

befall them. Very often, we tend to look on disaster, especially

violent death, as something which happens to others (no doubt because

so far, we have found that violent death is always something which

happens to others). Now the belief that one is less prone to disaster

than others simply because one is oneself, and not another, is, most

of us would agree, a false onei and if such a bel-ief accounts for a

given personrs voluntary indulgence in activities dangerous to himself,

then we need not conclude that he fears bodily injury or death less than

do others - and if he does not, he has as much reason as anyone else

to wish to avoid a state of war.
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Another point which should be stressed concerning the dangerous

pastimes in which men sometimes voluntarily indulge ís that Eh.ey ATe

pastimes. A man who drives racing cars because he enjoys facing the

dangers involved nevertheless usually spends only a relatively small

part of his time doing so. fn between the tÍmes when he is actually

behind the wheel, his life is presumably as free from risk of death

and injury as that of anyone else, and it is doubtful whether he

would voluntarily drive racing cars if this were not so. In a state

of war, ho.Wever, danger of death and injury is not something which a

man faces in small, compartmentalised episodes. It is a constant

feature of life, from which there is no respite; and it does not follow,

therefore, from the fact that some people choose to engage in danger-

ous pastimes with a fu11 appreciation of the risks involved. that they

would be better able to gratify their desires in a state of \,¡ar.

Nevertheless, though most of us find the thought of injury or

violent death very distasteful indeed, there are no doubt men who find

it less so, and we can at least imagine a man who was virtually indiff-

erent to it. But even of such a man it would not follow that he would

not be better able to gratify his desires if a state of war were avoided.

For though avoidance of injury and death is desired by most, and perhaps

all of us, we also desire many other things - to eat good food, to J.ive

in relatively comfortabl-e houses, to enjoy the company of friends, to see

others happy if we are altruists, and so on, not to mention the innumerable

desires like the desire to play golf, or to read books, or to walk in the

country, or to grol^I roses, which, though each individually is less uni-

versal tha¡r those just mentioned, in fact account for a major part of

the voluntary activity of any given person. Now in a state of war' where
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men must be forever on guard against threats to their persons and

property, when they are not engaged in actual defence of them, a

man has little chance to pursue, and less to pursue effectively,

the gratification of any of these other desires. This means that,

for a man's desires to beofsuch an unusual sort that he wiII not

be better able to gratify them tf war is avoided, he must be supposed

not only to be indifferent to bodily injury and death and to actually

like having to be perpetually on guard against or involved in violent

conflict with his fettows, but also to desire nothing else; oTt if he

does desire other things, to desire them so little that he would

willingly forego all of them to indulge his taste for a life of con-

f1ict.

AI1 of this does not affect the point, of course, that we can

conceive of such a man; and that if there I^Iere such a man' he could

correctly deny that he had any reason to avoid a state of war, and

so to act as required from the point of view of morality. However,

this is merely to concede that the 'most general true moral convicl-ions',

aS Baier puts it, t. . . are not true for "a11 rational beings" r as Kant

thought, but only for human beings, and they would not necessarily

remain true for human beings if there were radical changes in human

nature,.ll That is to say, the claim that any man has reason to be-

have as morality requires, because morality is what enables us to avoid

a state of war, depends on a theory of human nature. But the theory

involved ís by no means a daring one, being simply the theory that

men desire many things, prominent if not foremost among these being

11
Baier, op. cit., p. L82.
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continued life and avoidance of injury. If the only objection to the

claim that any ltan has reason to behave morally is that it presupposes

this theory, I think !ì¡e can be well satisfied. unfortunately, the

argument I have presented in its support, which closely resembles

BaiertS argument for the same conclusiOn, seems open tO a more serious

objection which is often thought conclusive against Baier. In the next

chapter, we will see what this objection is, and consider how, if at all,

it is to be answered.



CHAPTER XI

THE PARASITE

In the previous chapter, I tried to show that any man has reason

to do as is morally required of him because morality enables us to avoid

a state of war, which any man has reason to wish to avoid. The argument

presented bore a close resemblance to that by which Baier tries to est-

ablish the same concl-usion, and appears to have a weakness which is best

brought out by considering Baier's presentation of it. Baier asks us

to consider two worlds, one in which everyone behaves only as dictated

by self-interest, and another, in which everyone always subordinates the

dictates of setf-interest to those of morality when these clash. He

argues that the latter worLd is better from the point of view of anyone,

because the former would be of the sort called by Hobbes 'a state of

nature'. This, Baier believes, shows that anyone should be moral.l

This is clearly the same argument, in essence, as the one presented in

my last chapter, and we must now consider the following objection. which

in various forms has been thougtht decisive against it.

Baier,s argument is meant +-o show of AnyOne that he should be

moral. But it seems that a totally self-interested man could object,

r Ihn Moz,aL Point of Vieu, p. 31r.
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'Irthy only two worlds, and why those Ewo? There is at least a third

possibility, exenplified by the world in which I^Ie actually live- In

this world, it is neither true that everyone always acts only in

accordance with the dictates of self-interest, nor that everyone always

acts as reguired by morality. Instead, a sl-ate of war is avoided by

the morality of enough people, enough of the time, while others,

including myself, pursue self-interest only. And clearly, I think this

world preferablê to either of Baier's afternatives. In it, Iife is

free from most of the evils of a state of war, and I can pursue self-

interest whole-heartedly, doing what is moralty required of me only

when the possibility of retribution of some sort makes it also required

of me by self-interest. That is the rational course for me to adopt,

and it is therefore false that I should be moralr. I wilt try to shorv

that this objection, which I shall refer to as 'the parasite's objection',

can be met.

The parasite does not deny that life in the fírst of Baier's

two v¡orlds would be unthinkal¡Ie, to him as much as to anyone e1se,

nor that it is morality which ensures that he does not fead such a life'

Ho\^rever, he argues, since we do not five in a state of war, despite the

presence in our society of immoral men, it is clearly not necessary

1thalË e\eyAone be:nave morally. Some can live as he proposes to, and it

is clearly more rational for him to do so.

vJe rnight point out to the parasite that though enough people

at present tive as moral-ity dictates to render it unnecessary Lhat' he

do so, this could conceiva-bly change. People are constantly dying,

growing up, changing their attitudes, and so forth, so that there could

occur an increase in the number of people who lead the sort of life he
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proposes to, an increase, perhaps, hthich will be sufficient to plunge

us into a state of war; and should this occur it may be that his cont-

ribution could have had a significant effect in averting disaster.

Given the admitted repugnance of life in a state of war, we might ask'

is it not irrational of him to take this risk?

However, the parasite could reasonably reply that if a change

in genêral behaviour of the sort envisaged rvere to occur, the probability

iù]nai- his contribution would have saved the situatiou is minute indeed.

It would be futile to argue that the proba,lcility that his coutribution

will have such an effect, though minute, is noi nil, and that he there-

fore takes a finite risk in withholding it. For, although this is true,

it seems cfear that when the probability that a course of action would

have some favourable consequence is sufficiently small, it can be rat-

ionally ignored by the agent in deciding whether or not to adopt that

course of action, no matter how desirable the cotrsequence in question-

Otherwise, we would have to admit, for exampfe, that we are irrational

in failing to wear portable lightning conductors whenever we venture

outdoors, since there is no doubt a finite possibility that such a course

will have the desirable effect of savíng our lives - and we are not pre-

pared to admit this, despite the fact that we think preservatj-on of our

lives a very desirable consequence indeed, and that the chances of our

producing this consequence by wearing portable lightning conductors

are at least as good as those of the parasite's averting a state of

war by behaving morally. It seems, then, that we cannot show that the

parasite is irrational by appealing to the possibility that were he to

adopt moral behaviour, this might be instrumental in averting a state

of war.
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A point of importance which does emerge from this, however, is

that the parasite does not after all base his claim that he acts rat,íon-

ally on the fact, if it is a fact, that there are at present considerably

more non-parasites than are required for continued avoidance of a state

of war. For even if this v/ere not the case, the chances iu)r,alu his con--

tribution might avert the dreaded state would be negligible; and if that

state is precipitaÈed, it wiII be virtually certain that his contribution

would not have-saved the situation. It is not that he feels complacent

about the possibility of descent into a state of wari rather, he feels

that there is nothing he can do to avert such a descent. For aII prac-

tical purposes, he reasons, his behaviour will have no effect in deter-

mining whether or not we continue to avoid such a state. That will

depend on whether or not large-scate shifts in the behaviour of people

take place, and. hís behaviour could not constitute anything like a shift

of the reguired proportions' nor will it cause one, and nor could it be

an essential part of one, should it occur.

Now if it is true that practically speaking, the parasite's

behaviour can have ¡ro effect in averting or promoting a state of war,

this is not in virtue of any special features he possesses, but merely

in virtue of the fact that he is only one person; and since this is also

the plight of every other person, it would follow that everyone whose

behaviour at present ensures that we do not live in a state of war is

either not rational or not wholly self-interested. There is, perhaps,

no reason why the parasite should not accept this. But his position

has a further consequence which at least at first sight appears para-

doxical: If we accept his reasoning, we must conclude that in a world

of self-interested men, though it would be in the interests of all to
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avoid a state of war, such a state could not be avoided as long as

everyone behave<ì rationally. Yet, since the avoidance of such a state

üouLd be very much in the interests of al-I, and since the means of

avoiding it are knor¡¡n, aren't we inclined to say that it would be

rational for them to do what is required for its avoidance? The

parasite, of course, would argue that if we are Ínclined to say this,

vi¡e are deluded. Avoidance of a state of war requires the adoption of

moral rules by -a vast number of people, whereas the most any j-ndividual

can do is to adopt moral rul-es himself. His behaviour can have no

significant effect in determining whether or not such a vast number

adopt moral- rul-es, thus bringing it about that a state of rvar is avoided.

In these circumstances, each man would rationally refuse to adopt moral

rules, and though it is true that if a sufficient number did adopt moral

rules, they woul-d thereby greatJ-y further their own interests, it is

false that they would be acting rationally ín doing so.

This conclusion, that in a world of sel-f-interested men, peace

could not be achieved as long as all the i-nhabitants behaved ratj.onally,

follows aLso from an argument which has been advanced by some writers

on gïoup actionr2 and which is in fact a more rigorous form of that

which we have imagined being put forward by the parasite. The argument

deals with situations of the sort exemplified ín our ímaginary world

of self-interested men, that is, situations in which each of a group

of men would benefit if they co-operated to bring about some enrf (Iet

us call these 'Gr situations), and purports to show that, contrary to

what one might expect, it does not follow from the fact that some group

cf. B. Barry, SocíoLogists, Economists and Democnacy. (London, Collier-
Macmillan, 1970) esp. ch.I; Mancur olson Jnr., The Logic of CoLLectiue
Actionz PubLic Goods and. the Theory of Gnoups (cambridge, Mass.
Harvard University Press, t965).

2
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is in a c situation that it will act to achieve the end in question if

its mernbers are rational. The argument can be þut in this way:

A man who is part of agroup in a G situation and is deciding

whether or not to co-operate in the pursuit of the end in question

must decide whether the benefits he will gain by doingr so outweigh

the costs to him of doing so. He cannot, however, take the benefits

of co-operation simply as those he would gain if the end were achieved,

(let us call these rthe full benefits'), for whether or not it is

achieved may not be determined by what he does. It may be achieved

even if he does not co-operate, and it may not be achieved even if

he does co-operate, In deciding whether or not to co-operate, there-

fore, he shoul-d take as the benefits of doing so, not the full benefits

of the end's beinq achieved, but what we might caII the 'discounted

benefits', arrived at by multiplying the futl benefits by the probab-

ifity that the nrmber of others who co-operate will be such that the

end wilL be aqhieved if and only if he does so too. It is this discoun-

ted benefit of which he nust ask whether it is worth the cost of co-

operation. Now when the group concerned is large, the probability

that whether or not the end is achieved will depend on whether or not

any particular member co-operates wil-I be small, and the discounted

benefits to each of co-operation will be correspondingly small; and

when the group is sufficiently large, even if the full benefits to each

are enormous, the discounted benefits to each of co-operating will not

be worth the effort of doing soi and if each man is rational, none wíII

co-operate. Thus, in some G situations, namely those in which the number

of people in the group concerned ís sufficiently large, the group will

not act to achieve the end in question if its members are rational.
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Now whether or not this argument would show that in our imaginary

world (Iet us call it 'trV') war would not be avoided as long as al]

actecl rationally would depend, not only on the size of the population

of !ù, which we must suppose to be, like that of our \trorld, large, but

also on the extent to which each individual would benefit if peace were

achieved; and f have argued that this would also be large. Moreover'

it is not clear how rve should decide whether or not the discounted

benefits of co-operation would be worth the efforts of co-operation.

This would require us to make sense of the instruction to multi-pIy

those benefits by some probability, and when we consíder that they

would incl-ude such items as greater peace of mind, it might be thought

doubtful that we can do this. However, I will assume that these diff-

iculties could somehoJd be overcome, and that the argument under con-

sideration would, if sound, show that each inhabitant of Vl should decide

against adopting moral rules. I am inclined to think these assumptions

ultimately acceptable, and to examine more closely the extent to which

they are in fact justified would in any case be pointless, f.ot I will

try to show that the argument is not sowtd, and that the inhabitants

of $l would, if they \^/ere rational , pursue pu..".3 In the discussion

In what folfows I shall at times speak of this aim as that of
trying to show that it would be rational of the inhabitants of !'l to
pursue peace. However, Bernard Gert, in his 'The Mov'aL RuLes r, has
argued that we must distinguish within the class of actions which it
would be rational to perform between those which are required by
reason and those which are neither required nor prohibited, but merely
aLloued, by reason. If this is so, the claim that it would be rational
of the inhabitants of Vü to pursue þeace is ambiguous between the claim
that reason requires, and the claim that it merely allows, them to
pursue peace. I wish therefore to make it cl-ear that when I speak of
its being rational- of i{'s inhabitants to pursue peace, I mean that
reason z,eqUires such pursuit of them. I have in any case pointed out
in appendix B to this thesis that what Gert means by saying that some

activities are alfowed by reason is quite consistent with maintaining
that for any given activity, every agent is either required by reason
to engage j-n it, or forbidden by reason to do so"

3
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which follows, I will catl a group in a G situatiorr'large' or'smatrI'

according to v¡hether or not the argument would show that its members

\^rould not, if rational, co-operate in pursuit of the relevant goal

( although as we have just noted, whether or not the argument would

show this depends both on the size of the group and on the extent

to which each member would benefit if the goal were achieved).

Before arguing that it would. be rational of the inhabitants of

W to pursue peace, I will deal with a possible objectíon to this claim

which seems to show that it is not merely false, but logically confused-

That the suggestion that it would be rational for the inhabitants of W

to pursue peace is a confused one becomes apparent, it rnight be sa-id,

when we ask, of Uhom is it being suggested that it would be rational

of them to pu:lsue peace? If the answer is 'of each individual inha-bitantr,

we are faced with the difficulty that it has al-ready been concedecl, in

effect, tha.t no individual on !Ù can pursue peace - fot we have conceded

that adoption of moral rules by any individual can have no significant

effect in promoting peace, and one can only try to promote some end if

one believes that oners actions can have a significant effect in promot-

ing it. The alternative is presumably to say that -i-t is the inha-bitants

of t¡l eonsídered q,s a. gy,oup for whom the pursuit of peace would be rat-

ional; but this too seems to l-ead to difficufties. For if no individual

on I¡l can pursue peace, the pursuit of peace on vl would presumably have

to be conceived of as irreducíbLy an activity of the inhabitants cons-

idered as a group, and it is doubtful if we can make sense of the notion

of pursuit of a goal which is irreducibly an activity of a grouP.

However, not only can Ì^/e make sense of the notion of pursuit

of a goal which is irreducibly the activity of a group, but instances
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of such pursuit are in fact quite common. It is true that often, when

we say of some group that it pursues some goal , what I¡/e say is equival-

ent to the assertion that each member of the group pursues the goa1.

Thus, the psychological hedonist's assertion that all men pursue plea-

sure is equivalent to the assertion that each man pursues pleasure' Of

course, here the appearance that it is being claimed that there is some

one goal, the attainment of pleasure, which all men pursue, is mislead-

ing, for what the psychological hedonist really means to claim is that

each man pursues hLs oum pleasure, and thus pursues a different goal-

from that of any other man. However r even \^¡hen a statement to the

effect that some group pursues a certain 9oa1 is not misleading in this

wêy, it is often sti11 equivalent to the statement that each member

pursues the goal. For example, if there is a hole in the dike' and

a nuriber of people, inspired by the weII known story, rush to put a

finger in it, we may say that they atl aima'tplugging the ho1e, meaning

to imply that there is one goa1, the plugging of the hole, at whj-ch

they all aim; but what we say will nevertheless be equivalent to ihe

assertion that each aims at that goal. The positi-on is different' how-

ever, when we consider situations, unlike these, in which a group of men

e7-Opeyqte to put sue a goal. When a number of men try to push-st-art a

heavy car, or when the members of an isolated community try to preserve

their water supply in a dry season by restricting their consumption,

or when a footbafl team aims at victory, \¡Ie have instances of pursuit

by a group of some goal - but we cannot say in any of these cases that

any particular member of the group pursues the goal in question. I¡Ie

cannot Say, for example, of a man who co-operates with other:s in the

attempt to push-start a heavy car that he is trying to start the car,
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f.or if. the car starts, it will- not be his actions by themselves which

bring this about, but his actions together with those of the others'

It might be objected that if we accept that he cannot'be said to be

pursuing the goal of getting the car started because if the car starts

it will not be his actions by themselves which bring this about, we will

be forced to the absurd conclusion that when a man, sâY, strikes a match

and applies it to a cigarette, he cannot be said to be trying to light

the cigarette. For if the cigarette Ìights, it will not be his actions

by themselves which have brought this about - it will also have been

necessary that there \¡¡aS oxygen in the air, that there were certain

chemicals in the match-head, and so on. This, it might be said, shows

that for it to be true of a man that he pursues some goal, hj-s act-ions

need not be such that they are by themselves capable of bringing it about

that the goal is achieved - aII that is necessary is that they be capable

of doing so in the circumstances in which they are performed; and since

it cannot be denied of a man who participates with others in an attempt

to push-start a car that if the car starts his actions will have brought

thÍs about in the ciz,eumstances in uhích they uez'e peTfonned, it need

not after all be denied that what he does can constituÈe an attempt to

start the car. However, when a group of men co-operate to achieve some

goal, it is often false that what any member of the group does brings

about the attainment of the goaÌ, even in the circumstances in which he

does it; for it wilt often be the ease that the goal would have been

achieved even without his co-operation. fn the second place, even when

just enough people co-operate to achieve the goal, so that it would not

have been achieved had any one of them not co-operatedr we still cannot

say of any one of them that the actions of the others constitute the
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circumstances in which he brought about the attainment of the ç¡oal, for

we could just as reasonablyt or unreasonably, say of each of the others

1'tlaE he brought this about. What the others do is not a part of the

circumstances in which he acts - rather, the relationship between what

they do and what he does is that of one part oú aspect to another cf an

activity of the group, which does bri-ng about the achievement of the

goal and v¡hich alone constitutes pursuit of the goal. This is confirmed

when we consider that we woufd not in fact say of a man who, sê1zr takes

part with others in an attempt to push-start a car that he is trying to

start it. The most we would be prepared to say is that he is heLpLng to

try to start it, or that he is taking part in the attempt to start- it

- locutions which stress that what he does is merely par.t o1. an activity,

that of a çJroup, which constitutes an attempt to start it.

The objection we set out to consider was that since no individual

on !f can significantly increase the chances of peace being achieved, the

assertion that it would be rational of the inhabitants of tf to pursue

peace is unintelligible, since we v¡ould presumably have to conceive of

that pursuit as irreducibly an activity of the group which they consti-

tute. We can noh/ ans\^rer that though we woul-d indeed have to conceive

of the pursuit of peace on lrl as irreducibly an activity of the group

consisting of the inhabitants, this can simply be accepted; for pursuit

of peace on !{ soul-d clearly have to be a co-operative enterprise of the

sort just discussed, and we have seen that any such activity not only can

be, but must be conceived of as irreducibly that of a group.

However, it might now be said that if the pursuit of peace on Vrl

would be irreducibly an activity of the inhabitants considered as a

group, the claim that it would be rational of them to pursue peace is
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in any case unintelligible. For if no individual inhabitant' but

only the inhabitants considered as a çJroup, can pursue peace, then

that clairn \^ri11 have to be construed as being irreducibly about the

rationality of a group - and we certainly cannot understand talk about

the rationality of a group which is not reducible t-o talk about that

of its members. Moreover, it might be said, even if we eouLd intellígibly

construe the question of whether or not it would be rational to pursue

peace on W as being irreducibly about the rationality of the group com-

prising W's inhabitants, it is not clear how this could bear on the issue

which we started out to consider, namely that of whether or not we must

accept the parasite's claim tinat indiuíduaL self-interested men like

hinself would be irrational to lead moral l-ives.

This apparent difficulty, however' can be met without trying

to give sense to talk of the rationality of a group which is not reducible

to talk of that of its members. The solution is provided by the rather

obvious point made a moment ago, that although no individuaf's actions

in such a case can count as pursuit of peace, what each does is a part

or aspect of the activity of a group, which can. An individual on Vl

cannot indeed see what he does as by .ítseLf constituting pursuit of peace,

but he does not see his activity as being put forward by itself; he sees

it as part of a group's activity, and as such constituting (an aspect of)

the pursuit of peace.

This obvious point, however, has some less obvious and seemingly

problematic ímplications. For the assertion that in cases of the sort

vre are considering, an individual's activity is part of a grouprs

activity, must be taken seriously. gis activity is not part of a group's

activity merely in the sense in which, sâYr an act of robbery may be
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said to be part of a pattern of widespread lawless activity in some

community - that is, it is not merely that his actions take place at

the same time as many other such actions. His actions and those of the

rest of his group are part of an activity which itself has, as we might

put it, a rationale - whereas, though the individuaL lawless acts

constituting widespread lawless activity in some community no doubt have

a rationale, this is not true of the activity itself. By saying that

a given actj.vity has a certain rationale, I mean +-hat a chain cf

reasoning, Ìeading to the conclusion that it should be performed, can

be constructed, and that, though this reasoning rnight noÈ actually have

been carried out by the agent, it succeeds in stating his reasons for

engaging in the activity in question. To say that my sprint down the

street has a rationale is to say that a chain of reasoning something

Iike the following can be constructed: 'l4y aim is Èo catch the seven

orclock bus. Unless I run, I will not catch it. Therefore, I should

run'; and that this reasoning, though it may not actually have gone

through my mind ( f may have simply glanced at my watch and started

to run), successfully captures my reasons for running. When a number

of people co-operate in the pursuit of a common goal, their actj.vity

has in this sense a rationale, and widespread lawless activity usually

has not. However, when $/e say that a given chaín of reasoning captures

an agent's reasons for doing something, though I^¡e need not imply that

he actually went through that reasoning, it must at least make sense

to suppose that he might have - ¡nless he couLd have gone through it,

that chain of reasoning cannot give us the rationale of what he did.

Now it clearly makes sense to suppose of some individual that he might

detiberate and decide in a certain way on what he should do. Does it

make sense, however, to talk of a grOUp deliberating and deciding on
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wlnat it should do? It might seem not, since a group has no facultiës

for deliberation and decision-making over and abo'¿e those of its

individual menibers, and, it might seem, each individual can only

decide whag he should do. Nevertheless, \^Ie are all familiar, I suggest,

with at least one sort of instance of deliberation and decision by a

group on what it should do - namely, instances of such del-iberation

and decision which take place at a mass meeting of the members of

some group. The question to which such a meeting addresses itself is

not that of how any individuaL should act, but of lnow it, the group,

should act. Nor is the connection between such a decision and action

by the members of the group in accordance with it any more mysterious

than that between an individual's decision that he should act in a

certain way and actíon by him in accordance with that decision. It

has been pointed out that the question to which such a meeting addresses

itself is that of how it, the group, should act, and each member is (a

part of) the group. We need not, however, conceive of deliberation and

decision on how a given group should act as necessarily taking place

at a mass meeting of its members. The question, rHo\a/ should this Eroup

act?r, is one which can be considered by anyone, just as anyone can

consider the question, 'How should Snith act?r. And just as, if the

person considering the latter question is Smith, he will, if he is

rational, act in accordance with his decision, sor if the person con-

sidering the former ha.opens to be part of the group concerued, he wi-Ll-

act in accordance with his decision if he is rational. Of course, he

needs to have reason to believe that other members of the group will

also act. This condition could be met in various \days - for example,

a number of others, whom he takes to be representativer [aY have told
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him that they will also act, or may to his knowledge already be doing

so. An important consequence of this is that when a man co-operates

with others in pursuit of some goa1, the rationale of what he does is

the rationale of the group's activity of which it is a part' His decision--'

that he should act as he does is a mere consequence of the decision that

the group should act as it does. I will describe this by saying that in

co-operating with oÈhers in pursuit of a common goal, an individual- must

adopt the group's Point of view-

we are now in a position to clarífy somewhat the assertion that

when a group of people co-operate in pursuit of a given goal' each

member of the group can see what he does as pursuit of that goal'

although only the group's activity can count as such pursuit, because

each member can see what he does as a part or aspect of the activity

of the group. virhat is involved in such a person seeing what he does

in this way is that the rational.e of what he does is the rationale

of the group's activity. He sees hirnself not merely as an individual'

but as part of a group rvith a certain goal, and his decision that he

should act as he does follows from his decision that the group should

act as it does.

The foregoing excursion into the logic of group action was under-

taken to enable us to see just what we would have to be asking when we

asked if pursuit of peace by the inhabitants of !{ wouLd be rational'

It seemed that since if peace were to be pursued, that pursuit would

have to be conceived of as irreducibty an activity of the group which

pursued it, and not of any individual, our question would have to be

construed as being irreducibly one about the rationality of the group

- and so u¡rderstood, it would be doubtful that it made sense. we see

now, however, that our question can after aII be understood, and, of
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course, must be understood, as being about the rationality of individ-

uals. The point that pursuit of peace could only be an activity of a

group does not rule out that any individual can rationally see what he

does as the pursuit of peace, but merely índicates the manner in which

he must conceive of his actions if he is to see himself as pursuing

peace. He must see his actions as an aspect of those of the group, in

the sense that he must see himself as part of the group which aims at

peace, and guide hís actions in accordance with considerations about

how the group should act to achieve its goal - that is, he must adopt

the group's point of view.

The question of whether it woul-d be rätional of an individual on

W to pursue peace is, then, an intelligible one. We must now consider

the suggestion, mentioned earlier, thai it must be answered in the

negative, because the rational way for an individual in a G situation

to decide whether or not to co-operate in the pursuit of the end in

guestion is by multiplying the full benefit to him of its being attained

by the probability that whether or not it is attained will depend or¡

whether or not he co-operates, and then weighing the resulting dis-

counted benefit against the cost of co-operation; and because this pro-

cedure will decide him against co-operation. I will say that a man rvho

reaches such a decision in this way employs rformula S', and will

argue that he does not decide rationally.

Let us begin by noting why it is sometimes necessary to employ

formula S in deciding whether or not to d.o something. I take as uncon-

tentious the principle that a man should act to achieve some goal only

if the benefits to him (in terms of money, pleasure, the happiness of

others, or whatever he happens to value) of achieving it outweigh the
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costs to hin of ooing so. Often, however, it is not certain that a manrs

attempt to achieve a given goal will be sufficient, or even necessary

to achieve it, so that we cannot say simply that the benefits to him

of his acting are those he would gain if the goal were achieved - for

his attempt may be either unsuccessful, in which case he will not gain

those benefits, or unnecessary, in which case he will, but not as a

result of his efforts. Thus, a man contemplating giving up smoking in

an attempt to avoid getting lung cancer cannot count as the benefits

he witl gain by doing so those he will gain if he does not get lung

cancer. For it may be that he wiJ-1 get J-ung cancer even if he does give

up smokingr or that l-re will not get lung cancer even if he does not.

Formula S enabl-es a man to apply the principle mentionedamoment ago'

that it is only rational to act if one witl gain more by doing so than

one wiII lose, to this sort of situation; and to suggest that formula

S shoul-d be employed by a man deciding whether or not to co-operate with

others in pursuit of a comnon goal is to imply that such a man is in

a position of this sor.E. It is to imply that he is trying to decicle

whether or not h¿ should attempt to achieve the goal, and looks on the

like1y behaviour of others as factors which will influence the probab-

ility lJnaL his actions will bring it about that the qoal is achieved.

Now if he sees his position in this way, he will only act if the group

of which he is part is small. If it is small, so that he does act' he

will do so on the chance, not merely that the goal will be achieved, but

ttrat his acting will turn out to be necessary to its achievement. This

means that even if the goal is achieved, unless it turns out that just

enough others have co-operated to bring about its achievement, his

'gamble' will have failed, just as much as it would have fail-ed if the
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goal had not been achieved - for in either case, the possibility on

which he acted, t}rat his action would prove crucial in achieving the

goal, wilf not have been realised.

This, however, does not seem to be how men who co-operate in

pursuit of some goal usually see what they do. If their goal is

achieved, even if they believe that more than enough of them co-operated

in pursuing it, each man wil-I not usually feel his efforts to have been

wasted - on the contrary, he will feel that they have achieved their

purpose. This suggests that a man who decides to co-operate with

others in pursuit of a common goal does not usually employ formula S

in reaching his decision. How else, though, might he arrive at his

decision? I suggest that he might reason jn the following way, which

is, moreover, sound, and would lead a man in any G situation, inclu<ling

that on w, to act to pursue the end in question.

'We can pursue and achieve E (the end in question) ' The

berrefits to each of us of pursuing E would outweigh the costs to each

of us of our doing so. Therefore, we should pursue E.' (T wil'l say that

a man \^¡ho reasons in this way employs 'formula G').

This seems, superficially at least, perfectly souncl reasoning.

If someone were part of a group in an actual G situation and were to

advance this line of reasoning, we would usually say that he had advanced

a good argument for the pursuít by the group of E. !{hat reason can be

given for questioning this opinion? The premises of the argument are

true by definition of a G situation, and apparent difficulties assoc-

iated with the notion of reasoning which is about what a group, as

opposed to an individual, should do, have already been dealt with, as

have those concerning the relationship between such reasoning and action
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by members of the group concerned. It might be cl-aimed that the sugges-

tion that it would be rational for each inhabi-tant of !V to pursue peace

by itself leads straight to a paradox, for each individual could then

argue that the others, being like himself rational, wiII pursue peace,

so that j-t is unnecessary, a¡rd therefore irrational, fot him to pursue

peace. However, this would be to beg the guestion. An inhabitant of

lrl who reasoned in this way, ca.lculating the chances that his actions

woul-d prove necessary to the achievement of peace, Í/ould clearly be

employing formula S, and whether or not it would be rational- for an

individual on !V to apply formula S is precisely what we are trying to

decide.

It night be objected., though, that formul-a s has already been

independently justified; for it vras seen earlier that formula S is

simply a means of applying a principle which was conceded to be sound

in certain sorts of situation where it cannot be applied directly.

The principle may be expressed as fotlows: rÏt is only rational to do

X in order to achieve Y if the benefíts of doing so outweigh the cost

of doing so'. In sítuations where the benefits of doing X cannot be

taken simply as the 'fu11' benefits the agent would gain if Y were

achieved, because he may not achieve Y by doing X, formula S tells us

what is to be counted as the benefits of his doing X - namely' the full

benefits muttiplied by the probability that by doing X he will achieve

Y.

However, formufa G is equally a means of apptyinq the principle

mentioned in certain sorts of situation where it cannot be applied

directly, though the sort of situation involved is not the same as

that in which formufa S is called for. In this sort of situation, our
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principle cannot be applied directly, not because the benefits of doing

X cannot be taken sirnply as those of Yfs being achieved, buÈ because

the action X which the agent is contemplating cannot be taken simply

as what he woulrd do were he to decide to pursue Y. It cannot be taken

in this \^ray because what he is contemplating is not an attempt to bring

about t by his actions, but an attempt to do so by participatirrg in

group action in pursuit of Y. Hence it is the benefits to him of the

groupts acting to achieve Y which he must weigh against the costs to

him of its doing so. Formula S can have relevance in such a case, of

course - if it is uncertain that the group can achieve Y by doing X,

the benefits to him cannot simply be taken as those of Y's being achíeved,

but must be taken as those benefits discounted by multiplying them by

the probability that by doing X, the group wiII achieve Y. In such a

case, formula S must be used, not instead of formula G, but as supple-

mentary to it.

If what has just been said is correct, to ask whether formula

G or formula S should be used in deciding whether or not to co-operate

with others in pu::suit of a common goal amounts to asking whether to

be faced with such a decision is to be in a situation of the sort to

which the former is appropriate, or one of the sort to which the latter

is appropriate. Now if a man faced with such a decision sees his

situation. as being of the former sorL, he commits no error. He dOeS

form part of a group each member of which woul-d benefit from attain-

ment of the goal in question, and which can acE as a group to attain

that goal; and the question of whether the group (and he as part of

it) should so act is an intelligible one. However, he co¡Ld see his

situation as being of the latter sort - for he 'Ls an individual con-
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ternplating action towards a desired end (though this may be questioned

if the group of which he is part is large - when the chances that an

individual's actions wiÌl bring about a desired end are sufficiently

remote, it is doubtful whether he can inteltigibly see them as action

toward that end), and it is not certain that his action will prove

crucial to the achievement of that end. This means that \À/e cannot

decide which of formula G and formula S should be employed in G

situations by deciding whether such situations are really of one sort

rather than of the other; for the situations in question can be seen

with equal correctness as being of either type' Hovl, then, are we

to decide which formula gives a man the 'right' answer about what

he should do in such a situation?

we saw earlier that if we say that formula s gives him the

correct answer, we wiII have to accept that large groups of men, even

if they can attain a given goal in such a way that the benefits to each

of their doing so wi]l far outweigh the costs to each, will rationally

fail to pursue that goal. Now vÍe:,nay perhaps be prepared to accept

that large groups of men (and even small ones, for that matter) will

in fact often behave in this way, for we know that men are often less

than rational. But to suggest that it would be rationaL of them to do

so is surely paradoxical. Imagine, for example, that the inhabitants

of W each employ formula S in deciding whether or not to pursue peace'

and therefore decide against doing-so, so that life for them continues

solitaryr poof, nasty, brutish and short. lrl is now visited by the

first emissary from Mars, where, it turns out, the inhabitants are

equally self-interested, but long ago decided to pursue peace' reason-

ing that since peace would be very much in the interests of all and
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was in their power to achieve, it should be pursued. The resulting

benefits to all martj-ans have been great, not the least of them being

the perfection of space travel, rvhich has made possible visits, such

as the present one, to some of the backward planets of the system.

surely, the emíssary could be forgiven for laughing outright at the

suggestion that the inhabitants of his world should, like the inha-b-

itants of W, have seen that the pursuit of peace was irrational since

they formed, not a small, but a large group.

Now sometimes, we are prepared to accept a proposition which

has cou¡rter-intuitive consequences. !Ùe are prepared to do this when

denial of the proposition in question, or of some other of which it

is a consequence, would be, or would have implications which would

be, even more strongly counter-inÈuitive. However, the suggestion

that formula s gives rational guidance to a man in what we called a G

situation is not such a proposition. Although formula S unquestionably

gives rational guidance in certain sorts of situation, we can deny with-

out paradox that it does so in the cases with which we are concerned,

because vle can point out that these are relevantly different from those

in which it does. And while formula S is the application to a partic-

ular sort of case of a principJ-e whose soundness is beyond question' we

do not question that principle ín suggesting that formula G rather than

it shoutd be adopted in the cases with which we are concernedi for

formula G is equally an application of that principle. I conclude that

formula S can without violence to our intuitions be rejected in favour

of formula G as the rational means of deciding whether or not one

should co-operate with others in pursuit of a conmon goal, and should

be so rejected, since its acceptance does do violence to our intuitions.
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It follows from what has just been saicl that the inha-bitants

of Vl would rationally decicle to pursue peace. It might now be said,

however, that even if it is accepted that the inhabitants of !{ should

pursue peace, it does not foll-ow that the 'moral rules' they should adopt

would be precisely like moral rules as v/e know them. For the latter

require of aÌl men, all the time, that they limit their setf-seeking

in accordance with moral consiclerations; but since we know that peace

can be achieved, as it is in our wor1d, merely by mOSt people, moSt of

the time, limiting their self-seeking in this way, would it not be more

rational of the inhabitants of !{ to permit a number of men (selected,

say, by the drawing of lots), or all men for some part of their time,

to do as they Pleased?

The absurdity of this suggestion becomes obvious when we ask

how we are to conceive of the behaviour of the selected few, or of

people on their 'off' days. If no restraints are placed on them, they

will make life very unpleasant indeed for the rest, who in a state of

war were at least free to take action against those who threatened

their interests. It might be said, though, that it is not that a

selected few, or everyone occasionally, could Ée permitted to run amok

without defeating the purpose of having moral rules at all. Rather,

they could be permitted to behave as the parasite does, heeding the

dictates of morality only when they would otherwise be found out -

and thíS would not defeat the purpose for which peace is pursued. The

tror:ble with this suggestion, of course, is that it is vacuous. For

there is no difference in practical consequences between 'We wiII

permit x to ignore moral rules as long as we do not find him out'

and 'We will require X to obey moral rules at all times'. I think it
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is clear, then, that the citizens of lrt would, if they were rational,

reguire everyone at all times to pursue self-interest only within the

limits set by moral considerations. This, incidentally' also accounts

for another feature of rnoral principles which is often stressed by

writers on ethics, namely their 'over-ridingness'4. For if one is

required to follow moral rules at all times, it folfows that one is

required to do so even when there are non-moral rea.solls for not doing

SO

In the preceding paragraph, I have talked of v¡hat it would be

rational to z,eqUire of. L]ne citizens of W, and of what they should be

pennitted to do, as though these expressions had a clear application

in the situati,:n under discussion. But it is by no means obvious that

this is so. For so far, we appear to have been envisaging the pursuit

of peace in w as consisting of men co-operating freely, and talk of

what men in Vü might be 'permitted' or 'required' to do seems to intro-

duce something for which there is no place in this picture. We can

only talk of permissions and requirements when we can also talk of

sanctions against those who act without the former or with disregard

for the latter; and white there exist in our world the institutions

of punishment and praise and blame to legitimise such talk, if these

are to be supposed to have arisen in W, some account needs to be given

of their origin. Moreover, even if such an account could be provided'

it would seem to be of doubtfut relevance to our present concerns ¡ fot

we are surely interested in the question of what a man has reason to do

Uithout the prospect of sanctions, which could presumably be used to

provide him with reason to act ín Any given way, and not only in accord-

ance with moral considerations. I will deal with these points in turn-

4 s.., ê.g., Monro, op. cit., ch. L7.
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Firstly, it is easy to see how the practice of adopting sanctions

against those who fail- to do their share towards avoidance of war would

arise in !ù. The inhabitants witl correctly see such failures as a

threat to the end for the sake of which they limit their self-seeking,

and it will be natural for them to adopt measures, varying in degree of

unpleasantness according to the seriousness of the type of default, to

discourage those who might be tempted to act otherwise than they ought

from the groupr s point of view. The practice of blame and punishment

which would naturally arise in this way, however, can also be seen as

deriving from even more basic features of the situation. Vlhen a group

of people act together for their mutual benefit, it is theit interests,

that is, those of the group of people who thus act together, that they

aim to promote - promotion of the interests of others is no part of

their aim. The rules which it would therefore be rational for those

who pursue peace on lrl to adopt would require each to take into account

in his actions, not the interests of aLL oEhers, but only the interests

of others who sinilarly pursue pea.ce. They aim at the avoidance of the

evils of war, not for everyone, but for themselves. Now a person who

fails to act as required by these rules is to that extent not a member

of the group which pursues peace so that the others are not required

to accord his interests any more consideration than they would receive

in a state of war; and this means that they may rationally deprive him'

to a greater or lesser extent, of the benefits of peace. Thus, apart

from their role as a means of deterring men from acting in ways which

constitute a threat to peace, the institutions of blame and punishment

would arise on !ù as a reflection of the fact that those \'\rho pursue

peace do not therefore have any reason to consider the interests of those
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who do not, but may rationally view them in much the same way as they

$/ould view them in a state of \^rar. This means that sense can indeed be

given to my earlier talk of what sort of behaviour it would be rational

of the j-nhabitants of W to require of one another' and what sort of be-

haviour it would be rational of them to permit.

We must now deal with the second objectíon raised in corrnection

with talk of the sanctions it would be rational to employ on W against

those who fail to limit their self-seeking in accordance with moral

consi-derations. The objection was, in effect, that to show that it would

be rational on V,I to have sanctions to encourage certain sorts of behaviour

is not to show that it would be rationaL for an individual on W to in-

dulge in behaviour of those sorts - of course, suitable sanctions

themseLUes would no doubt provide him with reason to engage in such be-

haviour, but this is true of any sort of behaviour. The reply to this

is that if it is rational for the inhabitants of I¡7 as a group to require,

in their pursuit of peace, certain behaviour of individual inhabitants,

then it is rational for individual inhabitants to require such behaviour

of themselves, for I have argued that it is rational for each inhabitant

to adopt the point of view of the group.

I have tried to show that in a v¿orLd of self-interested men,

the inhabitants would, if they were rational, adopt moral rules in order

to avoid the evils of a Hobbesian war of 'every man against every man' .

It follows that the parasite's posiÈion, which, as ule saw, enta-ils the

opposite conclusion, is untenable. Moreover, it follows that in the

world we actualty occupy, it is rational for an individual to adopt moral

rules, for though peace has been attained in our world, we still' like

the inhabitants of W, occupy a G sj.tuation, the relevant goal being
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eOntinUed peace. Both for those of us whose behaviour has been res-

ponsible for the present state of peace and those who pursue self-

in.berest exclusively, the question arises of whether or not it is

rational to co-operate in the pursuit of continued peace, and since

each of us would benefit from continued peace, it follows from my

earlier arguments that those who do so act rationally.

It must be conceded, of course, that in our world, the really

efficient parasite does better than the moral man. For morality often

reguires that one forego opportunities to further one's interests'

vJhereas the parasite never foregoes such an opportunity. This' how-

ever, is quite compatible with the assertion ttrat the parasite is less

rational than the moral mani for the rational course is not always the

course by which one in fact does best, a truism illustrated by the

following example. Suppose that the properties of two men, A and B,

wiII both be flooded unless a certain dam is strengthened' and neither

A nor B knows how the other will act in the situation. A takes no

action to avert disaster, while B carries out the necessary work. Both

men thus avoid traving their properties flooded, but A does better, for

he does so without expenditure of time or effort. lrfould \nle therefore

say, however, that A acted more rationally than B? clearly not, for

had not B acted as he did, both he and A would have done considerably

hlorse.

I conclude that in our world as in W' any man has reason to act

in accordance with moral rules, since in both worlds, it is by the adop-

tion of moral rules on the part ofthepoputace that peace can be achieved,

and the interests of any ma1¡ are better served by peace than by war.

In the foregoing argument, I have often spoken of uo?Ld,s the
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inhabitants of which may or may not decide to treat each other morally.

This was largely because the type of objection being considered is one

which has been advanced agaínst Baier's attemPt to show that we should

be moral, and Baier argues in terms of the relative desirability of

different sorts of worlds. Ho\nlever, the fact that I have spoken in

these terms might be thought to cr>nceaf an important timitatíon of

the type of argument I have employed. For, it might be argued, it is

clearly not the case that if everyone pursued only self-interest, what

would result would be a war of every man against every man, if we take

'every mant quite literal-ly. For any given person, there are innumer-

able others with whom he simply does not come into contact, or is highly

unlikely to come into contact, for the simple reason that they live in

some place remote from him. The most that can be saj-d, tþerefore, is

that if everyone pursued only self-interest, then amongst the members of

any given group of people each of whom could affect the ínterests of the

others by his activities a state of war of all members against all

members would exist; and that to avoid the evils of this state, such

a group needs to adopt rules requir:ing members to behave morally in

their dealings uith one another. This would seem to show that even if

the arguments which have been put forward in this chapter are sound,

it is quite possible that everyone should avoid the evils of a state

of war while no one accepts ruLes requiring him to treat all other

people as objects of moral concern, as long as within each group'

members see each other as objects of such concern. This' in fact,

seems to have been the actual situation in some primitive lands until

quite recently, and at some sufficiently early stage of the worldrs

history, was proba-bly the situation in many other lands, where the
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inhabitants were divided into tribes or clans, members of each of which

regarded the members of others much as they would in a state of nature.

Of course, such tribes would be J-ike1y to be in a state of more or less

perpetual war with one another, but this would not be a llobbesian war

of all against all.

It must be accepted, I think, that the most that can be shown

by appealing to the unpleasantness of a Hobbesian state of war is that

anyone, regardless of his particular interests and desires, has reason

to adopt rules which require him to accord consideration to the interests

of other members of his own group. Now this is by no means insignificant,

for it is enough to show relativism, which entails that we cannot give

anyone reasons why he should accept one moral principle rather than any

other, to be false. It might be argued that the rules which any man has

reason to adopt, given my arguments, could not be called moral principles,

on the ground that, whatever the way in which a principle requires one

to show concern for others, it cannot be a mOrAZ principl-e unless it

requires that one show concern in that way for aLL others, However this

amcunts to the claim that moral principles are necessarily universalizable

in what we cal-Ied in chapter 5 the 'strong' sense, and it was pointed out

there that the principle requiring universaliza-bility in this sense is

in itself a moral principle, which cannot therefore serve as a criterion

of what is or is not a moral principle. And since the sort of concern

for others which would be required by the rules in question is of the

same sort as is required by what are normally called moral rules, it

seems quite proper to speak of such rules as constituting a morality,

even if a limited one.

There is, however, a more telling reply than this to the charge
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that my arguments show at best that any man has reason to show moral

concern for other members of his own group. This is that by 'one's

o!ùn group' we have beerr referring to that group of people whose activ-

ities can affect one's interests, and whose ilrterests can be affected by

oners activities; and that though it may have once been true that for

any given person, the only others whose activities had any likelihood

of affecting his interests were those living in his fairl.y imnediate

vicinity, such factors as advances in methods of coÍununication and

travel, and the increasing complexity of economic and political

relations between people for which they have been partly responsible,

have made this increasingly less true with the passage of time. It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that today there is no group of people

anlnrirhere of whom one can say that there is no likelihood of their

activities affecting one's interests. Moreover, if this iS an exagger-

ation, it htil1 soon cease to be, for the influence of factors of the

sort just mentioned shows, to put the matter conservatively, no sign

of rvaning. Thus, to accepÈ that one has reason to show moral concern

for those whose interests one can affect, and who can affect onets

interests, seems compatibJ-e with claiming that one has reason to show

such concern for the vast majority, if not aI}, of mankind; and it is

certainl-y cornpatible with claiming that one has reason to show such

concern for all those with whom one is likely to have any dealings.

However, there is another sort of consideration which seems

to show that at least some groups do not have reason to extend moral

consideration to outsiders. It might be said that a group may find it

not in its interests to treat outsiders morally, not because there is

no l-ikelihood of the outsiders being able to affect the interests of
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meñbers, but because the group is very strong, and so in a position to

exploit the outsiders with impunity. This in fact appears to be the

situation of the whites of Rhodesia and South Africa with respect to

the blacks of their respective countries, and is argued by many to be

the situation of the developed countries of the world with respect to

the so-called 'third world' countries.

I am by no means sure that I have an adequate answe:: to this

type of objection. Perhaps an answer is to be found in the cfaim fre-

quently repeated by those anxious to persuade the develcped countrj-es

to change their attitude towards the third world nations, that it is

in their interest to do so, because otherwise, the latter will attempt

to right the situation by force, and the similar and even more plausible

claim that the whites of South Africa and Rhodesia run a constant and

ever-increasing risk of bloody revolt by the blacks. If these claims

are accepted, then it can be argued that even such groups as the whites

of South Africa have reason to treat all men, including those Èhey

exploit, as the proper objects of noraÌ concern. If they are not, then

it must be conceded that despite all I have said, there are some groups

at least for members of which reason does not dictate the adoption of

rules requi:ling concern for the interests of al-l men. My arguments will

have shorvn at best that any man has reason to adopt moraL rules requiring

hin to treat morally a class of people which may be smaller than the class

of all men. As I have pointed out, this would still be a significant

achievement, sufficient to refute ethical- relativism; and it need hardly

be mentioned that what my arguments have left undone it may be possible

for other arguments, which have not occurred to me, to do.

I have tried to show that rationality requires rnorality of any
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man.5 That this can be shov¡n is sometimes denied even by philosophers

who do not see themserves as in anlmay debunking morarity - Mrs' Foot'

of course, is one example - and it has been suggested to me that I

should try to unearth the reasons, at least in some cases, tnrhY it is

denied. I have consequently devoted an appendix6 to a brief examination

of the rel-evant portions of two recent books in which it is claimed that

morality is not a requirement of rationality, and which are also of

interest in that they present certain considerations which might be

thought capabJ.e of rendering this conclusíon less unpalataJrle to those

who might have hoPed otherwise'

I have suggested, in my discussion of Mrs' Footrs argument to the

contrary, that this does not commit me to hotding that immoral or
amoral people are necessarily irrational'

See appendix B, in which I discuss D'A'J' Richards' A Theot'y of
nno"i* fot' action and Bernard Gertrs The Mov'aL Rules'

5

6



CHAPTER XII

CAN THERE BE REÀSONS FOR

BEING MORAL?

In the last two chapters, I have been concerned to try to show

that moral considerations provide reasons for acting for any man.

There are a number of difficulties which have been or might be raised

either for any such attempt, or for mine in particular, and I wish

now to consider some of these.

The first type of objection I want to consider claims to draw

attention to a feature of moral action which any attempt to show that

we have reason to be moral necessarily overlooks. The objection can

be put in the following way.

If we learn that a given action was performed in order to pro-

mote some moral end - the all-eviation of suffering, sâY, or the avoid-

ance of injustice - we have not yet learnt enough to enable us to say

that the agent, in performing that action, acted morally. For a moral

end, tike any other, can be pursued for the sake of some further end

- a man may, for example, give to the poor so as to gain a reprrtation

for charity; and we would not call the pursuit of moral ends in such

cases 'acting rnorally'. It follows that before we can say of a man

that he acted morally, we need to know not only that he acted to

promote a moral end, but also that he wished to promote that end for

its own sake. Now, the objection runsr âny attempt to give reasons for
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morally. Such attempts, presumably, are not aimed at producing moral

reasons, that is, reasons in terms of moral ends, for acting morally

- for no-one doubts that morq.Z reasons can be found for acting morally.

Yet, to try to produce non-motal reasons for acting morally is to

neglect the point to which attention has just been drawn. Once we

see that to act morally is to pursue moral ends for their own sake' we

also see that there eouLd not be non-moral reasons for acting morally;

for a man who pursues moral ends for non-moral reasons does not pursue

them for their ot, 
".ku.1

The crucial claim in the objection just outlined is that to be

moral is to pursue moraf ends for their owu sake (for brevityrs sake

I will refer to this as 'the autonomy thesis', without implying that

this is always what is meant by those who talk of the autonomy of

moral-s). Now while some philosophers are quite happy to accept this

claim, it may seem that essentially the same objection could be raised

without anything more contentious being assumed than the tautology (at

Ieast I am prepared to accept it as such) that to be moral is to act for

moral reasons, \^rhatever might constitute the correct characterisation

of such a reason. For, it might be said, even this tautology must have

escapedthenoticeofaman\¡¡hotriestoprovidenon-moralreasonsfor

being moral (as we remarked a moment ago, it is trivial that there are

moraL reasons for being moral) - otherwise it wouLd be clear to him that

'l
' This objection, it will be noticed, assumes that there is an ident-

ifiable class of ends whích are generally recognised as moral encls.
This seems to me a reasorable assumption, but I wifl not attempt to
defend it here. If it is not a reasonable assumption, then the
objection cannot be formulated.
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to act for non-moral reasons is necessarily nOt to act morally, so

that there cannot- be non-moral reasons for acting morally. I wil-I show'

however, that this argument does not d.ispense with the view that to be

moral is to pursue moral ends for their own sake, but covertly assumes

ir.
Since the argument is not supposed to rely on any particular

account of the nature of moral reasons, the peculiarity of trying to

give non-moral reasons for being moral presumably does not arise from

the fact that to act morally is to act fot moraL reasons, but simply

from the fact that to act morally is to act for reasons of a specific

sort - as it happens, moral ones. That is to say, the peculiarity of

trying to shov¡ that there are non-moral reasons for being noral is a

special case of the peculiarity of trying to show of an activity

defined as an activity engaged in for reasons of a certain sort that

we have reasons for engaging in it which are not of that sort. Now

it might seem that such an attempt is indeed peculiar. If an activity

A is defíned as being an activity engaged in for reasons of sort R (let

us call such an activity an A-type activity), then, it might seem, there

cannot be reasons not of sort R for engaging in A - for if one's reasons

for doing somethingt are not of sort R, then one is not engaging in A.

Nevertheless, examples of A-type actívities being engaged in for reasons

not of the type specified in their definition can easily be produced-

The activity of tuning cars may be defined as doing things to

cars for reasons connected with their better running. It is thus an

A-type activity, that is, one which is by definition an activity engaged

in for a certain sort of reason, namely the sort connected with the

better running of cars. Nevertheless' many people engage in this
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activity for reasons not of that sort - people tune cars for all

sorts of reasons quite unconnected with the better running of cars.

Some tune cars because it is a means of mal<ing a living' others do so

to ensure better fuel consumption and So to save money, and so on"

There is therefore nothing necessarily confused in the suggestion

that a man might engage in an A-type activity for reasons not of the

sort specified in its definition; and nor, therefore, is it necessarily

confused to ask for, or to try to provide, reasons for engaging in

such an activity.

of course, h¡hen a man tunes cars because, say, he thereby earns

money, his uLtímate reason for acting has nothing to do with the better

running of cars. He turns a particular nut, for example, for the reason

that this will make the car run better, but this is not his ultimate

reason - he is only concerned to make the car run better because by

doinq that sort of thing he makes money. Now if it were true (as it

is not) that a man does not tune cars unless his uLtimate reason for

acting is connected with their better running, then it would irrdeed

follow that the man who does things to cars to make them run better

because that is how he earns his daily bread does not tune cars. For

though he acts for reasons connected with the better running of cars,

his uliimate reasons are not so connected. Similarly, it would not

be possible to act morally for non-moral reasons if, to act morally,

not only must one act formoral reasons, but onets UltimAte reasons

for acting must be moraL ones.

Now in fact, the claim that to act morally is to act for moral

reasons could quite naturally be taken as asserting that one does not

act morally if one's ULtimAte reasons are not moral ones. Àfter all,
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we would be disinclined to say that a man who acted to alleviate

suffering because he wished to be well thought of acted for inoral reasons.

Moreover, it might be said that this is obviously how, in the context

of the argument \^¡e are considering, the claim is meant to be taken, since

as rÁre have just seen, it would not otherwise justify the argument's

conclusion. This, I think, would be a fair comment. My purpose has

been simply to stress that unless r^le do understand the claim that to

act morally is to act for moral reasons in this admittedly natural

way, it does not support the contention that there cannot be non-mora1

reasons for being moral - for I will now argue that so understood,

it cannot be allowed to pass as a mere tautology.

Let us begin by asking just what is involved in this notion of

the ul-timate reason for which a man acts which appears in the claim,

so understood. The notion can best be explained, I think, in terms of

the ends for the sake of which a man acts. In our earlier example,

when it was said that the mechanic turned a certain nut for the reason

that he would thereby make the car run better, this amounted to saying

that the end for the sake of which he acted was that of making the

car run better. However, his uLtimate reason for acting v/as not that

he would thereby make the car run better, for though he acted for the

sake of making the car run better, he pursued that end for the sake of

a further one, namely that of earning money. Now the fact that his

action enabled him to earn money may not have been his ultimate reason

for acting either (and no doubt woul-d not be in most actuaL cases) , f.ot

he may have wished to earn money for the sake of some yet further end,

such as that of being abfe to provide adequately for his wife and

children. We will only have arrived at his ultimate reason for acting
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vrhen vse arrive at an end which he pursues, not for the sake of some

further end, but for its own sake - and his ultimate reason will then

be that his actions promote thj-s end.

It might be objected to this that it construes all reasons for

acting on a means-end model, whereas, it might be said, some reasons

are not of this type. For example, the man who avoids certain activities

for the reason that they are degrading does not avoid them with some

end ín mind, but because of the sort of character they would exemplify.

However, another way of describing this is by saying that such a man

acts as he does because amongst his ends is the non-exempl-ification of

certain types of character, and it would be perfectly oroper to ask of

hímwhether he pursues this end for its own saket oy¡ for example, be-

cause he wishes not to be thought poorly of; and I concLude that no

substantial thesis about the nature of reasons for action is presupposed

in the account I have given of the notion of the ultimate reasons for

which a man acts.

It is now clear, however, that to understand the claim that to

be moral is to act for moral reasons as being about tlne uLtima.te reasons

for which a moraì-Iy good man acts is to understand it as a statement of

what I called the autonomy thesis - that is, as the cl-aim that to act

morally is to pursue moral ends for their own sakei and as we saw. only

if it ís understood in that way does it entail that there can be no

non-moral reasons for being moral. It follows that the autonomy thesis

is after all crucial to the objection we are considering.

Now the view that to act moralJ-y is to pursue moral ends for

their own sake is by no means an unconmon one, and as \^/e have seen,

it does indeed entaíl that there can be no non-moral reasons for being
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moral. lVe will consider shortly what there is to be said for it.

I wish now, however, to draw attention to certain of its implications

which seem not to have been noticed by its proponents.

In her paper, rMoral Beliefs,2, Mr=. Foot tried to show that

anyone has reason to be just - a view which, as \¡te saw in chapter 8, she

abandons in her more recent rMorality as a System of Hypothetical

Imperatives' . She also took to task those who l-i-ke Thrasymachus in the

RepubLic, deny that this is so, but who, unfike Thrasymachus, do not

therefore conclude that it is a fraud to recommend justice as a virtue'

In this she would have, I think, the support of philosophers such as

Baier, who are also concerned to show that there are reasons for being

moral. It is felt by such philosophers that the conclusion that there

are no reasons for being moral would be destructive of morality' and

that is why they take their question to be a crucial one.

Holrrever, though Mrs. Foot no\^/ argues that there are no reasons

for being moralr she does not herself draw Thrasymachus' conclusion -

and in general, those who assert that there are no reasons for being

moral on the basis of the sort of argument we have been consiCering do

not see what they say as being in any way an undermining of rnorality'

For example, at the start of his article'Why be moral?'3, A.I. Melden

says that there is a sense of the question'!Vhy be moral-?'r¿hich is

'... apt to be most disturbing to the moral theorist because it suggests

a skepticism with respect to the foundatíons of moral theory'4, and

Proceedings of the AristoteLían Society, 59 (1958-9) pp- 83-104.

The JourmaL of PhíLosophy, 45 (1948) , PP. 449-456-

Ibid., p. 449.

2

J

4
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undertakes to dispell any such skepticism by showing that it is in

principle impossible that there could. be reasons for being moral.

Again, D.Z. Phillips and H.O. Mounce, in chapLet 4 of their book,

MotaL PrActices,5 assert that a just man cares about just actions,

and argue that there can be no further reason for being just - but it

is clear from the tone of the chapter that they take themselves to be,

not undermining morality, but showing its irreducibility to more

sordid pursuits, such as that of profit.

These philosophers are prepared, then, to accept Thrasymachus'

premise but not his conclusion. I will argue that in this they are

inconsistent. First, however, I wish to forestall a possible objection

to what has just been said. We have been representing the difference

between proponents of Èhe autonomy thesis and those who try to provide

reasons for being moral (that between, sâY, the Mrs. Foot of 'Morality

as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives' and the Mrs. Foot of rMoral

Beliefs') as being that the former beLieve, and the latter deny, that

there aïe reasons for being moral. Now this is harmless, it might be

said, in a context where the question is that of whether or not

there are reasons for being moral - fot the interesting question is

of course that of whether there aÍe non-moral reasons for being moral

(it being trivial that there are mopaL reasons for being moral), and

rreasons' in this context will therefore be understood to mean 'non-

moral reasonsr. However, it might be said, it is not harmless in the

present context, where the question is that of whether the autonomy

thesis undermines morality. For since morality wouÌd only seem to be

5 London, Routledge and Kegan Pau1, L969.
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undermined if there \¡/ere no reasons at aLL for being moral , the

important question in this context is that of whether there ate anA'

reasons for being moral; and it ís therefore important here to stress

that the autonomy thesis only implies that there are no non-monq.L

reasons for being moral . !,Ie will not then lose sight of the fact that

there are, even on the autonomy thesis, mO?A,L reasons for being moral,

and will not be inclined to suggest, as h¡e have been, that that thesis

is destructive of mora1itY.

It is time to point out, however, that the autonomy thesis does

not merely entail that there can be no non-moTaL reasons for being

moral. If to be moral is to pursue moral ends for their oI^In sake.

then there can be neither moral nor, norr-moral reasons for being moral.

For to say of a man that he pursues an end for its own sake is to say

that he has no reason (at atl) for pursuing it. ft follows that pro-

ponents of the autonomy thesis are indeed committed. to denying that

tt¡ere are anA reasons for being moral. This point is also worth making

for another reãson. 'Non-moral reasonsr in our discussion so far has

had the sense of 'reasons not in terms of moral ends'. But there ís a

temptation to read it as also meaning something tike 'reasons inappro-

priate to moral- a-ction', and this can give the suggestion that there

may be non-moral reasons for acting rnorally an unduly paradoxical air.

The fact that we can consider instead the suggestion that there may be

reasons (of sOme sort) for being nþra1 enables us to avoid this comp-

Iication.

The autonomy thesis, then, does entail that there can be no

reasons At ALL for being moral. Let us no\,r return to the question of

whether or not it iS therefore destructive of morality. As h/e saw
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earlier, Mrs. Foot now holds that there is in fact no reason for any-

one to pursue moral ends, and that the moral man is simply a man who

happens to care for such things. she considers the objection that

'this way of viewing moral considerations must be totally destructive

of moralityt, because unless a man pursues such ends tout of respect

for the moral ]avü', he does what he ¿ess for the sake of pleasure or

6
happiness, and acts selfishly." she dismisses this objection by

pointing out that it assumes the truth of psychological hedonism, and

then considers a further objection: Her view allows that a moral- man

d.OeS care for moral- ends; rBut whatrr she imagines it being asked, 'if

he never cared about such things, or what if he ceased to care?''7 To

this, Mrs. Foot replies that a man who takes her view of what it is to

be moral

... will aqree that a moral man has moral ends and cannot
be indifferent to matters such as suffering and injustice.
Further, he will recognise irr the statement that one Ought
to care about these things a correct appJ-ication of the
non-hypotheticaf moral 'ought' by which society is apt to
voice its demands. He will not, however' take the fact
that he ought to have certain ends as in itseLf reason to
adopt them. Tf he himself is a moral man then he cares
about such things, but not "because he oughtt'. If he is
an amoral man he may d.eny that he has any reañon to trouble
his head over this or any other moral demand'"

Mrs. Foot avoids the conclusion that it is false that we ought

to pursue moral ends, then, by mearts of the claim, which we discussed

in chapter 8, that there is a special moral sense of'ought' ('ought*')

'Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives', PP. 312-313.

Ibid., pp. 314-315.

Ibid., p. 315.

6

7

8
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which al.lows one to say that we ought to pursue moral ends without

irnplying that wc have any reason for doing so. Now I have already

argued that there ís no such special sense of 'oughtr. But even if

there rvere, l4rs. Foot could not rebut the suggestion that her view is

destructive of morality because it entails that it ís false that one

ought to pursue moral ends by pointing out that sh.e can allow l:hat one

ought, in this special sense, to pursue such ends. For the reason why

it is thought destructive of morality to deny that we ought to pursue

moral ends is that usually, to deny that we ought to pursue certain

ends is to deny that we have reason for pursuing them. It is there-

fore irrelevant, even if true, that though Mrs. Foot claims that we

have no reason for pursuing moral ends she can stil1 alLow that we ought

(in the special sense) to pursue them - for it is the former claim

itseLf which appears destructive of morality, and as I shall now try to

show, is in fact destructíve of norality.

Since she holds that there are no reasons for pursuing moral

ends, Mrs. Foot would appear to be committed to the view that there are no

reasons for preferring moral ends to those, sâ1rr of etiquette, rvhich

as we saw earlier, she seems to hold in low regard. She recognises this

consequence of her position but nevertheless tries to distinguish between

the pursuit of moral ends and the pursuit of the ends of etiquette, to

the advantage of the former. Although on her view there is no distinction

in point of rationatity between the moral man and the man who cares for

the ends ofetiquette, she says

That [men] are prepared to fight so hard for moral ends
- for example, for liberty and justice -depends on the
fact that these are the kinds of ends that arouse devotion.
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To sacrj-fice a gr:eat deal for the sake of etiquette one

would. need to be under the speJ-l of the emphatic "ought." '
One could hardly be devoted to behavíng conrne iL faut'9

However, it is certainly not logically impossible that a man

night be devoted to behavlng eo,ntne iL faut - in fact if Mrs. Foot Ìras

not acÈually encountered men Who are so devoted, I suspect she is more

fortunate in this than most. Moreover, if the devotion of such men

shows them to be under the spell of the emphatic 'ou9ht"r, Mrs. Foot

has given us no reason why we should prefer those under the spell of

the emphatic 'ought*'. Although it is true that moraf ends do arovse

devotion in rnany, this is of little interest unless it is taken as an

indication that they are such that men have reason to be devoted to

them. But in the first place, it need uot be taken in this htay -

on the contrary, it is adequately accounted for by the 'stringent

moral teaching' which she bel-ieves to explain the feeling that one

cannot escape the demands of morality; and in the second place, even

if there \¡rere reasons why a man should be devoted to mora] ends, on

MrS. Footrs view these are necessarily not the reasons a moral man has

for devoting himself to them - for on her view, a moral man has no

reason for his devotion to moral ends-

rf the autonorny thesis is true, then, being moral is, so far

as rationatity is concerned, on a par with being devoted to behaving

coîtne iL faut, and for that matter with being sadistic, for the

sadist presumably cares for sadistic ends for their own sake. Admitt-

edly, rather more men are devoted to moral ends than to sadistic ones

or to behaving cotwne iL faut, but if etiquette or sadism were taught

9 Ibid., p. 3L4.
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with the same stringency as is moratity, it miEht well have been

otherwise.

Now Mrs. Foot certainly does not think of herself as a moral

retativist. On the contrary, in 'Moral Beliefs' she v¡as concerned to

argue, in effect, that what, if any, moral judgement is appropriate

in a given situation is determined solely by the facts of that situat-

ion, and most of her other papers in ethics are in one I^tay or another

aimed at dernonstrating this same "o.r"l,r"iorr.10 
(As we have seen, she

now repudiates the cfaim made in rMoral Beliefs' that any man has reason

to be moral, but she thinks that the rest of the article.a,'t =tt"dll¡'

And indeed, given that we can distj-nguish moral ends from others (she

suggests that they are ends concerned wíth human good and harm) her

position is not, strictly speaking, a relativistic one. A relati'¿ist

tike Monro is commj.tted to saying that if a man's basic attitudes favour

the skinning of babies alive for sport, he can claim that one morally

ought to engage in such behaviour, and there is no way of showing that

he is in any way mistaken. Mrs. Foot, however, is not committed to

saying this. since for her, being moral is pursuing ends connected

with the promotion of human good, a man who clai-med that one morally

ought to skin babies, unless he also claimed that this somehow pr:omoted

human good, would. be guilty of logical confusion, and whether or not

he in fact approved of skinning babies would be sirnply irrelevant'

10 cf. ,when rs a principle a Moral Principle?', AristoteLì'an Soeiety
SuppLementaty Volwne, 28, 1954, pp- 95-lt0; 'Moral Argumentsr,
MinA, 67, 1958, pp. 502-513i ,Goodness and Choice' , At'istoteLian

. Soeíety SuppLementaz'A VoLume, 35, 1961, pp- 45-60-
I1 Mrs. Foot, op. cit., p. 308 (footnote).
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However, this victory over relativism is an' empty one. If we

accept Mrs. Foot's position, therr though a man who says that one ought

to skin babies alive for sport is confused if he thinks he is making

a moral judgement, such a man could accept this, but point out that

what he saídtlas nevertheless a sadistj-c judgemerrt, and that anyone

who says that one ought to promote human good is confused if he thinks

he is making a sadistic judgernent. He could add, moreover, that though

the moral- man, who happens to care for such things, has reason to pro-

mote human good, it would be positively irrationaf òf him, the sadist,

to do so, since he happens not to care a fig for such things. In short'

on the view that to act morally is to pursue moral ends for their own

sake, though it is an objective matter whether or not to act in a cert-

ain way is to act mora11y, it does not follow from this that we ought

to do anything but pursue our inclinations (of course' we ought* to

act morally, but then we ought= to act sadisticafly) ' If our inclin-

ations do not happen to lead us to pursue human good, we will not be

able to say lve are acting morally, but there is no reason why this

should concern us - given our inclinations, it would be irrational of

us to concern ourselves with the requirements of morality

such, then, are the implications of the autonomy thesis. l{hile

there may'be room for some disagreement about just what would amount to

rundermining morality" it surely cannot be denied that at least any-

one advocating a view with these implications is engaged in something

deserving of that description. This means that the question of whether

or not there are reasons for being moral is not only not necessarily

confused, but of the utmost importance for morality'
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since the implications just noted follow very directly from the

view that there can be no reasons for being moral, it is difficult not

to ask why those who hold this view have not seen themselves as in any

way debunking moratiÈy, an<l it may be not altogether beside the point

to suggest an ansr¡/er to this question' The line of thought which' I

suspect, fies behind the idea thab j-t is a mistake to suggest that

unless we can find reasons for being moral, \^7e must conclude that

morality is a fraud, is in fact fairly explicit in the first paragraph

of Melden,s paper, mentioned earlier. It is something like this:

Those who ask what reasons there are for being moral assume that

they are at least asking an intelfigible question' But once \¡¡e are

clear about what it is to be moral, \¡Ie see that their question is in

fact confused, for we then see that there cOULd be no reesons for being

moral. Tt follows that it is al¡surd to suggest, as M::s. Foot did in

'Moral Beliefs', that if it turns out that the demand for reasons for

being moraL cannot be met, morali-ty will have been exposed as being

pointless, or otherwise debunked. For that demand is logical1y con-

fused, and it need not dismay us that we cannot meet confused demands'

Thisreasoning,however,isitselfconfused.Itistruethat

if the very concept of morality excludes there being reasons for being

moral, then it is absurd to clemand reasons for being moral. It is

absurd because once we understand what it is to be moral, we already

understand that there are no reasons for being moral. But it does not

follow that morality is not pointless. All that follows is that once

we understand what morality is, we already understand that it is

pointless.

Nowt}¡efactthattheautonomythesishasconsequenceswhich
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are destructive of moral-ity does not of coul:se show it to be false.

perhaps moralitl- ìs a fraud, and its destruction a consuÍlmatj-on devoutly

to be wished. Let us consider, however, wltat reasons there are for

accepting the thesis.

One type of argument which might seem to show tha-t the autonomy

thesis must be accepted was mentioned briefly at the beginning of this

chapter. The argument was this: If a man acts to promote some moral

end, such as the alleviation of suffering, we would nevertheless not

say that he acted morally if it turned out that he had a reason for

trying to promote that end which \^7as not itself a reason in terms of

some moral end or ends. It fol-Iows that to act morally, a man mnst

not merely pursue moral ends, but must do so for their own sake.

Norv to assert without argument that a man does not act moralJ-y

if he pursues moral ends for some further reason not in terms of moral

ends is to beg the question in favour of the autonomy thesis, for

this assertion must of course be denied by an opponent of that thesis.

Nevertheless, the assertion has some plausibility' and it might reas-

onably be said that at least the onus is on an opponent of the autonomy

thesis to explain this plausibility. I will therefore essay such an

explanat.ion. One reason why it might seem self-evident that to act

in pursuit of moral ends for reasons not in terms of moral ends is

not to act morally is that this description tends to call to mind cases

\^¡here the further reasons the agent has for pursuing moral ends are

morally unacceptable ulterior motives about whose true nature he tries

to deceive others. Thus, we think of the philanthropist who is con-

cerned to afleviate the suffering of others only because he wishes

to acquire an undeserved reputation for charity' or of the man who
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is kind to an old lady because he hopes to be rementbered in her wi1l.

However, not af' cases of the pursuit of moral ends for a reason not

itself in terms of moral ends need be of this sort. The further

reason a man has for pursuing moral ends need not be morally unaccept-

able - it may be, for example, that he believes he morally ought to

pursue them - and he need not try to deceive others as to its true

nature. In such a case, it is certainly not seLf-evident that the

agent does ¡ot act morally, and in the present context, the cl-a-im that

he does not can indeed be dismissed as question-begging.

Another type of argument for the autonomy thesis is one put

forward, in essence, by Phi]lips and Mounce on pages 34 -35 of MOnAL

PnAetices. The argument is this: If a man pursues moral ends, not

because he happens to care for them, but for some further reason, it

follows that he pursues them only because it suits some further purpose

of his to do so. This means that if on some occasion he fincls that it

does not suit this or any other of his purposes to pursue such ends,

he will have no reason to pursue them" The moral rnan, however, always

takes moral considerations as reasons for acting. ilis reasons are

such that they always dictate the pursuit of moral ends, and the only

reason of which this could be true is the reason that he cares for

those ends for their own sake. If he had any other reason for pur-

suing moral ends, we could not be sure that it would always dictate

that he pursue them.

However, it is again question-begging in this context to simply

assert that if a man pursues moral ends for some reason other than that

he happens to care for them, it follows that he pursues them to further

some purpose he happens to have. I have argued that there are reasons
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for being moral rvhich a man has independently of the particulat

desires a¡d interests he happens to have, and i.n fact philosophers who

try to produce reasons for being moral are usual-ly concerned to pro-

duce reasons of this sort, and not reasons which are reasons only for

men with particular desires and interests. It cannot, therefore, be

simply asserted against the view that there are reasons for being moral

and in support of the autonomy thesis that if a man pursues moral ends

for some reason other than that he happens to care for them, he will

only do so as long as he will thereby promote some end or ends he

happens to have.

Yet anothet' argument which might be produced against any attempt

to provide reasons for being moral, and so in favour of the autonomy

thesis, is that such an attempt woulcl reduce morality to something

else - self-interest, perhaps. But to assume that any such attempt

will reduce morality to something else is once again merely to beg the

question in favour of the autonomy thesis. Of course, it would be a

valid criticism of such an attempt to point out that it reduces rrorality

to self-interest, if it does that, f.or it is notorious that the clemands

of self-interest often conftict with those of morality; and Phillips

and Mounce are right to take Mrs. Foot to task for trying to defend

justice as a virtue in terms of its profitability. But we can only

assume that any attempt to give reasons for being rnoral will be an

attempt to reduce moraÌity to self-interest if we suppose that all

reasons are reasons of self-interesti and this, if it is not nonsense,

needs to be argued for. I conclude that we need not accept the auton-

omy thesis, and nor, therefore, need we accept its consequence, that

there can be no reasons for being mor:al.
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rt may be thought that although it cannot be said t'.]:rlaE ana

attempt to give reasons for being moraf woulcl reduce morality to self-

interest, f¡is cyn be said of the attempt made in this thesis' For I

have claimed that the ulti.mate reason for being moral is that one will

thereby promote a state of affairs in which one is better able to attain

oners endsi and is this not a reason of self-interest? The answer is

that it Ís not - at least, not unless we hold that to act to attain

oners ends is necessarily to act for self-interested reasons' But in

any ordinary Sense of'self-interestt, to act out of self-inter:est is

not merely to act so as to promote one's ends, but to act so as to

promote seLf-ínteï,e7ted ends. Now the ultimate reason for being moral

is, on my account, not that by doing so one will promote a state of

affairs in which one can better attain paz'tieuLar ends that one might

have, and so A fo7tio7i no¡ that by doing so one will promote a state

of affairs in which one can better attain seff-interested endst the

ultimate reason is, rather, that one will thereby promote a siate of

affairs in which one can better attain oners ends, no matter what they

happen to be. To act on such a reason is not to be self-interested'

but merely to be rational. If my thesis subsumes morality under any-

thing else, then, it subsumes it under rationality; and this I am happy

to accept.

I want finally to consider a somewhat different argumetlt against

any philosophical claim to have qncovered the reasons there are for

being moral. What, it might be asked, is meant by the assertions that

these axe the reasons there are for being moral? Presuma-bly not that

all morat men have the proffered reasons in mind whenever they act

morally - for it is absurd to suggest that all moral men accept a
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phiJ-osophical theory, and, moreover, the same one, about why one should

be moral. But then, what role are iulne alleged reasons for being moral

supposed to play? If it is said that there just happen to be such

reasons, though most moral men are unar¡/are of them, it may be asked,

rEven granted their existence, of what relevance are they to moral

philosophy? Perhaps pointing out their existence wilI make some who

would not otherwise have done so behave morally - but themoral phil-

osopher's task is not to get people to behave morally; it is to get

clear about what it is to behave morally'.

The reply to this, it seems to me, is that most of us believe

we should be moral, i.e., that we have reason to be moral, irot because

we have accepted a philosophical theory, but because we have been

broughÈ up to believe this. To bel-ieve that one has reasons for doing

things of a certain sort, however, is not necessarily to have any

beliefs about what those reasons are, and so it does not folÌorv from

the fact that moral men believe they should be moral that they are

moved by the reasons there are for being moral. However, as they grow

up, many people cease to accept the fact that they have been brought

up to believe something as a guarantee of its truth. Hence, people will

sometimes find themrþ""" asking what these reasons are which one is

supposed to have for being moral - and if no answer is forthcoming, they

may decide, justifiably as f have suggested, that morality is a fraud.

It is as an attempt to ans\^¡er this question, and to show that morality

is not a fraud, that accounts of the reasons there are for being moral

are intended.

This reply implies that the belief that we ought to be moral is

crucial in determining the behaviour of a moral man. But it may with

some plausibility be said that it is not, and that most moral men
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\4rou1d behave as they do even if they had no such belief, because

they happen to care for moral ends. Thus, Mrs' Foot suggests that a

moraÌ man cares for such ends, tbut not "because he ought"'ìI2 and

Nowell-Smith asserts that the sense of duty (which may be thought of

as the inclination to do as one believes one ought) ' plays littl-e

part in the lives of the best men and none at all in the lives of

saintsr, since such people 'do what they do for its own sake' aud not

for the sake of duty,.13 This may be asserted, not on the grounds which

v¡e have atready criticised, namely that moral men tr%St pvYsue moral

ends for their own sake (since otherwise they would not be moral men) '

but on the grounds that as a matter of fact moral men care for mora]-

ends for their own sake, and so do not need the belief that they ought

to be moral to move them to pursue those ends. Now whether the belief

that we ought to be moraf is or is not crucial in determintng those who

act morally to do so is, it might seem, an empirical question, and one

that would be extremely difficult to decide. For most moraL men both

care for moral endsfortheir own sake (Mrs' Footts tstringeut moral

teaching, ensures this) and beLleve that they ought to care foi: them'

However, I believe that the issue is rLOt an empirical one, and e^n

be decided here. .I.he belief that one ought to be moral is not merely

in faet held by moral men - for only on the assumption that he believes

that one ought to be moral is the behaviour of a moral man intelligib1e'

To see this, let us imagine a man who does not believe that he

ought to be moraf, but merely cares for moral ends for their own sake

Op. cit., p. 3I5.

Ethics, p- 259.

12

I3
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(we rvill-, of course, have to assume that he cares a great deal for

them, since otherv'¡ise he would not be prepared to make genuine

sacrifices for them, as morality sometimes requires). His behaviour,

we will see, would differ in a number of important respects from that

which we would. expect of a moral man.

In the first place, such a man would never make moral judge-

ments. If he happens across someone torturing children for amusement,

he will not say, even to himself, that the person in question ought not

to behave in this fashion i for he does not believe that one ought not

to behave in this fashion. Neither wilÌ he in any sense condemn the

chifd-torturer - one does not condemn those who simply happen not to

care for the things one happens to care for oneseff. Perhaps this

can be accepted, however. After aII, it seems reasonable to say, what

makes us judge a man morally good is not the judgements he makes about

others, but how he himself acts. I{orse, however. is to come.

It can happen that a man finds himself ceasing to care for the

things for which he once cared. Now if our man finds one day that

he is losing his distaste for, say, harming others, he will nct be

alarmed by this. If he asks himself, rAm I becoming callous?r, it

will be out of curiousiÈy, and not out of fear that perhaps he is; for

since he does not believe he ought to care for the interests of others,

his ceasing to do so will be to him much like ceasing to care for golf.

In fact, given that a concern for the interests of others is often rather

inconvenient, he might wel-1 feef relief at the waning of such a concern,

even taking steps to hasten its disappearance. But a moral man does

view with alarm the prospect of his ceasing to care for moral ends -

and this is surely because he does believe that one ought to care for
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them.

Againramoralmanrvilltrytoinstilaconcernfornoralends

into his children, since he believes that they ought to har,'e such a

concern. But there is no reason why the man who merely happens to

care for moral- ends shoutd do this. In fact, as we suggested a

moment ago, a concern for moral ends complicates life considerably,

and he should, if anything, i.:rY to ensure that his chitdren al.e not

handicapped by infection with his inconvenient concerns.

Finallyrtosuchamanrtheconflictbetweenmoralityand

inclination or desire (betweenr sâY, visiting his child in hospital

andplayinggolf)couldonlypresentitselfasaconflictbetween

incompatible inclinations, like the conflict between the inclination

toplaygolfandthe.inclinationtowatchtelevisionincomfort.But

this is not how such a conffict presents itself to a moral man, who

believes that while the inclination to play 9o1f is one he happens to

have, the inclination to relieve the l-oneliness of his child in hospi-

tal is one he ought to have-

Now it might be said that in much of this, I have been treating

the desire to promote moral ends as being on a par with desires l-ike

the desire to play golf, as though to say a man cares for moral ends

is the same as saying that he l-ikes them. f{hereas, it might be said,

the concern we have for moral ends is of an attogether different sort

from that which we have for golf or, saY, for beer-drinking. This'

I think, is perfectly true - but what I have been suggesting is that

at least a major part of the difference between our attitude towards

moral ends and a beer drinker's attitude towards beer is that we

believe that we ought to be concerned about moral endsi and that with-
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out this belief, out attitude TnouLd be like the beer-drinker's

attitude towards beer.



APPENDIX A

PROFESSOR GRTCE ON OBLTGATIONS

AND REASONS

In chapters X and XI, I tried to show that any man has reason

to act morally, and that this is quite consistent with the view that

one has reason to act only if one will thereby promote one's ínterests

or the ends one desires. I mentioned at the end of chapter IX that this

is a task which is afso attempted by G.R. Grice in The Gnounds of MoTaL

Judgement, for whife holding that one has reason to do something only

if doing that thing is in some hray in accordance with one's interests

or conduces to one's 
"i*"1, 

he tries to show that if a man ought morally

to do somethíng, then he has a reasotl for doing that thing. I under-

took to criticise his attempt at this task later in the thesis, since

if it were successful, my owr¡ similar attempt would be superfluous.

It is to this that I shall now turn.

In chapter 3, section 13, Grice argues that if a man has a

basic obligation to do something, then he has a reason for doing that

thing, and, moreover, a reason which is better than any reason in terms

of his independent interest for either doing it or not doing it. I will

argue that he fails to establish this conclusion. First, however,

1 ,"" The Gnounds of Mot'aL Judgement, p. 18.
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it is necessary to explain some of the terms in which it is couched'

Grice uses the expression'is uncler an obligation to'as equivalent to

,ought tor, and I rvilt take it that this is legitimate' The notion

of basic obligation he uses to contrast with that of rulÈra' obligation'

the other of the two categories into which he divides moral obligations'

ultra obligations are obligations a man may have to do more for others

than he has a basic obligation to do. They also differ from basic

obligations in that if one has an ultra obligation to someone else to

do x, it does not follow that that other person has the right to one's

doing x, and in that whether or not one has any ultra obligations, and

if so, what they are, depends on onets character. As an example Of the

fulfilment of an ultra obligation, Grice cites the action of sir Philip

sidney in giving a mug of water brought to him as he lay fatally wounded

and parched with thirst to another who lay beside him in a similar

condition. It will be seen that the class of ultra obligatory actions

coincides, at least roughly, with the class of what are often called

supererogatory actions. Since in tire argument to be discussed Grice

is speaking only of basic obligat.i,on, \¡¡e may in what follows speak

simply of 'obligation' rather than 'basic obligation" bearing in mind

that he has <lifferent things to say of ultra obligation'

Finallyr ârldr as we shalt see, most importantly' Grice's

distinction between independent and non-indepe¡dent interest needs to be

understood. The distinction is explained in section 9, chapter 1'

Grice points out there that when none of the alternative actions between

which a man chooses has any foreseeable effect on others, he consults

his own interest in a straightforward sense, without considering the

interests of others. This, he says, is certainly an assessment of his
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interests independently of the interests of others. However, he proposes

to use the expression so that it also covers a different kind of case'

If one judges that A ought to help B on the ground that others are

watching, that they will praise A if he offers help, and that A enjoys

praise, this might be said to involve an assessment of A's interest

which ís not independent of the interests of others, since it is in

Bts ínterest t-o receive help. Nevertheless, as the expression is used

by Grice, this too counts as an independent assessment, for B is being

considered ,as a means and not as an endr; and 'If Ars interest is

assessecl in such a way that the interests of other people are considered

OLLA as a means to bringing about states of affairs which are in Ar s

interest, then Ar s interest will be said to be assessed independently

of the interests of others'.2

Sometimes, however, it is in a mants interest to act in a part-

icular vray because it is in the interest of others that he should act

in this way. This is so, Grice says, in the case of the altruistic man.

He points out that there is a good sense in which it is in the interest

of the altruist to act in the interests of others - and, he says, rlrfhen

we speak in this way of its being irr his interest to act ín the interests

of other people, I wish to say that this is an assessment of his interest

which is not índependent of the interesÈs of other people"3 He concludes:

To establish that it is in a man's independent interest to
act in certain ways, no premiss asserting such actions to
be in anyone else's interest ís needed. But it ca¡¡not be

Ibid., p.

Ibid., p.

30.

30.

2

3
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established that it is in a man's non-independent interest
to act in certain \days without employing a premiss that it
is in the interest of other people that he should do so.
The presence <¡f this premiss in its ground distinguishes.
a proposition asserting a kind of actj-on to be ín a man's
non-ind.ependent interest from a proposition asserting ¿
actions of the kind to be in his independent interest.'

However, it is clear that this needs qualifying. No:u AnA premise

to the effect that it is in the interests of others that a man shoufd do

x appearing in the grouncl of the proposition that doing x is in Ìris

interest shows that proposition to be about his non-independent interest-

As we saw, Grice wants to exclude from the class of non-independent

assessments of a person's interest those in which the interests of

others are considered only as a means to some state of affairs whj-ch

is in the interests of the person concerned. What we must say, there-

fore, is that an action is in a man's non-independent interest only if

in estabfishing that it is in his interest we need to employ premises

about the interests of others and íf the interests of others do not

enter into consideration mereÌy as a means to something else which is

in his interest.

With this understanding of the distinction between independent

and non-independent interests, 1et us turn to Gricets argument to show

that if a man has an obligation l-o do x, he has a reason for doing x

which is better than any in terms of his independent interests for

doing either x or not-x. He begins by arguing that there is a relation

of mutual implication between the proposition, which he cal1s rthe

contract groundr, that it is in everyoners interest in some society to

make a contract with everyone else to do actions of a certain class Xt

4 Ibid., p. 30.
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and the proposition that X is obligatory in that society. His next

step is to argue that if the contract ground is true of a class of

actions in some society, it foll-orvs that an individual in that society

has a reason for doing actions of that cl-ass which is better than any

he might have in terms of his independent j.nter:est for doing or not doing

them. If this is so, then given the mutual i,hrplication between the

obligatoriness of a class of actions and the contract gror:nd's being

true of the same class, it will follow that, indeed, a man has a reason

for doing what he ought (what is.morally obligatory on him) which is

a bet-ter reason than any he might have in terms of his independent in-

terest for doirrg or not doing what he ought.

I wish to focus on the second step in Gricets arg'.rment, where

he attempts to establish that if the contract tround is true of some

class of actions in a given society, it follows that a member of that

society has a reason for doing actions of that cfass which is a better

reason than any in terms of his independerrt interest which he might

have for either doing or not doing them.

Grice's first move is to argue that the interests referred to

j,n the contract ground must be understood to be non-independent. He

points out that in saying that it is in everyone's interest to make a

contract to do x, we are saying, i.nter aLia, that it is in A's

interest to make a contract with everyone else, and then argues: If

A's 5-ndependent interest were in question, it may be that it is in his

interest to make, not this contract, but some other which benefits him

more. But it may nevertheless bo true that it is in his inÈerest to

make precisety this contract with everyone else, because this is the
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best he can get in bargaining his interests agai.nst th.ose of others -

and in saying this rve cannot be speaking of his independent interest-

In seeking to establish that it is in his interest to make p:lecisely

this contract with everyone else, we would need premises to the effect

that it is in the interests of others to make this cont-ract with him

- 'And when premisses referring to the interests of others are needed

to establish that it is in a man's interest to do such and such, it is

established that it is in his interest, assessed non-independently, to

do such and such'.5

Having thus argued that the contract ground must be taken to

refer to non-independent interests, Grice next asks us to suppose that

there are classes of actions such that if we consider any individual

member of a society, we may say

(a) that it may be against his interest, independently assessed,

that he alone should. do actions of these classes; but that

(b) his and everyone else's greater interest is served by the

presence rather than the absence of the requiremei'rt upon everyone to do

actions of these cl-asses, even though (a) is true, and even though, in

speaking of his and everyone else's greater interest, interests are

being assessed, not independently, but along with the interests of

others.

If there are classes of actions of which (a) and (b) are true'

Grice argues, we must admit that the requirement to do actions of those

classes is a rational requirement - ' It is a requirement which is more

conducive to everyoners interest than its absence, and we could not

5 Ibid., p. I32.
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have a better ground than that for claiming practical rationality for

it,;6 and if there are classes of actions such that it is rational that

every member of a society should be required to do such actions, he says,

then we cannot deny that each meldber has a reason fot dOing such actions:

rFor we are saying that a state of affairs in which everyone can be

called upon to do actions of certain kinds is a rational state of

aff airs; and \^re cannot then deny that it j-s rational that action of

those kinds be donei we cannot then deny that there is a reason for

everyonets doing them' .7

Thus, Grice says, despite (a) there is by virtue of (b) a reason

for everyoners c1oíng actions of the classes in question. But if (a)

is true, then for any individual, there rnay be a reason in terms of his

independent irrterest for not doj¡ng such actions; and if despite (a)

there is a reason fOy his doing them, then it must be a reason which is

better than a reason in terms of his independent interest - rFor we are

saying that despite there being a reason in terms of his independent

interest for not doing such actions it is nonetheless ratíonal for him

to do them; ancl this is to say that there is a better reason for doing

them than the reason in terms of his independent interest for not doing

them,.8 Moreover, this superior reason cannot be a reason ín terms of

his independent interest: '... once h¡e have said that it is against his

independent interest to do actions of that c1ass, we have rul-ed out

the possibility of there being a reason in terms of his independent

interest for doing them'.9

Ibid., p.

Loc. cit.
Ibid. ' p.

Ibid., p.

133.

L34.

r34.

6

7

8

9
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If Grice's argument so far is sound, it has been established

that if there are classes of actions of which (a) and (b) are true'

there is a reason for everyone's doing actions of those classes which

is better than any reason in terms of his independent interest for

doing or not doing them. The final step is to argue that if the

contract ground is true of a class of actions, then (a) and (b) are

also true of that class:

First, it may plainly not be J-n anyone's interest'
independently assessed, to do actions of these classes'
Therefore (a) is true. Second, it could not be in
everyonets interest to make a contract to do actions
of a certain class unless the requirement placed upon

them by the contract was more conrlucive to everyonets
Ínterest than its absence. And as the interests
referred to in the contract ground are, as we have
seen, not iqdependently assessed interests, (b) is

_ l_\Jalso true.

Grice has argued, then, that if (a) and (b) are true of a class

of actions, then everyone has a reason for doing actions of that class

which is better than any reason in terms of his independent interest

for doing or not doing them; and that if the contract ground is true

of a class of actions, (a) and (b) are also true of that class. It

follows that if the contract ground is true of a class of actions,

then everyone has a reason for doing acl-iorrs of that class which is

better than any reason in terms of his independent interest for doing

or not do-ing them; which is what Grice set out to prove in this section

of his a:rgument.

I will now try to show that the argument just outlined fails-

Let us begin by examining Grice's grounds for asserting that the in-

10 Ibid., p. J-34.
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terests mentioned in the contract ground are non-independent interests'

These, it wiII be remembered, were that the contract grouncl asserts,

íntez, aLia, that it is ín any'given individual's interest to make a

particular contract with everyone else; and that to establish this, we

woufd cJ-early need to show that this contract is one he could actually

get in bargaining his interests against the interests of others, and

that it is the best one he can get in those circumstances - otherwise,

we might conclude that some other contract which favoured him rnore

was in his interest when in fact he couldn't get others to be party

to it, or that some other contract which favoured him less was in

his interesÈ, when in fact he could get others to be party to one which

favoured him more. since, in establ:-shing that this particular contract

was the best he could get in bargaining his interest against the interests

of others, we would have to employ premises about the interests of others'

it is established., Grice claimed, that the interests spoken of in the

contract ground are non-independent.

Letusrecall,horvever,thatGriceneedstoqualifytheassert-

ion that if a prernise about the interests of others is needed to est-

ablish the proposition that it is in a man's interest to do a certain

thing, that proposj.tion is about his non-independent inte::ests.

Quatification is needed because as it stands, this assertion would

allow as a non-independent assessment of interest the proposition that

it is in A's interest to do x because x will help B, which will bring

it about that A is praised, which is in his interest- This type of case

has to be excluded because in a non-independent assessment of a mants

interests, the interests of others must be consiclered, not simply as

means, but as ends; and in the case in question, Bts interests are

clearly being considered onty as means to something else, praise, which
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is in A's interest. It must now be pointed out that further qualific-

ation is needed, for very similar reasons.

Suppose that gangster A is considering whether he should try to

muscle in on the protection racket, nov/ monopolised by gangster B, in his

town. He reasons, rThough it would be to my advantage if I could

cliversify my -interests in this manner, it would not be in the interests

of gangster B. Moreover, I know that gangster B is just as powerful as

I, and that he would react forceful.l-y to any such threat to his interests,

thus precipitating a costl-y gang \¡¡ar whose outcome coul.d not easily be

predicted. All things considered, therefore, it seems that mf interests

would be best served by allowing gangster B to maintain his present mon-

opoly'. Gangster A here employs considerations about the interests of

B in deciding what is in his interests, but it is clear that this ass-

essment of interests is not non-independent; for the interests of gang-

ster B are considered, if not as means, at least certainry not as ends.

Gangster Ars sol-e corrcern is for his own interests, and though he con-

siders the interests of gangster B, this is merely because he has no

choice. This case makes it clear that the criterion of non-ì-ndependent

interest we are discussing needs further qualification. We must say

thãt for an action to be in a man's non-independent interest, the ground

of the proposition that it is in his interest must include a premise

about the interests of others, and that the interests of others must

not come into consid.eration merel-y as a means of promoting something

else which is in his interest¡ and that neither must the interests of

others be considered only as obstacl-es to alternative courses of action

even more advantageous to him.

It now becomes clear, however, that Grice's grounds for clairning
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that the interests spoken of in the contract ground are non-independent

are inadequate. Although it is no doubt true thaf- in deciding that it

is in his interest to make a particular contract \'.tith everyone else,

an individual must take into consideration the interests of ot-hers, the

fact that others have these interests is relevant to his decision only

because it constitutes an obstacle to his making other contracts, which

would benefit him even more, with them. It'should be pointed out that

in any case, if it hlere true that the interests nentioned in the con-

tract ground were non-independent, this would have consequences which

Grice would not wish to accept" We have seen that an action is in a

manrs non-independent ínterest if it promotes the interests of others'

and if it is in his interest to promote the int:erests of others, not

merely as a means to something else, but føits own'sake (i'e. as an

end). Now from this it follows not only that, as Grice suggests'

altruists provide An example of people who have non-independent inter-

estsi it also follows that altruists are the onLy example of people

who have such interests. For it is in the interests only of altruj-sts

to promote the interests of others for its own sake. This means that

if the contract ground is taken as asserting that it is in everyone's

non-independent interest to make a certain contract $tj-th everyone else'

it could onl-y be true of a class of actions in a society consisting

so] ely of altruists - and this would make i+- certain that it is not

in fact true of any class of actions in any actual society. Given

the mutual implication between the contract ground asserted of a class

of actions and the obligatoriness of that class, this would mean that

no class of actions is obligatory in any actual- society'

Grice does not succeed in showing, then, that the interests
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referred to ín the contract ground are non-independent; and if they were'

the contract ground woul<l noÈ be tr:ue of any class of act-ions in aly

actual society. Coulcl he perhaps have got by without insisting that the

contract ground speaks of non-independent interests? Let us consider

how his argument is affected if it is allowed that the interests in

question are after all independent. In the first place, he can no l.onger

claim that both (a) and (b) are true of classes of actions specified in

t-he contract ground, because (b) is not true of such classes - that is,

it is not true of such classes that it is ín everyone's greater interest

that there be a:requirernent on everyone to do such actionsf even though

(a) is true a-nd euen though in speakíng of eueTAonets greater interest,

intez,ests are being assessed, not índependentLy, bu"t aLong üíth the

interests of others. He can no longer claim this because it is fal.se

that the contract ground refers to interests non-independently assessed.

We rnight try to overcome this difficulty by omitting fron (b)

the clause specifying that the i.nterests to which it refers are non-

independent. Let us r:al-I this modified version of (b) '(bl) . rt will-

now be true that from the contract ground asserted of a class of actions,

it follows that (a) and (bI) are both also true of that cl-ass. Moreover'

Grice would. appear to be able to argue of (bf) as he does of (b) ' that

if it is true of a class of actions, the requirement on everyone t-o do

acti<-¡ns of that class is rational, and that if it is rationalr then every-

one has a reason to do actions of that class. But the reason in question

will now be one in terms of independent interest; and if (a) is true of

any class of actions, there eannot'be a reason in terms of independent

interests for everyone to do actions of that class - as Grice says himseif'

once we have said that it is against an indiv-idual's independent interests
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to do actions of a certain class, '...v¡e have rul-ed out the possibíJ-ity

of there being ci reason in terms of his independent interest for doing

them'.11 Thus, if (a) is true of a crass of actions, (br) ca'not bei

and since, as we saw, the contract ground, interpreted as referring to

independent interests, impJ-ies that both are true of any class of

actions of which it is true, it folrows that the contract grourid, so

interpreted, is r:ecessarily not true of any crass of acti,ons.

!{e saw earlier that Grice fai-rs to show that the contract

grourrd refers to nol'r-independent interests, and that if he had succeeded,

it would follow that the contract ground is as a matter of fact fafse

of any crass of actions in any actual- society. rt now appears ihat if

the contract ground is taken as referring to independent interests, it

ís necessaz'ily fal-se of ang class of actions; for taken this vay, it

implies that both (a) and (bI) are true of any class of actions of

which it is asserted, and we have just concluded that (a) and (b. )I

cannot both be true of the same class of actions.

However, is it really true that (a) and (bf) cannot both be

true of the same class of actions? Consider a society which contains

one or more members who are like the man introduced earlier by Grice

as the Master criminal-f' - an.}¡ enjoy, Iet us say, killing, and aïe so

crever that they can kill- without being detected. rt is not in the

interest of such people to refrain from kirring, so (a) is true of

refraining from kitling in this society. But (bl) courd al_so be true

of refraining from killing in the same society, since a general re-

Ibid., p.

Ibid., p.

1l
L2

134.

101.
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quirement oll everyone to do so could be in t-he interest even of the

master criminals - it might ensure that others less clever than they

refrain from killing them, while they ignore it with ímpunity"

It seems, then, that (a) and (bf) can indeed both be true of

the same cl-ass of actions in some societies. How, in that case, \¡rere

we able a moment ago to derive the contrary conclusion? Our reason

for saying that (a) and (bl) asserted of 'che same class of actions

could not both be true was that the latter implies that every individual

has a reason in terms of his independent interest for doing actions

of that class, whereas the former implies that fcr some individuals, it

may be false that they have such a reason. VIe took (b1) tc¡ have the

imprication rnentioned on the basis of Grice's claì.m, used in trying

to establish a simil-ar implication in the case of (b), that if it is

in everyone I s interest that there be a requi-rement on everyone to do

actions of a certain class, then everyone has a reason to do actions

of that cl-ass. However, this cl-aim is false. rn the society just im-

aginecl, it was in everyone's interest that everyone be required to

refrain from kilring; but it was false that everyone had a reason to

ref::ain from killing, for it was false that those who enjoyed killing

and could do so with impunity had such a reason. l{e see then that if

(b, ) is true of a class of actions x, it does not follow that everyoneI

has a reason for doing X; which means that (a) may also be true of X,

even though this would impJ-y that any given individual may have reason

not to do X.

This, however, is clearly of no help to Grice. If (a) and (b1)

can both be true of a class of actions, then indeed, the contract ground,

taken as referring to independent interests, may after alr be true of
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some classes of actions, even though this would imply that (a) and

(b.) are boÈh true of those classes. But since it does not follow from
L

the fact that (bI) is true of a class of actions that everyone has

reason to do actions of that class, it could no longer be claimed that

since the contract ground asserted of a class of actions implies that

(b,) is true of that class, everyone has a reason to do actions of whicht
the contract ground is true.

There is no rvay, then, of rescuing Grice's argument for the cLaim

that if the contract ground is true of a class of actions, everyone has

a reason for doing actions of that class which is better than any in

terms of his independent interests for either doing or not doíng such

actions. Since this claim v/as a crucial premise in his attempt to

show that a man has such a reason for doing as l¡e morally ought, I

conclude that he fails in that attempt.



APPENDIX B

RICTARDS AND GBRT ON THE

RATIONAIITY OF MORALS

As was indicated at the end of chapter XI, I will in this

appendix consider some views expressed by D.A.J. Rj-charcls and

Bernard. Gert on a clai.m for which I have been concerned to argiue,

the cfaim that morality is required of any man by rationality. l

I wil-I consider these two authors in turn.

Richards holds that though everyone has reason to be moral,

morality is not therefore rational for everyone, and that for some,

it would in fact be irrational to be moral. This position is a

direct consequence of the account he gives of the nature of reasons

for action. Accordirrg to this account, reasons for acting are def-

ined by 'principles of action', so that for one to have reason to <1o

something is for one to be required to do that thing by a principJ-e

of action. Principles of action are divided into two classes, those

of rationality and those of morali'ty (the principles of morality are

asserted to be equivalent to those 'ultimate standards of conduct, which

would be chosen by perfectly rational egoists from what is essentially

As I have already argued, this does not entail- that an imrnoral or
an amoral man is necessarily irrational - see ch. IX, pp. L24-I26.

1
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Rawls' 'c.rriginal position' - that is, from 'a position of equal liberty,

and in the absence of any knowledge of their own paTticuLdr desires,

nature, and circumstances, but with knowledge of al1 other circumstances

of human life and desire'2). I will refer to this view of the nature

of reasons for action as tthe two-domains viewt, since it postulates

two radically different and quite independent types of reasons for action'

Given the two-domains víew, r^¡e certainly all have reason to be

mora1, forthi-s is just to say that the principles of morality require

us to be moral. It does not follow, however, that it would be ratíOnAL

of us to be moral, for the principles of morality are not the principles

of rationality. Moreover, given this view, it woulcl be hard not to agree

r^rith Richards' suggestion that iÈ rcan only be ihrough misunderstandingt

and confusion' that many philosophers have viewed with distaste the con-

clusion thatforsome of us, iÈ may be irrational to be moral.3 As

Richards points out, those who attempt to show that rationality requires

us to be moral have usually assumed that if this can not be shown, it

wiII follow that we have no reason to be moral - Lhey have assumr'd, that

is, that al1 reasons are lîeasons of rationality. But on the trvo-domains

view, it is guaranteed that there are reasons fo:: being moral b)' the

tautology that the principtes of morality requj-r:e us to be moral, and

the attempt to show that rationality requires us to be moral becomes

a very curious one. For if the principles of morality are principles

of action on all fours with those of rationality, in the sense that the

Richards, A Theory of Reesons fot' Actíon, p.

Ibid., p. 282.

2

3

80
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applicability of a principle of eiiher sort is by itself enough to

establish a reason for action, this attempt would be rather Iike the

attempt to show that one set of the rul-es of chess was somehow errtailed

by another - it would be altogether mysterious why it should be thought

that any such aÈtempt rnight be successful, and if it were successful,

it would not fol]ow that the rufes which turned out to be entaifed by

others had somehow been validated, since they antecedentJ-y had as much

validity as the rules by which they were discovered to be entailed.

Given the trvo-domains view, then, if it were to turn out thab

rationality requires morality of us, this could only be a remarkable

coincidence, in no way necessary to establ-ish that we have reason to be

moral- unfortunately, Richardsnoldhere argues for the two-domai"s "iet'4
He merely asserts that reasons for action are defined by principles of

action, and that the latter include, not on1)' the principles of ration-

ality, but those of morality as well. He does mentio¡r some confusions

which he thinks account for its being widely held that aII reasons are

ultirt¡ately based on principles of rationalitys, brrt needless to say, even

if his suggestions $Iere correct, it would not follow that there are

reasons not based ultimately on the principles of rationality, and

stil.l less would it follow that there are reasons which are ult--lmately

based on the principles of morality. In the absence of any argument

f would like to do more than mereJ-y assert that this is so, but the
difficulties involved in trying to establish a negative existential
proposition are well known. I can only say that a careful reading
of Richards' book failed to uncover any argument for the two-domains
view.

Richards, op. cit., pp. 279-283.

4

5
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presented by Richards for the two-domains view which we could consider

by way of assessment of it, I will argue against the vj-evr by pointing

out some of its consequences which seem clearly unacceptable.

We have seen that Richards holds that reason requires ntoral-ity

of all of us, though fcsome of us' Inorality rvitlbe irrational' This

means that there are requirements of reason on some people which it woulC

be positively irrational for them to obey. This, surely, is paradoxical"

Again, it is commonly thought that if there are reasons for a

person to do something, and if he is aware of them, this is enough to

explain his doing that thing - but. this is not so on Richards' account'

For in his view, if the reasons in question are moral reasons, they will

explain the personrs actions only if it is known that he desires to be

moral - as he says, truly to explain a personts actions by reference to

moral reasons 'implies that the person did have certain desires and

capacities to regurate his rife by the principles of morality'6. This

is not an accidental feature of Richards' position, for it is not at

aII obvious why anyone should be moved to do something by the mere fact

that he is required to do it by principles which would be chosen by

rational egoists in Rawls' 'original positionr, unless he happened to

wish to quide his life by such principles (the same cannot be said of

his principles of rationality, which amount to a set of guides to be

used in choosing plans for best securing one's desired .,,ds7). But

this means that not only wiII those of us for whom, if Richards is

right, morality is irrational, in fact not be moved by moral consider-

Ibid., p. 226.

See ibid., PP. 2A-29.

6

7
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ations - it would be quite inexplicable if we were to be moved by them.

Moreover, when a person's action is explainable by reference to moral

reasons, this will- be because he desires to behave morally, so that the

action is requi-red of him by rationality.S That is. this r.rill merety

be a special case of the requirements of morality happening to coincide

with those of rationality. Thus, though Richards' account does allow

a sense in which onets actions can sometimes be explaiired by reference

to moral reasons, this will be possible only when one also has rational

reasons for oners actions. It foll-ows that \^re can only accept Richarclst

account at. the price of having to allow a class of reasons for acting

which lack what is surely one of the central features of the notion of

a reason for acting, nameÌy Èhe capacity to explain actions.

The other difficulty which I wish to point out in Richards' view

concerns the question of whether the requirements of morality take

precedence over those of rationarity, or uice uersa.. This question

arises for Richards because, as r/üe have seen, he holds that moral- reasons

do not depend on the principle of rationarity, but derive from a quite

independent set of principles. R-icl'lards' anshrer is that morality

should take precedence, for he hol<ls that the principles of morality

are in a relationshj-p of 'priority' to those of rationality, in the sense

that the latter are only to be applied after the former have been satis-

fied or shown to be irrelevant, He suggests that it is in part failure

The relevant principle of rationality would appear to be Richards'rprinciple of effective means', which is that 'given a desired. end,
one is to choose that action which most effectively, and at reast
cost, attains that end, cetez,ís panibus t (p. 2g).

I
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to -take account of this priority relation that accounts for the

reluctance shourn by many philosophers to accept that morality may some-

times be irrational.9 *o* it is ncwhere made clear on what grourds

Richards asserts that the priority relation in question holds.

presuma-bly, this is supposed to foltow from the claim that the concept

of a moral principle is equivalenÈ to that of 'those uLtinate standards

of conduct'lo which would be agreecl to in the original position. But

the fact that certain principles would be agreed to as ultimate star¡d-

ards of conduct in a hypothetical situation bearing little resemblance

to any actual situation which has ever existed has no tendeucy to show

that those principLes av'e ultima.te standards in any sense'

However, the real difficulty is not that Richards fails to

support the claim that morat pri-nciples are to take precedence over

those of rationality, but that on his view, it is difficult to give

sense to this claim. For \ÁIe need to enquire into the status of the

requirement that the former take precedence. It canr¡ot, it would

seem, be either a moral requirement or a rational requirement. wtrile

it is trivially true that morali¡:y requires us to give precedence to

moral considerations when they conflict with others, such a requirement'

as a moral requirement, cannot be appealed to to adju.dicate between

moral requirements and others. On the other hand, it seems self-cont-

radictory to suggest that it is a requirement of rationaLity tlnalu

rationality on occasion should gi're way to anything else, unless this

9 Ibid., p.

Ibid., p.

282.

80 (my emphasis).10
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was a paradoxical way of sayi-ng that what appeared to conflict with

rationality did not rea-lly do so. That Richards has no solution to this

probl.em emerges in a remark he makes in attemptinq to explain the sense

in which moral principles are supposed to be prior to those of ration-

aJ-ity. He says on page 282 i-ha|-rl{hat it means for there to be such

a priority relation, and what it means for the prior moral principles

to be principles is simply that there is no appeal, by way of justif-

ication, beyond these principles, when they apply'. R-ichards tells

us here that v,rhat it is for moral- principles to be prior to t-hose of

rationality is that there is no appeal beyond them when they apply.

But he also tells us that this is what it is for moral principles to

be príncíples; and since the principles of rationality are also prin-

ciples, it folfows that there is no appeal beyond them. when they appLy.

This means that moral- principles are prior to those of rationality, but

that the reverse is also true. This is not a mere slip on Richards'

part - as long as we hold that there are tv/o sets of principles, each

constituting a source of reasons for acting which is quite independent

of the other, we must concede that both are ultimate in the sense that

from the standpoint of eíther, there is no appeal beyond the require-

ments of its principles. Needless to say, it toould be no solution to

suggest that the requirement that morality take precedence over ration-

ality is neither a moral no? a rational requirement, but one of some

third kind. For \de would then have to ask whether or not requ-irements

of this third kind are to take precedence over those of rationality

and morality, and woufd encounter exactly the same kind of difficulties

in trying to give sense to this question as those which we have seen

to arise with regard to the question of whether or not morality is to
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take precedence over rationality. The difficulty which Richards is ln

disappears, of course, if all reasons are taken, as they usually are

taken, to be rAtíOnaL requirements. For then, the gpestion of whether

or not we should,give morality precedenceDver (other) requiremeuts of

rationality can be answered unambiguously, and, I have argued in this

disserÈation, affirmativelY.

An attempt might be made to play down the seriousness of the

diff-iculty just raised for the two-domainSview, by pointing out that

it does alIow that reason gives unambiguous guidance at least in cases

where there is no clash between the requirements of rationality and

those of morality. It must be pointed out, however, that if Richa::ds

is right, then except on those occasions when rationality and morality

happen to require the same action of one, mora11ty aLUayS clashes wj-th

rationali.ty. For if an action is required of one by moralíty, but not

by rationaJ-ity, then there is no rational- ground for performing that

action. But any action involves some cost to the agent in terms of time

and effort, opportunities foreg'one, and so on; and since incurri-ng any

cost when there is no rational ground fo:: doing so is i'rrational, there

can be no occasions on which an action which is required by moralitlz is,

so to speak. rationally neutral, Of courserthe cost to an agent of a

morally required action will sometimes be slight (though often it will

not be - morality not infreguently requires considerable sacrifices);

but it would be a mistake to suppose that at least in such cases, since

the irrationality of doing what is morally required will be slight, it

woutd be outweighed by the immorality of not doing it. For on Richards'

view, though in such a case there may be overwhelming reason, morally

speaking, to do what morality requires, there is, rational-ly speaking'
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no reason whatever for doing so. This means that to assert, even here,

that reason would dictate doing what is morally required is to assume

the priority of moral requirements to those of rationality; and as we

have seen, the intelligibiÌity of this assumption, let al_one its truth,

is, given Richardst view, dubious. Thus, on Richardst view, except

when the demands of morality and those of ratíonality coincide, mora]-

ity will always conflict with rationality (though the reverse does not

seem to be true, s.i-nce it is not necessariry irunoral_ to expend time

and effort in moralJ-y neutral pursuits); and reason itself can provide

no solution to any such confl_ict.

rf Richards' account of the nature of reasons for acting is

accepted, then, it folrows, (r) that reason can require us to do what

it would be irrationar for us to do; (2) that the fact that one has

reason for doing something, and is aware of this, frây be quite incapab1-e

of expl-aining one's doing that thing; and (3) that there is an emlf,arr-

assingly large number of situations of human choice where the dictates

of ¡:eason are radically ambiguous. This, surely, constitutes an adequate

ground for rejection of that account and its implication that the attempt

to show morality to be required by rationality must stem from confusion

and. misunderstanding.

Gert also denies that it can be shown that morality is required

by rationality. However, while Richards provides some ground for doubt-

ing that this can be shown (namely what we cal-led the r two-domains' view

of reasons for acting), Gert provides no such ground. Rather, he gives

the impression that he would like to have been able to show that morality

is required by reason, but recognises that his own 'justification of the

moral rules' achieves less than this, and simply does not see how it could
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be shown. Thus at one stage, after concluding that reason does not''

require impartiality, he includes himself among the moral philosophers

whose hopes are disappointed by this "orr"Iusior,.ll 
At any rate, there

is certainly nothing in Gert's general account of the requirements of

reason which, if accepted,, would cast doubt on my argument to show that

reason requires rnorali.ty of all men. For Gert's view is that the only

things required of all men by reason are the avoidance of evil for one-

self, and the non-avoidance of good¡L2 and it is at least consistent

with this claim that aII men have reason to try to avoíd a Hobbesian

state of war. For failure to avoid such a state certainllz involves

failure to avoid a number of notable evils, and to gain a nu¡r,ber of

notabfe goods.

There is another aspect of Gert's remarks on the ratJ-onality

of morality, however, which is of some interest to us. As we noted

in the last paragraph, he recognises that his conclusion that reason

does not require moratity is something of a blow to the hopes of many

moral philosophers. However, he is i.nclined to irnpJ-y that this t'Iow

wil1 be more easily borne if one takes note of a distinction he drarvs

between what is Teq7iTed by reason and what Ls aLLoUed by reason.

Given this distinction, we need not conclrrde from the fact that reason

does not require morality that it does not aLLoU morality, and, Gert

claims, it does in fact allow morality. thus, he says on page 43 that

while reason 'does not provide the support to morality that it is some-

times claimed to', yet 'despite appearances it is not the enemy of moral-

ity that it has a1so sometimes been claimed to ber. However, Gertrs

Gert, op.

Op. cit. ,

cit., p. xix.
ch. 3.
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distinction carìnot really 'lo much to console those disappointed in their

hope that morality had the support of reason. By saying that some type

of activity is allowed by reason, Gert means that it is neither the case

that all rational men would engage in it, nor that a1I rational men

would avoid it. Now there are, clearly, many activities of this sort

- for example, not al-l rational men play goJ-f, nor do all rational men

not play gol-f. But an activity allowed by reason in this sense may

nevertheless be such that for any given individual it is either required

or prohibited by reason. For it does not fol-Iow from the fact that

reason neither requires aLL rati.onaL men to engage in a certain sort

of activity nor forbids aLL rational men to do so that it does not

require of each individual either that he do so or that he not do so.

Thus the fact that morality is al.Iowed by reason in Gert's sense leaves

open the possibility that for some, perhaps even most people, morality

is irrational; and I conclude that the fact that mcrality''i.s allowed by

reason in this sense is cold comfort to anyone who would krave liked to

have been shown that it is required by reason.
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